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Abstract

Asynchronous stochastic systems are abundant in the real world. Examples include queuing systems, tele-

phone exchanges, and computer networks. Yet, little attention has been given to such systems in the model

checking and planning literature, at least not without making limiting and often unrealistic assumptions re-

garding the dynamics of the systems. The most common assumption is that of history-independence: the

Markov assumption. In this thesis, we consider the problemsof verification and planning for stochastic pro-

cesses with asynchronous events, without relying on the Markov assumption. We establish the foundation

for statistical probabilistic model checking, an approachto probabilistic model checking based on hypothe-

sis testing and simulation. We demonstrate that this approach is competitive with state-of-the-art numerical

solution methods for probabilistic model checking. While the verification result can be guaranteed only

with some probability of error, we can set this error bound arbitrarily low (at the cost of efficiency). Our

contribution in planning consists of a formalism, the generalized semi-Markov decision process (GSMDP),

for planning with asynchronous stochastic events. We consider both goal directed and decision theoretic

planning. In the former case, we rely on statistical model checking to verify plans, and use the simulation

traces to guide plan repair. In the latter case, we present the use of phase-type distributions to approximate a

GSMDP with a continuous-time MDP, which can then be solved using existing techniques. We demonstrate

that the introduction of phases permits us to take history into account when making action choices, and this

can result in policies of higher quality than we would get if we ignored history dependence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Stochastic processes with asynchronous events (and actions) are abundant in the real world. The canonical

example is a simple queuing system with a single service station, for example modeling your local post

office. Customers arrive at the post office, wait in line untilthe service station is vacant, spend time being

serviced by the clerk, and finally leave. We can think of the arrival and departure (due to service completion)

of a customer as two separateevents. There is no synchronization between the arrival and departure of cus-

tomers, i.e. the two events just introduced areasynchronous, so this is clearly an example of an asynchronous

system. Other examples of asynchronous systems include telephone exchanges and computer networks.

When we talk about stochastic processes, we are primarily concerned with random variations in the

timing of events, for example the duration of a phone call (timing of a “hang up” event) or the lifetime of

an electronic component (timing of a “fail” event). We assume that we are given a probability distribution

accurately capturing the timing of events. We do not concernourselves with how these probability distribu-

tions are obtained, although we expect them to be based on a collection of empirical measurements to which

we fit an analytic distribution function. For example, the duration of a phone call is typically modeled using

an exponential distribution, while component lifetime often is found to match a Weibull distribution.

1.1 Two Problems

In this thesis, we consider two separate problems concerning stochastic processes with asynchronous events:

verificationandplanning. For verification, we are given a system, or a model of a system, and are asked

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to determine whether the system satisfies some given property. The solution to a verification problem is a

“yes” or “no” answer. In the case of a telephone exchange, forexample, we may want to verify that the

probability is at least0.9999 that no calls are dropped in a 24-hour period. For planning purposes, we inject

a decision dimension into the model, and are asked to find a course of action that will enable a goal to

be attained or some expected reward to be maximized. For instance, for a network of computers, we can

introduce different service actions and then try to find a service policy that will give us the best value.

Verification and planning can be seen as vital steps in the development of functional systems. Through

planning, we obtain a system design, and verification is usedto ensure that the system design is satisfactory.

1.1.1 Verification

Probabilistic verification of continuous-time stochasticprocesses has received increasing attention in the

model checking community in the past five years, with a clear focus on developing numerical solution

methods for model checking of continuous-time Markov processes. Numerical techniques tend to scale

poorly with an increase in the size of the model (the “state space explosion problem”), however, and are

feasible only for restricted classes of stochastic discrete event systems.

We present astatistical approach to probabilistic model checking, employing hypothesis testing and

discrete event simulation. Our solution method works for any discrete event system that can be simulated,

and can be used to verify systems too large for numerical analysis. Since we rely on statistical hypothesis

testing, we cannot guarantee that the verification result iscorrect, but we can at least bound the probability

of generating an incorrect answer to a verification problem.Another advantage of our model checking

algorithm, as with most statistical solution methods, is that it is trivially parallelizable, so we can solve

problems faster in a distributed fashion by utilizing multiple interconnected computers.

1.1.2 Planning

Planning for stochastic processes with asynchronous events and actions has received little attention in the

artificial intelligence (AI) literature, although some attention has recently been given to planning withcon-

current actions. Guestrin et al. (2002) and Mausam and Weld (2004) use discrete-timeMarkov decision

processes(MDPs) to model and solve planning problems with concurrentactions, but the approach is re-

stricted to instantaneous actions executed in synchrony. Rohanimanesh and Mahadevan (2001) consider
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planning problems with temporally extended actions that can be executed in parallel. By restricting the tem-

porally extended actions toMarkov options, the resulting planning problems can be modeled as discrete-time

semi-Markov decision processes (SMDPs).

All three of the approaches cited above model time as a discrete quantity. This is a natural model of

time for synchronous systems driven by a global clock. Asynchronous systems, on the other hand, are best

represented using a dense (continuous) model of time (Alur et al. 1993). Continuous-time MDPs (Howard

1960) can be used to model asynchronous systems, but are restricted to events and actions with exponential

trigger time distributions. Continuous-time SMDPs (Howard 1971b) lift the restriction on trigger time

distributions, but cannot model asynchrony.

We introduce thegeneralizedsemi-Markov decision process (GSMDP), based on the GSMP model

of discrete event systems (Glynn 1989), as a model for asynchronous stochastic decision processes. A

GSMDP, unlike an SMDP, remembers if an event enabled in the current state has been continuously enabled

in previous states without triggering. This is key in modeling asynchronous processes, which typically

involve events that race to trigger first in a state, but the event that triggers first does not necessarily disable

the competing events. For example, if a customer is currently being serviced at the post office, the fact that

another customer arrives does not mean that the service of the first customer has to start over from scratch.

By including a real-valued clock for each event in the description of states, we can model a GSMDP as an

MDP, but this will be ageneral state space, continuous-timeMDP.

We present two different solution methods for GSMDPs. First, we consider the problem of planning

for goal achievement, and present a planning framework based on the Generate, Test and Debug (GTD)

paradigm introduced by Simmons (1988). This work ties together our efforts in planning and verification.

The second solution method is based on a decision theoretic framework, and we present the use of phase-

type distributions (Neuts 1981) to approximate a GSMDP witha continuous-time MDP that then can be

solved exactly (or approximately).

1.2 Summary of Research Contribution

Stochastic models with asynchronous events can be rather complex, in particular if the Markov assumption

does not hold, such as if event delays are not exponentially distributed for continuous-time models. Many
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phenomena in nature are, in fact, best modeled with non-exponential distributions, for example, the lifetime

of a product (Nelson 1985) or a computer process (Leland and Ott 1986). Yet, the Markov assumption is

commonly made, and the attention in the AI planning literature, in particular, is given almost exclusively

to discrete-time models, which are inappropriate for asynchronous systems. We believe, however, that the

complexity of asynchronous systems is manageable. More precisely, we set out to provide evidence for the

following statement:

Thesis. Verification and planning for stochastic processes with asynchronous events can be made practical

through the use of statistical hypothesis testing and phase-type distributions.

We will support this statement by developing a set of techniques and tools for verification and planning

with asynchronous events. In verification, we provide a unifying semantics for interpreting probabilistic

temporal logic formulae over general stochastic discrete event systems. We have developed a statistical

approach to probabilistic model checking, based on hypothesis testing and simulation. The main theo-

retical results are Theorems 5.4 and 5.8, which establish the verification procedure for conjunctive and

nested probabilistic statements. We show, through empirical studies, that our approach compares well with

state-of-the-art numerical techniques for model checkingMarkov processes. We also show that the use of

memoization and heuristics for selecting the verification error of nested probabilistic operators can make

statistical verification of properties with nested probabilistic statements work in practice. Finally, we con-

sider the verification of so called “black-box” systems, which are systems that have already been deployed

and cannot be simulated, and make explicit the assumptions required for it to produce reliable results.

In planning, we establish a framework for stochastic decision processes with asynchronous events. We

consider both goal directed and decision theoretic (rewardoriented) planning. For goal directed planning,

we use our statistical model checking algorithm to verify plans. Plans that fail to satisfy a given goal

condition are repaired, and we rely on the execution traces generated during plan verification to find reasons

for failure. We show that the information obtained from the execution traces can help us understand why a

plan fails, and can also be used to guide automated plan repair. For decision theoretic planning, we introduce

the GSMDP model, and show how phase-type distributions can be used to approximate a GSMDP with a

continuous-time MDP. We show, through experiments, that the introduction of phases can help us produce

better policies (in terms of expected reward) by allowing usto take history dependence into account.
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We would like to highlight two tools, in particular, that have come out of our research effort and are now

available to the public. These are YMER1, a tool for probabilistic model checking, and TEMPASTIC-DTP2,

which is our decision theoretic planner for GSMDPs.

1.3 Overview of Thesis

This thesis is divided into two parts, corresponding to the two different research problems that we address:

verification and planning. The two parts are to a large extentindependent of each other. We rely on the

verification work when we discuss goal directed planning in Chapter 8, but only on an abstract level. The

separation into two largely independent parts is made with aheterogeneous audience in mind. The target

audience for the part on verification is the model checking community, while the part on planning primarily

targets researchers in artificial intelligence. To accommodate readers with a cross-disciplinary inclination,

we provide a comprehensive introduction in Chapter 2 to terminology, notation, and techniques that are

used extensively throughout the remainder of the thesis. Chapter 3 provides the context for our research

contribution with a discussion of related work in probabilistic verification and planning under uncertainty.

Part I consists of a thorough presentation and evaluation ofour statistical approach to probabilistic

model checking. We start in Chapter 4 by introducing theunified temporal stochastic logic(UTSL) for

specifying properties of stochastic discrete event systems. UTSL represents a unification of Hansson and

Jonsson’s (1994) PCTL, which has a semantics defined for discrete-time Markov processes, and Baier et al.’s

(2003) version of CSL, which has a semantics defined for continuous-time Markov processes. We provide a

semantics for UTSL that is defined in terms of general stochastic discrete event systems.

Chapter 5 introduces a model checking algorithm for UTSL, based on statistical hypothesis testing.

This work originated in an effort to verify plans for complexstochastic temporal domains, with a focus

on probabilistic time-bounded reachability properties (Younes and Musliner 2002). Time-bounded CSL

properties were later considered (Younes and Simmons 2002b), although with an unsatisfactory solution for

conjunctive and nested probabilistic operators. These shortcomings have now been addressed, and a sound

and practical solution to the verification of properties with nested probabilistic operators is presented for the

1http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜lorens/ymer.html
2http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜lorens/tempastic-dtp.html
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first time in this thesis.

Chapter 6 provides an empirical evaluation of our model checking algorithm and a comparison with

numerical solution methods. The comparative study extendsa previously published (Younes et al. 2004)

comparison of statistical and numerical solution methods for probabilistic model checking. The results are

intended as an aid to practitioners when facing a choice between different solution techniques, or when

selecting parameters for a specific solution method.

The model checking algorithm presented in Chapter 5 relies on the ability to generate sample trajectories

for a stochastic discrete event system on demand. In Chapter7, we consider a situation where this is not

possible, for example, if we want to verify an already deployed system for which we have no model. We

assume that we are provided with a finite set of sample trajectories, and show how to statistically verify

UTSL properties based on this limited source of informationabout a system. This chapter, which concludes

the part on verification, is based on a previously published technical report (Younes 2004).

In Part II, we consider the problem of planning with asynchronous events and actions. We describe two

complementary approaches. Chapter 8 describes a goal directed approach. We present a general planning

framework for generating stationary policies for controllable stochastic discrete event systems that satisfy

UTSL goal conditions. The statistical model checking algorithm is used for policy verification, and policies

that do not satisfy a given goal condition are repaired. We rely on the sample trajectories generated during

the verification phase to guide the repair effort. This chapter is based on work reported two consecutive

years at ICAPS (Younes et al. 2003; Younes and Simmons 2004a).

A decision theoretic approach to planning with asynchronous events and actions is presented in Chap-

ter 9, where we introduce the generalized semi-Markov decision process (GSMDP). We present the use of

continuous-phase type distributions to approximate a GSMDP with a continuous-time MDP, which can then

be solved exactly. We extend the work of Younes and Simmons (2004c) by considering additional tech-

niques for approximating a general distribution with a phase-type distribution. The “Bellman equation” for

a GSMDP first appeared in a workshop paper (Younes and Simmons2004b).

Finally, Chapter 10 discusses directions for future work inverification and planning. For verification,

this includes statistical techniques for verifying steady-state properties and the use of symbolic data struc-

tures for faster discrete event simulation. In planning, wecall for a formal analysis of optimal GSMDP

planning and discuss the possibility of using value function approximation techniques to solve GSMDPs.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces terminology and techniques that will be used extensively in later chapters. Readers

already familiar with concepts such asrandom variable, probability distribution, acceptance sampling, and

stochastic processmay still find it useful to read this chapter, as our notation may differ from what they

are used to. In particular, this is the case for standard parametric probability distributions, and we refer the

reader to Table 2.1 for a summary of our notation for important distributions.

2.1 Random Variables and Probability Distributions

Consider the chance experiment of observing the outcome of adie roll. The possible observations are the

integers1 through6. For a regular die, we assume that each outcome is equally likely, i.e. outcomei is

observed with probability1/6. Now, consider a chance experiment that consists of observing the duration

of a phone call. The outcome of this experiment is a positive real number, rather than an integer, and there

is some probability of observing a call with a duration no longer thant.

Formally, we represent a chance experiment with arandom variable(Feller 1957; Wadsworth and Bryan

1960), also called avariate. A random variableX can take on any value in an outcome spaceΩ, and we

associate a non-negative weightf(x) with each possible outcomex ∈ Ω. The outcome space, as illustrated

by the two examples in the previous paragraph, can be discrete or continuous. We assume, for simplicity,

that the outcome space is either the integers or the real numbers. In the former case, we callX a discrete

random variable, while in the latter caseX is referred to as acontinuous random variable. Impossible

7
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x0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

f (x)

0

1

Figure 2.1: Probability density function for a discrete
random variable.

x0

f (x)

0

Figure 2.2: Probability density function for a continuous
random variable.

x0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

F(x)

0

1

Figure 2.3: Cumulative distribution function for a dis-
crete random variable.

x0

F(x)

0

1

Figure 2.4: Cumulative distribution function for a con-
tinuous random variable.

outcomes, for example7 in the die roll experiment, are assigned zero weight.

The total weight for the outcome space must equal unity. In other words, the weight functionf must

satisfy the condition
∫

Ω f(x) = 1. For discrete outcome spaces,f(x) is simply the probability associated

with outcomex. In the continuous case,f(x) is not a probability, however, andf(x) can be greater than

1. For example,f(x) is either0 or 2 for a continuous uniform distribution over the interval(0, 0.5). The

functionf(x) is called theprobability density functionfor the random variableX. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show

the probability density function for a discrete and a continuous random variable, respectively. Thesupport

of a probability distribution is the subset of the outcome spaceΩ with positive weight. It is{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}
for the distribution in Figure 2.1 and[0,∞) for the distribution in Figure 2.2.

The probability that the value ofX is at mostt, Pr[X ≤ t], is a functionF (t) called thecumulative dis-

tribution function. We haveF (t) =
∑t

x=−∞ f(x) for discrete random variables andF (t) =
∫ t
−∞ f(x) dx

for continuous random variables. Sincef(x) is non-negative for all values ofx, F (t) is a non-decreasing

function oft, limt→−∞ F (t) = 0, andlimt→∞ F (t) = 1. A probability distribution ispositiveif F (0) = 0.

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show two examples of cumulative distribution functions for positive distributions.
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We can obtain new random variables as functions of existing random variables. In the board game

Monopoly, for example, a player rolls two dice at once and adds the outcome of the two rolls to determine

the number of steps to take on the board. LetX1 andX2 be random variables representing the individual

die rolls. The sumX1 + X2 is another random variableY representing the chance experiment of simulta-

neously rolling two identical dice and summing up their outcomes. In general, a functiong(X1, . . . ,Xn)

of n random variables is itself a random variableY with some probability density function and cumulative

distribution function.

2.1.1 Expectation, Variance, and Moments

The probability density function or cumulative distribution function for a random variableX fully charac-

terizes the chance experiment represented byX. It is common to present a set of summarizing statistics for

the experiment instead of the whole distribution function.The most commonly used summarizing statistic

is themean, or expected value, of a random variable. The expected value ofX, denotedE[x], is defined

asµ =
∑∞

x=−∞ xf(x) for discrete distributions andµ =
∫∞
−∞ xf(x) dx for continuous distributions. The

valueµ represents the “expected outcome” of a chance experiment, but does not necessarily correspond to

a possible outcome. In the case of a single die throw, for example, we haveµ = 3.5.

While the mean is a measure of location for a random variable,thevarianceof X, denotedVar[X] or

σ2, is a measure of spread. It is defined asσ2 = E[(X − µ)2], whereµ is the mean ofX. The square root

of the variance,σ, is called thestandard deviation, and is sometimes preferred as a measure of spread in

practice becauseσ andµ are of the same unit of measurement. For example, ifµ is the average length of a

phone call in seconds, thenσ measures the spread in seconds, whileσ2 gives a measure of spread in squared

seconds. The spread can also be specified using thecoefficient of variation, defined ascv = σ/µ, or the

squared coefficient of variation (cv2), which gives a measure of spread that is relative to the location µ.

The mean of a random variable is a special case of a set of summarizing statistics calledmoments. The

ith moment of a random variableX is defined asµi = E[Xi]. Obviously, the mean ofX isµ1. The variance,

σ2, can be expressed using the first two moments:

σ2 = E[(X − µ1)
2] = E[X2]− 2µ1 E[X] + µ2

1 = µ2 − µ2
1

The squared coefficient of variation,cv2, is therefore equal to(µ2/µ
2
1)− 1.
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Distribution F (x) µ σ2

Bernoulli







0 if x < 0
1− p if x = 0

1 if x > 0
p p(1− p)

Geometric,G(p) 1− (1− p)x (x ≥ 0)
1

p

1− p(1− p)

p2

Binomial,B(n, p)

x
∑

i=0

(

n

i

)

pi(1− p)n−i np np(1− p)

Uniform,U(a, b)







0 if x < a
(x− a)/(b− a) if a ≤ x ≤ b

1 if x > b

a + b

2

(b− a)2

12

Exponential,Exp(λ) 1− e−λx (x ≥ 0)
1

λ

1

λ2

Weibull, W (η, β) 1− e−(x/η)β

(x ≥ 0) ηΓ(1 + β−1) η2
(

Γ(1 + 2β−1)− Γ2(1 + β−1)
)

Lognormal,L(µ, s) Φ(s−1 log(x/µ)− s/2) (x ≥ 0) µ µ2
(

es2 − 1
)

Table 2.1: Common parametric probability distributions.

2.1.2 Parametric Distributions

A probability distribution can be almost arbitrarily complex, but many important phenomena in nature can

be fairly accurately described using only a few parameters.We call a distributionparametricif the shape

of its distribution function is determined by the values of afinite number of parameters. Table 2.1 shows

the cumulative distribution function, mean, and variance for seven parametric distributions that will occur

frequently in this thesis. Next, we describe each of these distributions in more detail.

Let the random variableX represent the chance experiment of tossing an unbiased coin. The probability

distribution associated withX can be specified using the single parameterp = 1/2, and is an example of

a Bernoulli distribution. The random variableX is called aBernoulli variateand the chance experiment

represented byX is aBernoulli trial. In general, the Bernoulli distribution can be used to modelany chance

experiment with two distinct outcomes, typically encoded by the integers0 and1, and with a probabilityp

of outcome1 occurring.

Next, consider an experiment where we toss a coin repeatedlyuntil we get a head. LetX be a random

variable with value equal to the number of coin tosses in an experiment. In this case,X is said to have a

geometricdistribution with parameterp = 1/2. The probability of observing thatX has valuex (i.e. that
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x coin tosses are required to get one head in a specific experiment) is p(1 − p)x, which is the probability

density function for the geometric distribution. The probability of observingx tails in a row is(1 − p)x, so

the cumulative distribution function isF (x) = 1− (1− p)x.

Let X1, . . . ,Xn ben independent and identically distributed Bernoulli variates with parameterp. The

random variableY =
∑n

i=1 Xi then has abinomialdistribution with parametersn andp, denotedB(n, p). If

we carry outn independent coin tosses, for example, then the number of heads that we observe is binomially

distributed withp = 1/2. The binomial distribution will play a central role in the next section, when we

discuss acceptance sampling, which is the technique we willlater use for statistical probabilistic model

checking.

A random variable representing a die roll has a discreteuniform distribution with f(x) = 1/6 for

x ∈ {1, . . . , 6} (Figures 2.1 and 2.3 plotf(x) andF (x), respectively, for this distribution). The uniform

distribution can also be defined over a continuous interval(a, b), with f(x) = (x − a)/(b − a) for x ∈
(a, b). The uniform distribution has finite support, unlike the geometric distribution and the three continuous

distributions mentioned below which all have infinite support.

Theexponentialdistribution, with cumulative distribution functionF (x) = 1− e−λx, is one of the most

widely used continuous distributions due to its favorable analytical properties. The parameterλ is therate

of the distribution, for example representing the failure rate of an electrical component or the arrival rate

of customers at a post office. Figures 2.2 and 2.4 plotf(x) andF (x), respectively, for the exponential

distribution withλ = 1. The exponential distribution ismemoryless. This means that ifX is a random

variable with an exponential distribution, thenPr[X > t + s | X > t] = Pr[X > s]. The geometric

distribution, which in many ways can be seen as a discrete version of the exponential distribution, is also

memoryless, and these are in fact the only memoryless distributions (Feller 1957, p. 305). The memoryless

property is essential for analytical tractability in many applications.

Not all phenomena in the real world can be properly captured by a memoryless distribution. Component

lifetime, for example, is often not memoryless. Failure maybe more likely early on during a warm-up period

than when a system has been running for a while, or it could be the case that the failure rate increases with

time due to material fatigue. TheWeibulldistribution (Weibull 1951), with cumulative distribution function

F (x) = 1 − e−(x/η)β
, is commonly used in reliability engineering for this purpose. The parameterη is a

scale parameter, whileβ is a shape parameter with0 < β < 1 giving a decreasing failure rate andβ > 1
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x0 1 2 3 4

f (x)

0

1

β = 0. 5
β = 1

β = 1. 5

x0 1 2 3 4

F(x)

0

1

β = 0. 5
β = 1

β = 1. 5

Figure 2.5: Probability density function (left) and cumulative distribution function (right) for the Weibull distribution.

giving an increasing failure rate. The mean and variance of aWeibull distribution are defined in terms of

the gamma function, Γ(x) =
∫∞
0 tx−1e−t dt , as shown in Table 2.1. Ifβ is equal to1, then the Weibull

distribution is simply an exponential distribution with rate 1/η. Figure 2.5 shows the probability density

function and cumulative distribution function for three different values ofβ.

The lognormaldistribution is another probability distribution commonly used in reliability engineering.

If X is a random variable with a lognormal distribution, thenY = log X is a normal variate. The cumulative

distribution function for the standard normal distribution (µ = 1 andσ = 0) is given by the formula

(2.1) Φ(x) =
1√
2π

∫ x

−∞
e−t2/2 dt ,

and Table 2.1 shows the distribution function for the lognormal distribution in terms ofΦ(x).

2.1.3 Phase-Type Distributions and Approximation Techniques

The exponential distribution, with its memoryless property, is often used in models of stochastic systems.

This results in models for which tractable solution techniques for many problems (e.g. model checking

and planning) exist.Phase-type distributions(Neuts 1975, 1981), both discrete and continuous, generalize

the exponential distribution to permit memory dependence in the form ofphases. We will use phase-type

distributions in Chapter 9 to approximate non-exponentialparametric distributions for the purpose of solving

decision theoretic planning problems with asynchronous events.

Erlang (1917) was the first to consider a generalization of the exponential distribution that preserves

much of its analytic tractability. LetX1, . . . ,Xn be n random variables, all having an exponential distri-

bution with rateλ. The random variableY =
∑n

i=1 Xi is then said to have anErlang distribution with
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1 2 . . . n
λ λ λ λ

Figure 2.6: Erlang distribution.

1 2 . . . n
p1λ1 p2λ2 pn−1λ n−1 λ n

(1 − p1)λ1 (1 − p2)λ2
. . . (1 − pn−1)λ n−1

Figure 2.7: Coxian distribution.

parametersn andλ. The Erlang distribution can be thought of as a chain ofn phases where the time spent

in each phase before transitioning to the next phase is exponentially distributed with rateλ (Figure 2.6). The

random variableY represents the time from entry of the first phase until exit ofthe last phase. Ageneral-

ized Erlangdistribution includes the possibility of exiting the chainalready after the first phase (there is a

probabilityp of transitioning to the second phase).

A Coxiandistribution (Cox 1955) is a further generalization of the Erlang distribution, permitting phase-

dependent transition rates and a probabilityqi = (1 − pi) of bypassing the remaining phases after exiting

phasei. Figure 2.7 shows ann-phase Coxian distribution. Note that a Coxian distribution with n phases has

2n− 1 parameters, while ann-phase Erlang distribution only has a single parameter (therateλ).

The Erlang and Coxian distributions are special cases of theclass of phase-type distributions. In general,

a phase-type distribution withn phases represents the time from entry until absorption in aMarkov process

(see Section 2.3.3) withn transient states and a single absorbing state. We are primarily interested in

continuous phase-type distributions, as this thesis is concerned with asynchronous systems, which are best

represented using a continuous model of time. The general form of an n-phase continuous phase-type

distribution is specified usingn2 + 2n parameters:

• λi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, representing the exit rate for phasei.

• pij , for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, representing the probability that phasei is followed by phasej. The probability

qi = 1−∑n
j=1 pij is the probability of absorption immediately following phasei.

• αi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, representing the probability that the initial phase isi.

If we define ann × n matrix Q, with elementsQii = −λi(1 − pii) andQij = λipij (i 6= j), and a row

vector~α = [αi], then the cumulative distribution function for a continuous phase-type distribution is given

by F (x) = 1 − ~αeQx~e, where~e is a unit column vector of sizen. Thekth moment of the distribution is

µk = k!~α(−Q)−k~e. It is common to consider onlyacyclicphase-type distributions, where phasej can be
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reached only from phasesi < j, because they require fewer parameters.

We can use a phase-type distributionPH to approximate a general distributionG, for example a Weibull

or lognormal distribution. The most straightforward approximation technique is themethod of moments,

where the objective is to match the firstk moments ofG andPH . When using the method of moments, it is

desirable to match as many moments ofG as possible, but we will typically need more phases to match more

moments, so there is a tradeoff between accuracy and complexity of the approximate model. The objective

is often to find a phase-type distribution that matches a fixednumber of moments and is minimal (in terms

of the number of phases), or close to minimal, within a certain class of phase-type distributions (e.g. acyclic

phase-type distributions).

We can easily match a single moment of a general distributionG by using an exponential distribution

with rate1/µ1, but this typically yields a poor approximation ofG. It is possible to match the first two

moments of any positive distribution using either a generalized Erlang distribution or a two-phase Coxian

distribution. If the squared coefficient of variation,cv2, is less than1, then we can use a generalized Erlang

distribution with the following parameters (Sauer and Chandy 1975; Marie 1980):

n =

⌈

1

cv2

⌉

λ =
1− p + np

µ1

p = 1− 2n · cv2 + n− 2−
√

n2 + 4− 4n · cv2

2(n − 1)(cv2 + 1)

For example, a uniform distributionU(0, 1) (µ1 = 1/2 andcv2 = 1/3) can be approximated by a three-

phase (generalized) Erlang distribution withp = 1 andλ = 6. For distributions withcv2 ≥ 1/2, we match

the first two moments with a two-phase Coxian distribution with parametersλ1 = 2/µ1, λ2 = 1/(µ1 · cv2),

andp = 1/(2 · cv2) (Marie 1980). For example, a Weibull distributionW (1, 1/2) hasµ1 = 2 andcv2 = 5,

and can therefore be approximated by a two-phase Coxian distribution with λ1 = 1, λ2 = 1/10, and

p = 1/10. Whitt (1982) and Altiok (1985) show how to find a phase-type distribution with only two phases

that matches the first three moments of a general distribution, provided thatcv2 > 1 andµ3 > 3µ2
2/(2µ1).

Telek and Heindl (2002) provide bounds onµ3, with cv2 > 1/2, for which a two-phase Coxian distribution

can be used to match three moments. Johnson and Taaffe (1989)use a mixture of Erlang distributions to

match the first three moments of any positive distribution, but the resulting phase-type distribution is a factor

two from minimal in the class of acyclic phase-type distributions. Johnson and Taaffe (1990) describe an

approach for matching three moments based on nonlinear programming, which results in close to minimal
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acyclic phase-type distributions. An analytic solution, combining an Erlang distribution with a two-phase

Coxian distribution, for matching three moments with closeto minimal acyclic phase-type distributions is

presented by Osogami and Harchol-Balter (2003).

It is possible to match the first few moments of a distributionwithout obtaining a good fit for the dis-

tribution function. For example, the first two moments do notreveal whether the distribution function has

multiple modes. Instead of matching moments of a distribution, we can try to match the shape of the distribu-

tion function. TheKullback-Leibler divergence(KL-divergence), orrelative entropy, is a popular similarity

measure for distribution functions. Letf andg be two probability density functions. The KL-divergence of

f andg is defined as follows (Kullback and Leibler 1951, p. 80):1

(2.2) KL(f, g) =

∫ ∞

−∞
f(x) log

f(x)

g(x)
dx

Asmussen et al. (1996) use the EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) to fit

a general phase-type distribution to an arbitrary continuous distribution, minimizing the KL-divergence.

Bobbio and Cumani (1992) present a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm for fitting an acyclic phase-

type distribution to a continuous distribution. For both fitting algorithms, the user selects the number of

phases to use instead of the number of moments to match, with more phases typically resulting in a better fit.

These approaches are computationally more costly than the method of moments. The number of iterations

required for the EM algorithm to converge tends to grow with the number of phases. Convergence can

be reached faster by imposing restrictions on the structureof the phase-type distribution, for example by

matching a sum ofn exponential distributions or ann-phase Coxian distribution rather than a general phase-

type distribution. Figure 2.8 shows the probability density function for the uniform distributionU(0, 1) and

five different phase-type distributions (two obtained by matching moments, and three obtained through use

of the EM algorithm). We need only a single phase to match the first moment ofU(0, 1), and we need three

phases to match the first two moments (achieved by an Erlang distribution, as mentioned earlier).

A continuous distribution can also be approximated by adiscretephase-type distribution (Bobbio et al.

2003, 2004). An advantage of using discrete, rather than continuous, phase-type distributions is that a lower

coefficient of variation can be achieved with the same numberof phases. It is known that withn phases,

1The KL-divergence can be thought of as the distance between two probability density functions, although technically itis not

a true distance measure because it is not symmetric.
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x0 1 2

f (x)

0

1

2 U(0,1)
1 moment (0.3069)

2 moments (0.3179)
2 phases (0.2274)
4 phases (0.1389)
8 phases (0.0987)

Figure 2.8: Phase-type fitting for uniform distribution. The KL-divergence for each phase-type distribution is shown
in parentheses.

cv2 is at least1/n for a continuous phase-type distribution, with1/n achieved exactly by ann-phase Erlang

distribution (Aldous and Shepp 1987). Discrete phase-typedistributions can also capture distributions with

finite support and deterministic distributions, while continuous phase-type distributions always have infinite

support. One clear disadvantage, however, with discrete-time approximations of continuous-time systems

is that coincident events must be taken into consideration.With continuous distributions, the probability

of two events occurring at the same time is zero, but if we discretize time, two events may occur in the

same interval of time. This can significantly increase the complexity of any analysis of the model, and is

particularly a problem for analyses of systems with asynchronous events.

2.2 Acceptance Sampling with Bernoulli Trials

A probabilistic model checking problem can be phrased as ahypothesis testingproblem. We will take

advantage of this in Chapter 5 when presenting a statisticalapproach to probabilistic model checking. As

an example of a hypothesis testing problem, consider a manufacturing process that produces units of some

product. Each manufactured unit is either functional or defective, and assume that there is some probability

p, unknown to us, of the process producing a functional unit. Naturally, we wantp to be high, meaning that
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the expected fraction of functional units, in a lot of produced units, is high. Letθ be the lowest acceptable

value ofp. By inspecting a limited number of manufactured units, we want to determine if the manufacturing

process is acceptable (i.e.p ≥ θ). This section discusses how to solve problems like this statistically using

a technique calledacceptance sampling, which we will later use for probabilistic model checking.

2.2.1 Problem Formulation

Let Xi be a random variable having a Bernoulli distribution with parameterp, i.e. Pr[Xi = 1] = p and

Pr[Xi = 0] = 1 − p. An observationxi of Xi has value either0 or 1. For the manufacturing process

mentioned above,xi is 1 if the ith unit that we observe is functional, and0 if it is defective. Each random

variableXi, called aBernoulli trial, represents the inspection of a manufactured unit and the observation

xi represents the outcome of the inspection. We are interestedin testing whether the parameterp of the

Bernoulli distribution is above or below some given threshold θ. More specifically, we want to test the

hypothesisH : p ≥ θ against the alternative hypothesisK : p < θ.

We are going to consider statistical approaches for solvingthis hypothesis testing problem, and we gen-

erally have to tolerate that any statistical test procedurehas some probability of accepting a false hypothesis,

but this is tolerable so long as the probability of error is sufficiently low. In particular, the test procedure

should limit the probability of accepting the hypothesisK whenH holds (known as a type I error, or false

negative) toα, and the probability of acceptingH whenK holds (a type II error, or false positive) should

be at mostβ. We generally assume that bothα andβ are less than1/2. Figure 2.9 plots the probability of

acceptingH as a function ofp, denotedLp, for a hypothetical acceptance sampling test with ideal perfor-

mance in the sense that the probability of a type I error is exactly α and the probability of a type II error is

exactlyβ. The parametersα andβ determine thestrengthof an acceptance sampling test.

The above problem formulation is flawed, however, as it essentially requires that we can differentiate

betweenp = θ andp = θ− ε for arbitraryε > 0. Forp = θ, we require the probability of acceptingH to be

at least1−α, but forp only infinitesimally smaller thanθ, the probability of acceptingH is required to be at

mostβ. For this to work, we either need to conduct exhaustive sampling, which is impractical if the sample

population is large, or we need to have1− α = β, which means that if one error probability is set low then

the other is required to be high. In order to avoid exhaustivesampling and obtain the desired control over

the two error probabilities, we relax the hypothesis testing problem by introducing two thresholdsp0 and
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p0 θ 1

L p

0

β

1 − α

1

Figure 2.9: Probability,Lp, of accepting the hypothesis
H : p ≥ θ as a function ofp for a hypothetical statistical
test.

p0 p1 p0 1

L p

0

β

1 − α

1

Figure 2.10:Probability,Lp, of accepting the hypothesis
H0 : p ≥ p0 as a function ofp for a statistical test with
indifference region.

p1, with p0 > p1. Instead of testingH againstK, we choose to test the hypothesisH0 : p ≥ p0 against

the alternative hypothesisH1 : p ≤ p1. We require that the probability of acceptingH1 whenH0 holds is

at mostα, and the probability of acceptingH0 whenH1 holds is at mostβ. Figure 2.10 shows the typical

performance characteristic for a realistic acceptance sampling test. If the value ofp is betweenp0 andp1,

we are indifferent with respect to which hypothesis is accepted, and both hypotheses are in fact false in this

case. The region(p1, p0) is referred to as theindifference regionand it is shown as a gray area in Figure 2.10.

We will often find it appropriate to define the two thresholdsp0 andp1 in terms of a single threshold

θ and the half-width of the indifference regionδ, i.e. p0 = θ + δ andp1 = θ − δ. TestingH0 againstH1

can then be interpreted as testing the hypothesisH : p ≥ θ against the alternative hypothesisK : p < θ,

as originally specified, where acceptance ofH0 results in acceptance ofH and acceptance ofH1 results in

acceptance ofK. The probability of acceptingH is therefore at least1 − α if p ≥ θ + δ and at mostβ if

p ≤ θ − δ. If |p − θ| < δ, then the test gives no bounds on the probability of accepting a false hypothesis.

In this case, however, we say thatp is sufficiently close to the thresholdθ so that we are indifferent with

respect to which of the two hypotheses,H or K, is accepted. By narrowing the indifference region, we can

get arbitrarily close to the ideal performance shown in Figure 2.9.

We now turn to the problem of finding a test procedure with the desired characteristics. A set ofn
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observations is referred to as asamplefrom now on. We first present a test procedure that uses samples of

fixed size, and then present a sequential test procedure where the sample size required for a test of a given

strength is a random variable. We will see that the sequential test procedure, while giving no upper bound

on the sample size for any given run, typically requires far smaller samples on average than a test procedure

using samples of predetermined size.

2.2.2 Acceptance Sampling with Fixed-Size Samples

A sample of sizen consists ofn observations,x1, . . . , xn, of the Bernoulli variatesX1, . . . ,Xn that repre-

sent our experiment. To test the hypothesisH0 : p ≥ p0 against the alternative hypothesisH1 : p ≤ p1,

using a single sample of sizen, we specify a constantc. If
∑n

i=1 xi is greater thanc, then hypothesisH0 is

accepted. Otherwise, if the given sum is at mostc, then hypothesisH1 is accepted. The problem is now to

find n andc such thatH1 is accepted with probability at mostα whenH0 holds, andH0 is accepted with

probability at mostβ whenH1 holds. The pair〈n, c〉 represents an acceptance sampling test that uses a

single fixed-size sample, and we refer to this pair as asingle sampling plan(Grubbs 1949; Duncan 1974).

Optimal Single Sampling Plans

The probability distribution of a sum ofn Bernoulli variates with parameterp is a binomial distribution with

parametersn andp, denotedB(n, p). The probability of
∑n

i=1 Xi being at mostc is therefore given by the

cumulative distribution function forB(n, p):

(2.3) F (c;n, p) =

c
∑

i=0

(

n

i

)

pi(1− p)n−i

Thus, with probabilityF (c;n, p) we accept hypothesisH1 using a single sampling plan〈n, c〉, and conse-

quently hypothesisH0 is accepted with probability1− F (c;n, p) by the same sampling plan.

If we can find a pair〈n, c〉 simultaneously satisfyingF (c;n, p) ≤ α for all p ≥ p0 and1−F (c;n, p) ≤ β

for all p ≤ p1, then we have a single sampling plan with strength〈α, β〉 for testingH0 againstH1. For fixed

c andn, F (c;n, p) is a non-increasing function ofp in the interval[0, 1]. This means thatF (c;n, p0) ≤ α

impliesF (c;n, p) ≤ α for all p ≥ p0, and1 − F (c;n, p1) ≤ β implies1 − F (c;n, p) ≤ β for all p ≤ p1.

Hence, finding a single sampling plan〈n, c〉 with the prescribed strength amounts to solving the following
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system of non-linear inequalities for the integer variables n andc:

F (c;n, p0) ≤ α(2.4a)

1− F (c;n, p1) ≤ β(2.4b)

This system of inequalities typically has an infinite numberof solutions. We generally prefer sampling

plans that use small samples (i.e. require few observations) over those that use large samples, so we want to

minimizen subject to (2.4a) and (2.4b). The stated optimization problem does not have a simple, closed-

form solution, except in a few special cases discussed below. Peach and Littauer (1946) propose using a

Poisson approximation to find a suitable single sampling plan. Grubbs (1949) provide tables with optimal

sampling plans forα = 0.05, β = 0.10, andn ≤ 150. A graphical solution method is provided by Larson

(1966, p. 273). With the widespread availability of fast digital computers, however, these solution methods

are essentially obsolete.

Algorithm 2.1 is a procedure for finding an optimal single sampling plan given the parametersp0, p1,

α, andβ that specify the hypothesis testing problem and the desiredstrength of the sampling plan. The

algorithm uses binary search to find a minimum sample size,n, under the assumption thatc does not have to

be an integer. It then searches linearly from the minimum to find a valid single sampling plan. The inverse

of the functionF̃ (x;n, p) = (F (bxc;n, p) + F (dxe;n, p))/2, for x ∈ [0, n], is used extensively by the

algorithm. For fixedn andp, F̃ (x;n, p) is a non-decreasing function ofx. Thus,F̃ (x0;n, p0) ≤ α implies

F̃ (x;n, p0) ≤ α for all x ≤ x0, and1− F̃ (x1;n, p1) ≤ β implies1− F̃ (x;n, p1) ≤ β for all x ≥ x1. As a

consequence, ifx0 ≥ x1, then anyx in the interval[x1, x0] can be used to simultaneously satisfy (2.4a) and

(2.4b) for the givenn. If, on the other hand,x0 < x1, then we need to use a sample larger thann in order to

obtain a test with the desired strength.

Example 2.1. For probability thresholdsp0 = 0.5 andp1 = 0.3, and error boundsα = 0.2 andβ = 0.1,

the optimal single sampling plan found by Algorithm 2.1 is〈30, 12〉. This means that we need a sample of

size30, and we accept the hypothesisp ≥ 0.5 if and only if the sum of the30 observations exceeds12.

Figure 2.10 (p. 18) plots the probabilityLp = 1 − F (12; 30, p) of accepting the hypothesisH0 : p ≥ 0.5

as a function ofp. We can see that for values ofp far away from the indifference region, the probability

of accepting a false hypothesis is virtually zero. Note alsothat 1 − F (12; 30, p1) ≈ 0.084 < β and

F (12; 30, p0) ≈ 0.181 < α, so the actual strength of the test is better than〈α, β〉.
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SINGLE-SAMPLING-PLAN (p0, p1, α, β)
nmin ⇐ 1, nmax ⇐ −1
n⇐ nmin

while nmax < 0 ∨ nmin < nmax do
x0 ⇐ F̃−1(α;n, p0)
x1 ⇐ F̃−1(1− β;n, p1)
if x0 ≥ x1 ∧ x0 ≥ 0 then

nmax ⇐ n
else

nmin ⇐ n + 1
if nmax < 0 then

n⇐ 2 · n
else

n⇐ b(nmin + nmax)/2c
n⇐ nmax − 1
repeat

n⇐ n + 1
c0 ⇐ bF̃−1(α;n, p0)c
c1 ⇐ dF̃−1(1− β;n, p1)e

until c0 ≥ c1

return 〈n, b(c0 + c1)/2c〉

Algorithm 2.1: Procedure for finding an optimal single sampling plan using binary search.F̃−1(y; n, p) can be
computed by adding the terms of (2.3) until the sum equals or exceedsy.

Sample Sizes

How large a sample is required to obtain a single sampling plan of strength〈α, β〉 for testingH0 : p ≥ p0

againstH1 : p ≤ p1? In general, we can give only an approximate answer, but there are two special cases

for whichn can be expressed precisely as a formula of the test parameters.

First, consider the case whenp1 = 0 andp0 < 1. From (2.3) it follows thatF (c;n, 0) = 1 for all choices

of n andc, so (2.4b) is trivially satisfied. The reasoning behind Algorithm 2.1 tells us that choosingc as low

as possible makes it easier to satisfy (2.4a). We therefore setc = 0, which gives usF (c;n, p0) = (1− p0)
n.

We can now derive a lower bound forn from (2.4a):

(2.5) (1− p0)
n ≤ α =⇒ n log(1− p0) ≤ log α =⇒ n ≥ log α

log(1− p0)

The minimum sample size forp1 = 0 and p0 < 1 is thusn = dlog α/ log(1 − p0)e. Note thatn is

independent ofβ, which makes perfect sense because the given sampling plan will always guarantee a zero
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thresholds optimal single sampling plan
p1 = 0 p0 = 1 n = 1 c = 0

p1 = 0 p0 < 1 n =

⌈

log α

log(1− p0)

⌉

c = 0

p1 > 0 p0 = 1 n =

⌈

log β

log p1

⌉

c = n− 1

Table 2.2: Optimal single sampling plans for different choices ofp1 andp0.

probability of acceptingH0 whenH1 is true.

The second special case is essentially a mirror image of the first: p1 > 0 andp0 = 1. We can see from

(2.3) thatF (c;n, 1) = 0 so long asc < n, meaning that (2.4a) is trivial to satisfy. Choosingc as large as

possible makes it easier to satisfy (2.4b), so we choosec = n − 1. This gives us1 − F (c;n, p1) = pn
1 and

we can now derive a lower bound forn from (2.4b):

(2.6) pn
1 ≤ β =⇒ n log p1 ≤ log β =⇒ n ≥ log β

log p1

The optimal sample size is thereforen = dlog β/ log p1e for p1 > 0 andp0 = 1. As in the previous

case,n depends only on one of the error bounds: the probability of acceptingH1 whenH0 holds is always

zero. Table 2.2 summarizes the two cases when we can expressn exactly, and also shows the optimal single

sampling plan for the degenerate case when the indifferenceregion is(0, 1).

Example 2.2 (“five nines”). Imagine that we are testing a critical system, and we want to be almost certain

that the system almost never fails. Letp0 = 1, p1 = 1 − 10−5 = 0.99999 andβ = 10−10. Table 2.2 gives

us the single sampling plan〈2302574, 2302573〉 for the specified parameters of the test. This implies that to

guarantee a probability of at most10−10 of accepting the system as functional when its failure probability

is at least10−5, we should make over two million observations and accept thesystem only if we observe no

failures.

We can derive an approximation formula forn whenp1 > 0 and p0 < 1. A binomial distribution

B(n, p) has meannp and variancenp(1− p). Let Y =
(
∑n

i=1 Xi − np
)

/
√

np(1− p), where eachXi is a

Bernoulli variate with parameterp as before. ThenY is approximately normal with mean0 and variance1

for largen, as first shown by De Moivre (1738).2 In other words,Pr[Y ≤ x] ≈ Φ(x), with Φ(x) being the

2Pearson (1924) aids the modern statistician in understanding the contribution of De Moivre.
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standard normal cumulative distribution function given by(2.1). We accept hypothesisH1 if
∑n

i=1 xi ≤ c,

for some constantc, so the probability of acceptingH1 is approximatelyΦ
(

(c − np)/
√

np(1− p)
)

. The

optimal single sampling plan should acceptH1 with probabilityα if p = p0 and probability1−β if p = p1.

Using the inverse ofΦ(x) and the fact thatΦ(x) = 1−Φ(−x), we can express these constraints as follows:

c− np0
√

np0(1− p0)
= Φ−1(α)(2.7a)

− c− np1
√

np1(1− p1)
= Φ−1(β)(2.7b)

By adding (2.7a) and (2.7b), we can derive an approximation formula forn:

(c− np0)− (c− np1) = Φ−1(α)
√

np0(1− p0) + Φ−1(β)
√

np1(1− p1)

=⇒ √n(p1 − p0) = Φ−1(α)
√

p0(1− p0) + Φ−1(β)
√

p1(1− p1)

=⇒ n =

(

Φ−1(α)
√

p0(1− p0) + Φ−1(β)
√

p1(1− p1)
)2

(p0 − p1)2

(2.8)

Thus, the sample size for a single sampling plan is approximately inversely proportional to the squared

width of the indifference region. The presence of the factors
√

pi(1− pi) in the numerator indicates that

the sample size also depends on the placement of the indifference region. For a fixed width, the sample size

is largest if the indifference region is centered aroundp = 1/2, and it decreases if the indifference region is

shifted towardsp = 0 or p = 1.

To get an idea of how the sample size depends onα andβ, we can use the following approximation for-

mula for the inverse normal cumulative distribution function withη =
√

− log α2 (Hastings 1955, p. 191):

Φ−1(α) ≈ Φ̃−1(α) = −η +
a0 + a1η

1 + b1η + b2η2
,

∣

∣Φ−1(α) − Φ̃−1(α)
∣

∣ < 3 · 10−3(2.9)

a0 = 2.30753 b1 = 0.99229

a1 = 0.27061 b2 = 0.04481

This means thatn is roughly proportional to the logarithm ofα andβ. Consequently, decreasingα or β

tends to be less costly than narrowing the indifference region.

Example 2.3. For probability thresholdsp0 = 0.505 andp1 = 0.495, and error boundsα = β = 10−2,

the approximation formulae (2.8) and (2.9) give usn ≈ 54174. The true value forn, computed by Algo-

rithm 2.1, is54117. If we keep the same error bounds, but shift the indifferenceregion by settingp0 = 0.905

andp1 = 0.895, we get19490 as the approximate sample size and19481 as the exact.
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SIMPLE-SEQUENTIAL-TEST(p0, p1, α, β)
〈n, c〉 ⇐ SINGLE-SAMPLING-PLAN (p0, p1, α, β)
m⇐ 0, dm ⇐ 0
while dm ≤ c ∧ dm + n−m > c do

m⇐ m + 1
dm ⇐ dm−1 + xm

if dm > c then
return H0

else
return H1

Algorithm 2.2: Sequential acceptance sampling procedure based on a singlesampling plan.

2.2.3 Sequential Acceptance Sampling

The sample size for a single sampling plan is fixed and therefore independent of the actual observations

made. It is often possible, however, to reduce the expected number of observations required to achieve a

desired test strength by taking the observations into account as they are made.

Sequential Modification of Single Sampling Plan

If we use a single sampling plan〈n, c〉 and the sum of the firstm observations (m < n) is already greater

thanc, then we can acceptH0 without making further observations. Conversely, if the sum of the firstm

observations isdm, anddm+n−m ≤ c so that regardless of the outcome of the remainingn−m observations

we already know that the sum ofn observations will not exceedc, then we can safely acceptH1 after making

only m observations. The modified test procedure, summarized in Algorithm 2.2, is a simple example of a

sequentialsampling plan: after each observation, we decide whether sufficient information is available to

accept either of the two hypotheses or additional observations are required.

The Sequential Probability Ratio Test

The idea of reducing the expected sample size by taking observations into account as they are made was

first explored by Dodge and Romig (1929), who constructed double sampling plans where a second sample

is drawn only if the observations constituting the first sample do not give sufficient support for accepting

a hypothesis. A general theory of sequential hypothesis testing was later developed in a seminal paper by

Wald (1945), where thesequential probability ratio testis defined. This test is provably optimal in the sense
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that it minimizes the expected sample size ifp = p0 or p = p1 (Wald and Wolfowitz 1948), and the expected

savings in the number of required observations compared to asingle sampling plan is often substantial even

if we use the sequential modification of the latter.

The sequential probability ratio test is carried out as follows. At themth stage of the test, i.e. after

makingm observationsx1, . . . , xm, we calculate the quantity

(2.10)
p1m

p0m
=

m
∏

i=1

Pr[Xi = xi|p = p1]

Pr[Xi = xi|p = p0]
=

pdm

1 (1− p1)
m−dm

pdm

0 (1− p0)m−dm
,

wheredm =
∑m

i=1 xi. The quantitypjm is simply the probability of the observation sequencex1, . . . , xm,

given thatPr[Xi = 1] = pj. This makes the computed quantity a ratio of two probabilities, hence the phrase

probability ratio in the name of the test. HypothesisH0 is accepted if

(2.11)
p1m

p0m
≤ B ,

and hypothesisH1 is accepted if

(2.12)
p1m

p0m
≥ A .

Otherwise, additional observations are made until either (2.11) or (2.12) is satisfied.A andB, with A > B,

are chosen so that the probability is at mostα of acceptingH1 whenH0 holds, and at mostβ of accepting

H0 whenH1 holds.

Finding A andB that gives strength〈α, β〉 is non-trivial. In practice we chooseA = (1 − β)/α and

B = β/(1 − α), which results in a test that very closely matches the prescribed strength. Let the actual

strength of this test be〈α′, β′〉. Wald (1945, p. 131) shows that the following inequalities hold:

α′ ≤ α

1− β
(2.13)

β′ ≤ β

1− α
(2.14)

This means that ifα andβ are small, which typically is the case in practical applications, thenα′ andβ′ can

only narrowly exceed the target values. Wald (1945, p. 132) also shows thatα′ + β′ ≤ α+ β, so at least one

of the inequalitiesα′ ≤ α andβ′ ≤ β must hold, and in practice we often find that both inequalities hold.

Example 2.4. Let p0 = 0.5, p1 = 0.3, α = 0.2 andβ = 0.1 as in Example 2.1. If we useA = (1 − β)/α

andB = β/(1 − α), then we are guaranteed thatα′ ≤ 0.2/0.9 ≈ 0.222 andβ′ ≤ 0.1/0.8 = 0.125 by the
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inequalities (2.13) and (2.14). Through computer simulation we obtain the estimatesα′ ≈ 0.175 < α and

β′ ≈ 0.082 < β, so the strength of the test is in reality better than〈α, β〉.

If p0 = 1 or p1 = 0, then the sequential probability ratio test is equivalent to the test procedure encoded

by Algorithm 2.2, provided that we chooseA = α−1 andB = β. Forp0 = 1 andxi = 1 for all i up to and

includingm, the probability ratio (2.10) equalspm
1 . We therefore acceptH0 if pm

1 ≤ β, which is identical

to the condition in (2.6). If, on the other hand, we observe a single zero before condition (2.11) is satisfied,

the probability ratio becomes∞ and we immediately acceptH1, corresponding to choosingc = n − 1 for

a single sampling plan. Forp1 = 0, the probability ratio equals(1 − p0)
−m if the first m observations are

zeros. We acceptH1 if (1 − p0)
−m ≥ α−1, which is equivalent to the condition in (2.5). In this case,we

acceptH0 if we observe a single one before condition (2.12) is satisfied, corresponding toc = 0 for a single

sampling plan. Anderson and Friedman (1960) call sampling plans of this kindcurtailed single sampling

plansand they prove that such plans arestrongly optimal. This means that any other sampling plan with

at least the same strengthalwaysrequires at least as many observations for all values ofp. In general, as

mentioned above, the sequential probability ratio test only guaranteesexpectedoptimality forp ∈ {p0, p1}.
When implementing the sequential probability ratio test, it is typically computationally more practical

to work with the logarithm ofp1m/p0m. At stagem, we therefore compute

fm = log
p1m

p0m
= dm log

p1

p0
+ (m− dm) log

1− p1

1− p0
.

We acceptH0 if fm ≤ log β
1−α , acceptH1 if fm ≥ log 1−β

α , and make at least one more observation

otherwise. Pseudocode for the sequential probability ratio test is given as Algorithm 2.3.

Geometric Interpretation of Sequential Tests

To gain a better understanding of how sequential tests work,it is intuitively appealing to give a geometric

interpretation of such tests. At stagem of a sequential test, we summarize them observations made so far

with the statisticdm. The pair〈m,dm〉 can be considered as the current state of the test, wherem anddm

are non-negative integers withdm ≤ m. The two-dimensional spaceS =
{

〈m,dm〉 ∈ Z
∗ ×Z

∗ | dm ≤ m
}

constitutes the possible states of a sequential test. Any given sequential test procedure subdivides the space

S into three mutually exclusive regionsR0, R1, andRc (“continue”). The test is terminated the first time

the state of the test enters eitherR0 or R1. At the entrance of the subregionRi, hypothesisHi is accepted.
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SPRT(p0, p1, α, β)
if p0 = 1 ∨ p1 = 0 then

return SIMPLE-SEQUENTIAL-TEST(p0, p1, α, β)
else

m⇐ 0, fm ⇐ 0
while log β

1−α < fm < log 1−β
α do

m⇐ m + 1
fm ⇐ fm−1 + xm log p1

p0
+ (1− xm) log 1−p1

1−p0

if fm ≤ log β
1−α then

return H0

else
return H1

Algorithm 2.3: Procedure implementing the sequential probability ratio test.

The subregionRc represents states where additional observations are required. This region always contains

the point〈0, 0〉, meaning that a sequential test starts in this region.

For a sequential test derived from a single sampling plan〈n, c〉, we never make more thann observations,

so the state space of such a test isS′ =
{

〈m,dm〉 ∈ S | m ≤ n
}

. We acceptH0 if dm > c. Thus,

we setR0 =
{

〈m,dm〉 ∈ S′ | dm > c
}

. For the same test, we acceptH1 if dm ≤ m + c − n, so

R1 =
{

〈m,dm〉 ∈ S′ | dm ≤ m + c − n
}

. Figure 2.11 displays the regions graphically forp0 = 0.5,

p1 = 0.3, α = 0.2, andβ = 0.1 (i.e. n = 30 andc = 12 as stated in Example 2.1). The shaded regions

represent unreachable states (dm > m andm > n). The linedm = c that defines the boundary between

Rc andR0 is called theacceptance line, while the linedm = m + c− n defining the boundary betweenRc

andR1 is called therejection line. The test can be carried out graphically by plotting a curve representing

the outcome of the observations. The solid curve in Figure 2.11 represents the observationsxi = 1 for

i ∈ {1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8} andxi = 0 for i ∈ {2, 5}. HypothesisH0 is accepted the moment this curve intersects

the acceptance line, andH1 is accepted (H0 is rejected) the moment the curve intersects the rejection line.

In contrast, the sequential probability ratio test terminates iffm ≤ log β
1−α (acceptH0) or fm ≥ log 1−β

α

(acceptH1). We can write these termination criteria asdm ≥ h0 + ms anddm ≤ h1 + ms respectively,

whereh0, h1, ands are given by the following expressions:

(2.15) h0 =
log

β

1− α

log
p1(1− p0)

p0(1− p1)

h1 =
log

1− β

α

log
p1(1− p0)

p0(1− p1)

s =

log
1− p0

1− p1

log
p1(1− p0)

p0(1− p1)
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accept H0

accept H1

continue

Figure 2.11: Graphical representation of a sequential
single sampling plan forp0 = 0.5, p1 = 0.3, α = 0.2,
andβ = 0.1 (n = 30 andc = 12).
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accept H0

accept H1

continue

Figure 2.12: Graphical representation of the sequential
probability ratio test forp0 = 0.5, p1 = 0.3, α = 0.2,
andβ = 0.1.

We can therefore define the acceptance regionR0 =
{

〈m,dm〉 ∈ S | dm ≥ h0 + ms
}

for the sequential

probability ratio test. The linedm = h0+ms is the acceptance line for the test. Similarly,R1 =
{

〈m,dm〉 ∈
S | dm ≤ h1 + ms

}

makingdm = h1 + ms the rejection line for the test.

Figure 2.12 shows a graphical representation of the sequential probability ratio test for the same param-

eters that were used in Figure 2.11. The solid curve represents the same observation sequence as was plotted

in Figure 2.11. Note that the curve intersects the acceptance line with the eighth observation, so we accept

the hypothesisH0 : p ≥ 0.5 at this point if we use the sequential probability ratio test. The same observa-

tion sequence does not result in acceptance in Figure 2.11, which indicates that we can reduce the expected

number of observations by using the sequential probabilityratio test. The acceptance and rejection lines are

parallel with common slopes. Consequently, the regionRc is unbounded and there is no upper bound on

the number of observations that the test will require beforeterminating. However, the probability is equal

to one that the sequential probability ratio test will eventually terminate (Wald 1945, p. 128), although the

sample size may vary greatly.

Expected Sample Sizes

The sample size for a sequential acceptance sampling test isa random variable, meaning that the required

number of observations can vary from one use of such a test to another. Furthermore, the expected sample

size typically depends on the unknown parameterp, so we cannot report a single value as was the case for

acceptance sampling with fixed-size samples. The expected sample size varies with the distance ofp from
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the indifference region(p1, p0). It tends to be largest whenp is close to the center of the indifference region,

and decreases the further awayp is from the indifference region.

First, consider the sequential variation of a single sampling plan〈n, c〉. The test terminates at stagem

if dm > c (acceptH0) or dm ≤ m + c − n (acceptH1). The probability of the test terminating at stagem

by acceptingH0 is equal to the probability of observing exactlyc ones in the firstm − 1 observations and

then an additional one. This probability can be expressed asp · f(c;m − 1, p), wherep is the probability

of observing a one andf(c;n, p) is the probability density function forB(n, p). Note that we could not

have acceptedH1 prior to stagem under these conditions, because we acceptH1 only if the remaining

observations cannot lead to acceptance ofH0. The test terminates at stagem by acceptingH1 if we observe

exactlym + c − n ones in the firstm − 1 observations followed by a zero, which occurs with probability

(1− p)f(m + c− n;m− 1, p). The expected sample sizeEp as a function ofp can therefore be expressed

as follows:

(2.16) Ep =

n
∑

m=c+1

m · p · f(c;m− 1, p) +

n
∑

m=n−c

m · (1− p) · f(m + c− n;m− 1, p)

Naturally,Ep can never exceedn, is exactlyn− c if p = 0, and is exactlyc + 1 if p = 1.

The expected sample size for the sequential probability ratio test is harder to determine. Wald (1945,

p. 164) provides

(2.17) Ẽp =
Lp log

β

1− α
+ (1− Lp) log

1− β

α

p log
p1

p0
+ (1− p) log

1− p1

1− p0

as a good approximation ofEp whenp1 is not far fromp0, which is typically the case in practice. The

quantityLp is the probability of acceptingH0 whenPr[Xi = 1] = p. Wald provides an approximation

formula forLp as well, but the formula is not suited for computing an approximation ofLp for an arbitrary

p. ApproximatingEp for an arbitraryp is therefore non-trivial, but we can provide explicit formulae for a

few cases of special interest, as shown in Table 2.3.3 The expected sample size increases from0 to p1 and

decreases fromp0 to 1. In the indifference region(p1, p0), the sample size increases fromp1 to some point

p′ and decreases fromp′ to p0. The pointp′ is generally equal tos or at least very nears, wheres is the

common slope given in (2.15) of the acceptance and rejectionlines (Wald 1947, p. 101).
3The approximation formulae forp = 0 andp = 1 differ from those derived by Wald (1947, pp. 99–100). This isbecause we

assumep0 > p1, while Wald assumes the opposite.
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p L̃p Ẽp

0 0
log

1− β

α

log
1− p1

1− p0

p1 β
β log

β

1− α
+ (1− β) log

1− β

α

p1 log
p1

p0
+ (1− p1) log

1− p1

1− p0

s
log

1− β

α

log
1− β

α
− log

β

1− α

− log
β

1− α
log

1− β

α

log
p1

p0
log

1− p0

1− p1

p0 1− α
(1− α) log

β

1− α
+ α log

1− β

α

p0 log
p1

p0
+ (1− p0) log

1− p1

1− p0

1 1
log

β

1− α

log
p1

p0

Table 2.3: Approximate expected sample size for the sequential probability ratio test.
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Figure 2.13:Expected sample size for a sequential single sampling plan (dashed curve) and the sequential probability
ratio test (solid curve) withp0 = 0.5, p1 = 0.3, α = 0.2, andβ = 0.1. The error bars extend a standard deviation
in each direction from the curves. The crosses mark the approximate expected sample size for the cases listed in
Table 2.3. The indifference region is fairly wide in this case, resulting in a relatively large approximation error. Fora
narrower indifference region, the approximation error is generally much less noticeable.

Figure 2.13 plots the expected sample size as a function of the true probabilityp for the sequential single

sampling plan and the sequential probability ratio test with p0 = 0.5, p1 = 0.3, α = 0.2, andβ = 0.1. The

curve for the former was computed using (2.16), while the curve for the latter was generated using computer

simulation. We see that the sequential probability ratio test has a lower average than the sequential test

derived from a single sampling plan, but that the variance ismuch larger whenp is in, or close to, the

indifference region. As we will see next, however, the sequential probability ratio test does not always have

a lower expected sample size than a sequential single sampling plan with the same strength.

Optimality of Sequential Tests

For the particular choice of parameters that was used to produce Figure 2.13, the sequential probability ratio

test has a lower expected sample size than an optimal single sampling plan for all values ofp. In general,

however, this is not guaranteed to be the case. While the sequential probability ratio test minimizes the

expected sample size atp0 andp1 simultaneously, there may very well exist alternative tests that achieve a
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lower expected sample size for other values ofp, in particular forp ∈ (p1, p0).

Example 2.5. For p0 = 0.5, p1 = 0.3, andα = β = 10−4, the optimal single sampling plan requires

exactly326 observations. In contrast, the expected sample size for thesequential probability ratio test is510

atp = s, which is a56 percent increase in the expected sample size compared to a single sampling plan.

It is easy to see that the expected sample size atp = s for the sequential probability ratio test can be

larger than the fixed sample size of a single sampling plan ifα andβ are sufficiently small. Consider the

case whenα = β. From the approximation formula forp = s in Table 2.3, it follows that the numerator

of Ẽs is equal to
(

log(α−1 − 1)
)2

, which means thatEs is approximately proportional to the square of

log α. From (2.8) and (2.9), on the other hand, it follows that the sample size for a single sampling plan is

approximately proportional tolog α. As α approaches zero,(log α)2 grows faster thanlog α, which helps

explain the fact thatEs can be larger for the sequential probability ratio test thanfor a single sampling plan.

Kiefer and Weiss (1957) suggest minimizing the expected sample size at a third pointp2, instead of at

p0 andp1, by using ageneralizedsequential probability ratio test.4 If p2 is chosen with care, the resulting

test minimizes the maximum expected sample size. Weiss (1962) derives such a test for the symmetric case

with p0 = 1
2 + δ andp1 = 1

2 − δ, while Freeman and Weiss (1964) consider approximate solutions for the

general case. The test is designed to minimize

b0 Pr[H1 accepted|p = p0] + b1 Pr[H0 accepted|p = p1] + b2Ep2 ,

whereb0, b1, andb2 are user-specified positive constants such thatb0 + b1 + b2 = 1. For some choice of

these constants, the resulting test has strength〈α, β〉, although the exact relationship is unknown (Freeman

and Weiss 1964, p. 69). While this surely is an interesting alternative problem formulation, we will not

explore it further in this thesis because it represents a departure from the model where the user specifies

the desired strength of the test. Schwarz (1962) and Lai (1988) consider yet another problem formulation

where the objective is to minimize the expected cost subjectto a costc per observation and a unit cost for

accepting a false hypothesis. We refer the interested reader to Lai (2001) for a more detailed account of the

developments in the field of sequential hypothesis testing since the ground-breaking work of Wald.

4The condition for making an additional observation at stagem when using a generalized sequential probability ratio testis

Bm < p1m/p0m < Am (Weiss 1953). The test is a regular sequential probability ratio test ifAm = A andBm = B for all m.
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2.3 Stochastic Discrete Event Systems

This section formally defines the class of systems for which we develop verification and planning algorithms

in later chapters. We rely heavily on the notion of astochastic process, which is any process that evolves

over time, and whose evolution we can follow and predict in terms of probability (Doob 1942, 1953). At

any point in time, a stochastic process is said to occupy somestate. If we attempt to observe the state of a

stochastic process at a specific time, the outcome of such an observation is governed by some probability

law. Mathematically, we define a stochastic process as a family of random variables.

Definition 2.1 (Stochastic Process).Let S andT be two sets. Astochastic processis a family of random

variablesX = {Xt | t ∈ T}, with each random variableXt having rangeS.

The index setT in Definition 2.1 represents time and is typically the set of non-negative integers,Z∗,

for discrete-time stochastic processes and the set of non-negative real numbers,[0,∞), for continuous-time

stochastic processes. We will generally assume thatT is such that ift ∈ T and t′ ∈ T for t′ ≥ t, then

t′− t ∈ T . The setS represents the states that the stochastic process can occupy, and this can be an infinite,

or even uncountable, set.

The definition of a stochastic process as a family of random variables is quite general and includes sys-

tems with both continuous and discrete dynamics. We will focus our attention on a limited, but important,

class of stochastic processes:stochastic discrete event systems. This class includes any stochastic process

that can be thought of as occupying a single state for a duration of time before aneventcauses an instanta-

neous state transition to occur. The canonical example of such a process is a queuing system, with the state

being the number of items currently in the queue. Thus, the state spaceS is {0, 1, . . . , n} if the queue has

finite capacityn andZ
∗ if it has infinite capacity. The state changes at the occurrence of an event repre-

senting the arrival or departure of an item. We call this adiscrete eventsystem because the state change is

discrete rather than continuous and is caused by the triggering of an event.

2.3.1 Trajectories

A random variableXt ∈ X represents the chance experiment of observing the stochastic processX at time

t. If we record our observations at consecutive time points for all t ∈ T , then we have atrajectory, orsample

path, for X . Our work in probabilistic model checking is centered around the verification of temporal logic
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Figure 2.14: A trajectory for a simple queuing system with arrival eventsoccurring att1, t2 andt3 and a departure
event occurring att4. The state of the system represents the number of items in thequeue.

formulae over trajectories for stochastic discrete event systems. The terminology and notation introduced

here is used extensively in later chapters.

Definition 2.2 (Trajectory). A trajectoryfor a stochastic processX is any set of observations{xt ∈ S | t ∈
T} of the random variablesXt ∈ X .

The trajectory of a stochastic discrete event system ispiecewise constantand can therefore be repre-

sented as a sequenceσ = {〈s0, t0〉, 〈s1, t1〉, . . .}, with si ∈ S andti ∈ T \ {0}. Zero is excluded to ensure

that only a single state can be occupied at any point in time. Figure 2.14 plots part of a trajectory for a

simple queuing system. Let

(2.18) Ti =







0 if i = 0
∑i−1

j=0 tj if i > 0
,

i.e. Ti is the time at which statesi is entered andti is the duration of time for which the process remains in

si before an event triggers a transition to statesi+1. A trajectoryσ is then a set of observations ofX with

xt = si for Ti ≤ t < Ti + ti. According to this definition, trajectories of stochastic discrete event systems

areright-continuous. A finite trajectory is a sequenceσ = {〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sn,∞〉} wheresn is anabsorbing

state, meaning that no events can occur insn and thatxt = sn for all t ≥ Tn.

An infinite trajectory isconvergentif T∞ < ∞. In this case,xt is not well-defined for allt ∈ T . For a

trajectory to be convergent, however, an infinite sequence of events must occur in a finite amount of time,

which is unrealistic for any physical system. Hoel et al. (1972) use the termexplosiveto describe processes
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for which such sequences can occur with non-zero probability. It is common to assumetime divergencefor

infinite trajectories of real-time systems (cf. Alur and Dill 1994), i.e. that the systems are non-explosive, and

most finite-state systems satisfy this property by default.

2.3.2 Measurable Stochastic Discrete Event Systems

Of utmost importance to probabilistic model checking is thedefinition of aprobability measureover sets of

trajectories for a system. The set of trajectories must bemeasurable. Formally, ameasurable spaceis a set

Ω with aσ-algebraFΩ of subsets ofΩ (Halmos 1950). Aprobability spaceis a measurable space〈Ω,FΩ〉
and a probability measureµ. When we say that a setΩ must be measurable, we really mean that there must

be aσ-algebra for the set. The elements of thisσ-algebra are the measurable subsets ofΩ.

For stochastic discrete event systems, the elements of theσ-algebra are sets of trajectories with common

prefix. A prefix of a trajectoryσ = {〈s0, t0〉, 〈s1, t1〉, . . .} is a sequenceσ≤τ = {〈s′0, t′0〉, . . . , 〈s′k, t′k〉}, with

s′i = si for all i ≤ k,
∑k

i=0 t′i = τ , t′i = ti for all i < k, andt′k < tk. Let Path(σ≤τ ) denote the set of

trajectories with common prefixσ≤τ . This set must be measurable, and we assume that a probability measure

µ over the set of trajectories with common prefix exists. For our work on probabilistic model checking, we

assume only that we can generate sample trajectory prefixes distributed according toµ.

A probability measureµ over sets of trajectories with common prefix can be defined forvirtually all

systems of practical interest, although the precise definition thereof will of course depend on the specific

probability structure of the stochastic discrete event system being studied. In general, a stochastic discrete

event system is measurable if the setsS andT are measurable. We can show this by defining aσ-algebra

over the set of trajectories with common prefixσ≤τ = {〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉}, denotedPath(σ≤τ ), as fol-

lows. LetFS be aσ-algebra over the state spaceS, and letFT be aσ-algebra over the index setT of

the stochastic process. Suchσ-algebras exist ifS andT are measurable sets, which by assumption they

are. ThenC(σ≤τ , Ik, Sk+1, . . . , In−1, Sn), with Si ∈ FS and Ii ∈ FT , denotes the set of trajectories

σ = {〈s′0, t′0〉, 〈s′1, t′1〉, . . . } such thats′i = si for i ≤ k, s′i ∈ Si for k < i ≤ n, t′i = ti for i < k, t′k > tk,

andt′i ∈ Ii for k ≤ i < n. In other words,C(σ≤τ , Ik, Sk+1, . . . , In−1, Sn) is a subset ofPath(σ≤τ ). The

setsC(σ≤τ , Ik, Sk+1, . . . , In−1, Sn) are the elements of aσ-algebra over the setPath(σ≤τ ) with set opera-

tions applied element-wise, for exampleC(σ≤τ , Ik, Sk+1, . . . , In−1, Sn)∪C(σ≤τ , I
′
k, S

′
k+1, . . . , I

′
n−1, S

′
n)=

C(σ≤τ , Ik ∪ I ′k, Sk+1 ∪ S′
k+1, . . . , In−1 ∪ I ′n−1, Sn ∪ S′

n).
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2.3.3 Structured Stochastic Discrete Event Systems

So far, we have defined stochastic discrete event systems in rather general terms as any stochastic process

with piecewise constant trajectories. Most stochastic discrete event systems of interest have more structure

than that. Any additional structure simplifies the specification of a stochastic discrete event system and can

often be exploited in the analysis of such systems.

The probability measure on sets of trajectories for a stochastic discrete event system can be expressed

using a holding time distribution with probability densityfunction h(·;σ≤τ ) and a next-state distribution

p(·;σ≤τ , t). The probability measure forC(σ≤τ , Ik, Sk+1, . . . , In−1, Sn) can now be defined recursively as

(2.19) µ(C(σ≤τ , Ik, Sk+1, . . . , In−1, Sn)) =
∫

Ik

h(tk + t;σ≤τ )

∫

S
p(s;σ≤τ , t)µ(C(σ≤τ ⊕ 〈t, s〉, Ik+1, Sk+2, . . . , In−1, Sn)) ,

where{〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉} ⊕ 〈t, s〉 = {〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk + t〉, 〈s, 0〉}. The base case for the recursive

definition isµ(C(σ≤τ )) = 1. This is afactoredrepresentation of the probability measureµ.

In addition to structure in the probability measure on sets of trajectories, we can also have structure in the

state space. Instead of a flat state representation, it is often natural to describe the state of a system by using

multiple state variables which leads to a factored state space. A factored representation of the state space

S of a measurable stochastic discrete event system is a set of state variablesSV and a value assignment

functionV (s, x) providing the value ofx ∈ SV in states. The domain ofx is the setDx =
⋃

s∈S V (s, x)

of possible values thatx can take on. A tuple〈S, T, µ,SV , V 〉 represents a measurable stochastic discrete

event system with a factored state space. Note that|S| is at most
∏

x∈SV |Dx|, which is exponential in

the number of state variables, but the actual size ofS can of course be smaller than
∏

x∈SV |Dx| if certain

combinations of variable assignments do not correspond to an actual states ∈ S.

We will now discuss a few common models of stochastic discrete event systems with specific struc-

tural properties. By making limiting assumptions regarding the shape of the probability density functions

h(·;σ≤τ ) andp(·;σ≤τ , t), we enable a succinct representation ofµ. This is important for efficient generation

of sample trajectories for stochastic discrete event systems, which is a large component of our statistical

model checking algorithm. We include a brief description ofMarkov and semi-Markov processes. More

detailed accounts on this topic are provided by, for example, Kolmogoroff (1931), Doob (1953), Bartlett

(1966), Howard (1971a, 1971b), and Çinlar (1975).
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Markov Processes

A stochastic discrete event system is atime homogeneous Markov processif the future behavior at any point

in time depends only on the state at that point in time, and notin any way on how that state was reached.

This implies that the probability measure on sets of trajectories satisfies the following property:

(2.20) µ(Path({〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉})) = µ(Path({〈sk, 0〉}))

Equation 2.20 is known as theMarkov property, named after the Russian mathematician A. A. Markov

who in the early 1900’s systematically studied discrete-time stochastic processes satisfying this property.

A Markov process istime inhomogeneousif the distribution over future trajectories depends on thetime of

observation, in addition to the current state.

For a factored representation ofµ, condition (2.20) holds if and only ifh(tk + t;σ≤τ ) = h(t; sk) and

p(·;σ≤τ , t) = p(·; sk) for all trajectory prefixesσ≤τ = {〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉}. The first condition implies

that h(·;σ≤τ ) is a memoryless distribution. Thus, a discrete-time Markovprocess has geometric holding

time distributions for each state, so the probability of remaining in states for t more time units before a state

transition occurs ish(t; s) = qs(1 − qs)
t−1 for someqs ∈ [0, 1]. The dynamics of a discrete-time Markov

process with state spaceS is fully specified withqs andp(·; s) for each states ∈ S. If S is countable, then

the dynamics is captured by a state transition probability matrix P with elements

Pij =







1− qi(1− p(i; i)) if i = j

qip(j; i) if i 6= j
,

wherePij is the probability that the discrete-time Markov process occupies statej at timet + 1 when the

process occupies statei at timet.

Example 2.6. Consider a simple queuing system, and letsi, i ≥ 0, denote the state withi items in the

queue. Assume that the holding time ins0 is geometrically distributed with parameterq0 = 1
5 and the

holding time in all other states is geometrically distributed with parameterqi = 2
5 . The expected holding

time ins0 is greater than in the other states because no departures canoccur ins0. Furthermore, assume that

a state transition insi, for i > 0, is caused by a departure with probability3
4 and an arrival with probability

1
4 . The resulting discrete-time Markov process is depicted inFigure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: A discrete-time Markov process represent-
ing a queuing system. The arcs are labeled with the en-
tries of the state transition probability matrix for the pro-
cess.
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Figure 2.16: A continuous-time Markov process repre-
senting a queuing system. The arcs are labeled with the
entries of the infinitesimal generator matrix for the pro-
cess.

For continuous-time Markov processes, the holding time in states is exponentially distributed:h(t; s) =

λse
−λst. The parameterλs is theexit rate for states. The probability that a state transition occurs in the

nextt′ time units is
∫ t′

0 λse
−λst dt = 1 − e−λst′ . The dynamics of a continuous-time Markov process with

countable state space can be fully characterized by a matrixQ with elements

Qij =







−λi(1− p(i; i)) if i = j

λip(j; i) if i 6= j
.

The matrixQ is typically referred to as theinfinitesimal generatorof a continuous-time Markov process

(Puterman 1994, p. 561).

Example 2.7. Consider a queuing system similar to that in Example 2.6, butwith time as a continuous

quantity. The holding time forsi is exponentially distributed with rate15 for i = 0 and 7
10 for i > 0. In si,

for i > 0, a state transition is caused by a departure with probability 5
7 and by an arrival with probability27 .

Figure 2.16 shows the resulting continuous-time Markov process.

As was mentioned earlier, it is common to assume time divergence for infinite trajectories of stochastic

discrete event systems, i.e. that the system is non-explosive. Obviously, any discrete-time Markov process is

non-explosive because there is always at least a unit delay between state transitions. It can be shown that a

sufficient condition for a continuous-time Markov process to be non-explosive is that there exists a constant

c such thatλs ≤ c for all s ∈ S (cf. Baier et al. 2003, Prop. 1). As a direct consequence, allfinite-state time

homogeneous Markov processes are non-explosive. Not all infinite-state continuous-time Markov processes

are non-explosive, however, as the following example illustrates.

Example 2.8. Consider the continuous-time Markov process depicted in Figure 2.17, with an infinite state

spaceS = {s0, s1, . . . } and exit ratesλi = 22(i+1). The exit rates for this Markov process rapidly increase
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Figure 2.17:An explosive continuous-time Markov process.

with each state transition. Any trajectory with a holding time in the interval(0, 2−(i+1)) in statesi, for each

i ≥ 0, is convergent because the total time never exceeds1. The probability measure for the set of all such

trajectories is
∞
∏

i=0

(

1− e−λi·2−(i+1)
)

=

∞
∏

i=1

(

1− e−2i
)

.

This infinite product converges to a value approximately equal to 0.849. Thus, the probability measure of

the set of convergent trajectories is non-zero, which meansthat the Markov process is explosive.

In order to simulate the execution of a Markov process, we need to be able to sample from the next-

state distribution of any state. If we are to simulate execution for an extended period of time, we need a

long sequence of pseudorandom numbers. Unless we are careful in our choice of pseudorandom number

generator, subtle correlations in pseudorandom number sequences may be a source of systematic error in the

analysis of the simulation output (Ferrenberg et al. 1992).The Mersenne Twister (Matsumoto and Nishimura

1998), with its exceptionally long period, is thought to be asuitable pseudorandom number generator for

simulation studies of stochastic processes.

Semi-Markov Processes

Not all phenomena in nature are accurately captured by memoryless distributions. The lifetime of a system

component, for example, is often best modeled using a Weibull distribution (Nelson 1985). The Weibull

distribution can be used to model increasing failure rates,for example representing increasing likelihood of

failure due to wear, as well as decreasing failure rates.

A semi-Markov processis a stochastic process for which in order to accurately predict future behavior

one may need to know not only the current state but also the amount of time spent in that state (although

it is still inconsequential how the current state was reached). We can state the semi-Markov property as a

constraint on the probability measureµ:

(2.21) µ(Path({〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉})) = µ(Path({〈sk, tk〉}))
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The probability measure over sets of trajectories for a semi-Markov process can be represented by a

holding time distributionh(·; sk, tk) and a next-state distributionp(·; sk, t). The probability of transitioning

out of statesk within t time units, provided that we have already been insk for tk time units, is given by
∫ t
0 h(tk + x; sk, tk). Given that a state transition occurs aftert time units in statesk, the probability that the

next state belongs to the setS′ is
∫

S′ p(s′; sk, t).

Example 2.9. Consider a computer system that can be in one of two states: running or crashed. The uptime

is modeled by a standard Weibull distribution with shape parameter1.5, denotedW (1, 1.5). This means that

the likelihood of a crash increases with time. When crashed,the system can be brought back to the running

state through a reboot. The reboot time is uniformly distributed in the interval(1, 2). This computer system

is a semi-Markov process because the holding time distributions are not memoryless.

To simulate execution of a semi-Markov process, we need to beable to generate non-uniform pseudo-

random numbers. Typical pseudorandom number generators produce observations for a random variable

U with a uniform distributionU(0, 1). We can transform these observations into pseudorandom numbers

distributed according to an arbitrary distribution function F (x). The random variableX = F−1(U), where

F−1 is the inverse ofF , has distribution functionF (x), so an observationu of U can be transformed into

an observationx = F−1(u) of X (von Neumann 1951). For example, the exponential distribution has

cumulative distribution functionF (x) = 1 − e−λx, so we can usex = − log(1 − u)/λ as a sample from

the exponential distribution. The inverse method works well for many common probability distributions for

which the inverse ofF (x) can be computed efficiently. Various other methods for generating non-uniform

pseudorandom numbers are described by Devroye (1986).

Generalized Semi-Markov Processes

Both Markov and semi-Markov processes can be used to model a wide variety of stochastic discrete event

systems, but without emphasis on the event structure. The queuing systems in Examples 2.6 and 2.7 are

naturally described as having arrival and departure events, although the Markov processes we use to model

the systems represent only the joint effects of all events enabled in a state. Thegeneralized semi-Markov

process(GSMP), first introduced by Matthes (1962), is an established formalism in queuing theory for

modeling stochastic discrete event systems with focus on the event structure of a system (Glynn 1989).
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A GSMP consists of a set of statesS and a set of eventsE. At any time, the process occupies some

states ∈ S in which a subsetEs of the events are enabled. Associated with each evente ∈ E is a positive

trigger time distributionGe, and a next-state distributionpe(·;σ≤τ , t). The probability density function

for Ge, he(·;σ≤τ ), can depend on the entire execution history, which separates GSMPs from semi-Markov

processes. LetTe be a random variable representing the trigger time ofe. If e just became enabled, then

Pr[Te ≤ t | σ≤τ ] = He(t;σ≤τ ) =
∫ t
0 he(x;σ≤τ ) dx is the probability thate triggers withint time units,

provided thate remains continuously enabled. Ife has already been enabled forue time units, then the

probability ofe triggering in the nextt time units is

(2.22) Pr[Te ≤ t+ue | Te > ue, σ≤τ ] = 1−Pr[Te > t+ue | Te > ue, σ≤τ ] = 1− 1−He(t + ue;σ≤τ )

1−He(ue;σ≤τ )
.

By taking the derivative of (2.22) we get

(2.23) he(t;ue, σ≤τ ) =
1

1−He(ue;σ≤τ )
he(t + ue;σ≤τ ) ,

which is the conditional probability density function for the distributionGe. The enabled events in a state

race to trigger first, and the event that triggers causes a transition to a states′ ∈ S according to the next-state

distribution for the triggering event.

Example 2.10. Consider a queuing system with infinite capacity, and a stateof this system is simply the

number of items currently in the queue. There is an arrival event a, enabled in every state, that has an

exponential trigger time distribution with rate15 . There is also a departure eventd that is enabled in states

si for i > 0. This event has an exponential trigger time distribution with rate 1
2 . This queuing system is a

GSMP with state spaceS = Z
∗ and event setE = {a, d}. Furthermore, we haveE0 = {a}, Ei = E for

i > 0, ha(t) = 1
5e−t/5, pa(i + 1; i) = 1 for all i ∈ S, hd(t) = 1

2e−t/2, andpd(i− 1; i) = 1 for all i > 0.

For many stochastic discrete event systems, the trigger time and next-state distributions do not depend

on every aspect of an entire trajectory prefix, as is clearly the case in Example 2.10. Letue, for eache ∈ E,

represent the time thate has been continuously enabled without triggering. Ifhe(·;σ≤τ ) = he(·; sk, ue)

andpe(·;σ≤τ , t) = pe(·; sk), for all e ∈ E, then we have atime homogeneousGSMP (Glynn 1989, p. 18).

A time homogeneous GSMP where all events have an exponentialtrigger time distribution with rateλe

is also a time homogeneous Markov process. The holding time distribution for states is an exponential
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distribution with rateλs =
∑

e∈Es
λe and the transition probabilities arep(s′; s) =

∑

e∈Es
pe(s

′; s)λe/λs.

The stochastic discrete event systems in Examples 2.7 and 2.10 are in fact equivalent.

To simulate the execution of a time homogeneous GSMP model, we associate a real-valued clockte

with each event that indicates the time remaining untile is scheduled to trigger in the current state. The

process starts in some initial states with eventsEs enabled. For each enabled evente ∈ Es, we sample a

trigger time according toGe and sette to the sampled value. For disabled events, we sette = ∞. Let e∗

be the event inEs with the smallest clock value. This becomes the triggering event ins. Provided that at

most one of the time distributions is not continuous, the probability of two events triggering at exactly the

same time is zero soe∗ is uniquely defined (Glynn 1989, p. 17). Whene∗ triggers afterte∗ time units ins,

we sample a successor states′ according tope∗(·; {〈s, 0〉}, te∗ ) and update each clockte as follows:

1. if e ∈ Es′ ∩
(

{e∗} ∪
(

E \Es

))

, thent′e is sampled fromGe;

2. if e ∈ Es′ ∩
(

Es \ {e∗}
)

, thent′e = te − te∗ ;

3. otherwise, ife 6∈ Es′ thent′e =∞.

The first rule covers events that are enabled ins′ and either triggered or were not enabled ins. All such events

are rescheduled. Events that remain enabled across state transitions without triggering are not rescheduled

(rule 2). The final rule states that events disabled ins′ are scheduled not to trigger. Given a new states′ and

new clock valuest′e for eache ∈ E, we repeat the procedure just specified withs = s′ andte = t′e so long as

Es 6= ∅. Enabled events, annotated by a scheduled trigger time, canbe stored in a heap to accommodate fast

retrieval ofe∗ (Gonnet 1976). McCormack and Sargent (1981) compare various data structures for storing

event schedules. Discrete event simulation is further discussed by Bratley et al. (1987) and Shedler (1993).

2.4 Stochastic Decision Processes

So far, we have discussed stochastic processes with a fixed structure. Now, let us consider the case when a

decision maker can influence the structure and dynamics of the process, to some degree, and wants to select

a structure that achieves some design objective. We then have a stochasticdecisionprocess.

The most widely adopted stochastic decision process is theMarkov decision process(MDP; Bellman

1957; Howard 1960, 1971b; Puterman 1994; Boutilier et al. 1999). The dynamics of a discrete-time Markov
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process is captured by a transition probability matrixP . For an MDP, there are multiple transition probability

matrices that a decision maker may choose from at each stage during execution. Each choice corresponds

to anactionon behalf of the decision maker. A transition probability matrix P a represents the behavior of

the system in the next time step if actiona is chosen by the decision maker. For continuous-time MDPs, an

action is instead represented by a infinitesimal generator matrix Qa.

The decision maker designs apolicy, denotedπ, which is a mapping fromsituationsto actions.5 A

situation can constitute the entire execution history (history dependent policy), the current time and state

(time dependent policy), or just the current state (stationary policy). A policy may designate a fixed action

to be used in a situation (deterministic policy), or a distribution over actions (randomized policy). The policy

fixes the dynamics of a system, and an MDP coupled with a policyis a Markov process. For example, given

a stationary randomized policyπ and a set of actionsA, the probability of transitioning from statei to j in

the next time step is
∫

A P a
ij dπ(i).

Rewardsandcosts(negative rewards) are used to encode perceived value for a decision maker. Different

reward structures can be used, but it is common to associate rewards with state transitions. For example, a

transition froms to s′ earns the decision maker an immediate rewardk(s, s′). The transition rewards can

depend on the action that is chosen for a state. For continuous-time models, it is also common to earn reward

at some ratec(s) for the duration of time that states is occupied.

A decision maker chooses a policy according to some optimality criterion. The objective is generally to

maximize the expected reward accumulated during execution, but this can be given different interpretations.

Possibly the most straightforward interpretation is to maximize theexpected total reward. This can be

unbounded, however, if execution can proceed ad infinitum. To ensure that a bound exists, we can halt

execution after a fixed time bound (finite-horizontotal reward) or discount reward earnedt time units into

the future by a factorγt (infinite-horizondiscounted reward). Other optimization criteria exist as well (cf.

Puterman 1994).

Depending on the optimality criterion, it may not be necessary to consider the most general class of

policies in order to act optimally. For example, to find a policy that maximizes the infinite-horizon dis-

counted reward for an MDP, it is sufficient to consider the class of deterministic stationary policies. The

5In the model checking literature, a policy is called aschedule. Model checking for MDPs involves verifying that a property

holds for a certain class of schedulers (cf. Bianco and de Alfaro 1995).
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infinite-horizon discounted reward in statei of a discrete-time MDP controlled by a deterministic stationary

policy π is given by the recurrence relation

vπ(i) = r̄π(i)(i) + γ
∑

j∈S

P
π(i)
ij · vπ(j) ,

wherer̄a(i) =
∑

j∈S P a
ij · k(i, j) is the expected transition reward in statei for actiona (Howard 1960,

p. 77). The optimal value is obtained by maximizing over the set of actions:

(2.24) v∗(i) = max
a∈A

(

r̄a(i) + γ
∑

j∈S

P a
ij · v∗(j)

)

This equation forms the basis forvalue iteration, which is adynamic programming(Bellman 1957) tech-

nique for finding the optimal policy of an MDP. An alternativesolution method ispolicy iteration(Howard

1960), which often requires fewer iterations than value iteration to converge, but with a higher cost per

iteration. A middle ground is provided by Puterman and Shin’s (1978)modified policy iteration.

Howard (1960) shows that the continuous-time MDP with discounting is computationally equivalent to

its discrete-time counterpart, and describes how a continuous-time MDP can be transformed into a discrete-

time MDP using a technique analogous touniformization(Jensen 1953) for Markov processes. The equiva-

lence between continuous and discrete-time MDPs is furtherexplored by Lippman (1975), and generalized

to countable state spaces by Serfozo (1979). Uniformization is a technique by which a continuous-time

MDP with state-dependent exit rates can be transformed intoan equivalent continuous-time MDP with the

same (uniform) exit rate for all states. The uniform continuous-time MDP can then be treated as a discrete-

time MDP resulting from observing the original continuous-time MDP at a constant rate. Uniformization

introduces self-transitions not present in the original model, because it is possible to remain in the same state

from one observation to another. Puterman (1994) presents uniformization as the preferred method for solv-

ing continuous-time MDPs, but we show in Chapter 9 that it canbe more efficient to solve a continuous-time

MDP directly, without first transforming it into a discrete-time MDP.

Thesemi-Markov decision process (SMDP; Howard 1963, 1971b), a decision theoretic extension of the

semi-Markov process, permits time between state transitions to be governed by a general positive distribu-

tion. Chitgopekar (1969), Stone (1973), Cantaluppi (1984)consider generalizations of the SMDP model

where the action choice is allowed to change not only at the time of state transitions, but also at time points

between state transitions. Chapter 9 discusses this issue further.



Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter discusses related research in the model checking, operations research, and AI planning liter-

ature. We focus primarily on research dealing with probabilistic systems, although in the case of planning

we also mention efforts involving nondeterministic systems. We do not attempt to produce an exhaustive

account of all past research concerning probabilistic verification and planning under uncertainty, as it would

be a daunting task. The research efforts mentioned in this chapter should instead be thought of as a repre-

sentative sample of all related work.

3.1 Probabilistic Verification

Early work on probabilistic verification has a clear focus ondiscrete time models, with the verification of

randomized algorithms as the primary application in mind. Hart et al. (1983) analyze termination of concur-

rent probabilistic programs. Lehmann and Shelah (1982) andHart and Sharir (1984) introduce probabilistic

temporal logics for specifying properties of probabilistic programs. These logics can only express proper-

ties that either hold with probability one or with non-zero probability, so a verification algorithm can ignore

the actual probabilities in a model. In contrast, the logic of Reif (1980) permits properties with rational

probability thresholds other than zero and one. Automated verification asmodel checkingwas pioneered

by Clarke and Emerson (1982). Vardi (1985) and Courcoubetisand Yannakakis (1995) describe model

checking algorithms for linear temporal logic, LTL, when the model is a probabilistic program and the LTL

formula is required to hold with probability one.

45
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Hansson and Jonsson (1989, 1994) present theprobabilistic real-time computation tree logic, PCTL,

based on CTL (Clarke and Emerson 1982; Clarke et al. 1986) butwith the path quantifiers “for all trajecto-

ries” (∀) and “there exists a trajectory” (∃) replaced by a single probabilistic path quantifier with a probability

threshold not restricted to the values zero and one. In PCTL,one can also associate a time bound with a

path operator, such as “until”, enabling one to impose deadlines for reaching certain states. PCTL formulae

are interpreted over discrete time Markov processes, and each state transition corresponds to a time unit.

Hansson and Jonsson provide algorithms for PCTL model checking with finite-state models. In the general

case, with a finite time bound and a probability threshold in the interval(0, 1), PCTL model checking can

be solved numerically in eitherO(t · (|S|+ |E|)) or O(log(t) · |S|3) time, wheret is the time bound,|S| is
the size of the state space, and|E| is the number of state transitions with non-zero probability in the Markov

process. Since|E| is at most|S|2, and typically no less than|S|, PCTL model checking is polynomial in

the size of the state space. To handle large state spaces, Baier et al. (1997) propose using multi-terminal

binary decision diagrams, MTBDDs (Clarke et al. 1993; Baharet al. 1993; Fujita et al. 1997), to carry out

the numerical computations.

Aziz et al. (1996, 2000) propose the logic CSL, thecontinuous stochastic logic, as a variation of PCTL

for expressing properties of continuous-time Markov processes. They prove that CSL model checking is

decidable for rational time bounds, but do not provide a practical model checking algorithm. Baier et al.

(1999) present a numerical model checking algorithm, usingMTBDDs, for a variation of CSL with the

addition of a steady-state operator. Model checking of time-bounded CSL formulae amounts to solving a

system of Volterra integral equations, but solving this equation system is time consuming and numerical

stability is hard to achieve (Hermanns et al. 2000). A bettersolution method is provided by Baier et al.

(2000), who show that CSL model checking of time-bounded formulae can be reduced to transient analysis

of continuous-time Markov processes and suggest the use of sparse matrices instead of MTBDDs. The

former means that time-bounded CSL properties can be verified using existing techniques for transient

analysis, in particularuniformization1 (Jensen 1953), which have been used extensively in the performance

evaluation literature (Grassmann 1977; Gross and Miller 1984; Reibman and Trivedi 1988; Malhotra et al.

1994). While Baier et al. suggest that uniformization should be applied to each individual state separately,

resulting in a time complexity ofO(q · t · |S| · |E|) for time-bounded CSL formulae (q is theuniformization

1Other names for this technique arerandomizationandJensen’s method.
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constantand can be set to the maximum exit rate for the model), Katoen et al. (2001) improve the time

complexity by a factorO(|S|) by noting that uniformization can be performed for all states simultaneously.

These contributions are summarized by Baier et al. (2003).

While MTBDDs often can represent the transition matrix of a Markov process in a compact manner,

they are not always an efficient representation for numerical computation. Kwiatkowska et al. (2002b,

2004) explore different representations, including ahybrid approach that combines the MTBDD represen-

tation of transition matrices with a flat representation of iteration vectors. This hybrid approach is generally

faster than MTBDDs, while handling larger systems than sparse matrices. Another promising approach is

presented by Buchholz et al. (2003), who use Kronecker products to exploit structure in the models.

Infante López et al. (2001) go beyond Markov models by considering the CSL model checking problem

for semi-Markov processes. For CSL formulae without a time bound, the problem reduces to probabilis-

tic model checking for discrete-time Markov processes. Fortime-bounded formulae, the model check-

ing problem amounts to solving a system of Volterra integralequations. A different approach is taken by

Kwiatkowska et al. (2002a). Time bounds in CSL are typicallyspecified as intervals of real numbers, but

Kwiatkowska et al. associate positive probability distributions with time bounds and suggest that this can be

used to express certain properties of systems with general distributions while still using Markov models of

the systems. Alur et al. (1991) describe a model checking algorithm for generalized semi-Markov processes,

but only for probability thresholds zero or one and restricted to trigger time distributions with finite support.

Kwiatkowska et al. (2000) use a similar approach for probabilistic timed automata, and permit arbitrary

probability thresholds.

Even with the use of clever data structures, numerical solution techniques tend to suffer greatly from

the state space explosion problem. The statistical approach presented in Chapter 5 is an attempt to over-

come the limitations of numerical solution techniques for large state spaces, while providing only statistical

correctness guarantees. Lassaigne and Peyronnet (2002) propose a statistical approach for model checking

a fragment of LTL. They do not formulate ahypothesis testingproblem, but instead rely on less efficient

techniques for statisticalestimation. In probabilistic model checking, the question is whether aprobability

is above or below some threshold, and it would typically be a waste of effort to obtain an accurate esti-

mate of a probability only to realize that it is far from the specified threshold. Grosu and Smolka (2004)

present a Monte Carlo approach to LTL model checking for non-probabilistic systems, but take the same
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approach as Lassaigne and Peyronnet by relying on statistical estimation rather than hypothesis testing. In

this case, it makes even less sense to use estimation techniques because the estimated probability has no

clear meaning—there are no probabilities in the model. Sen et al. (2004) describe a statistical approach,

based on hypothesis testing, for verifying probabilistic systems. They assume that the system has already

been deployed so that execution traces cannot be generated on demand. We discuss their approach in further

detail in Chapter 7, where we expose some serious flaws in their proposed solution method.

3.2 Planning under Uncertainty

Current approaches to planning under uncertainty can be divided roughly into distinct categories based on

their representation of uncertainty, how goals are specified, the model of time used, and assumptions made

regarding observability. Two prevalent representations of uncertainty arenondeterministicandstochastic

models. In nondeterministic models, uncertainty is represented strictly logically, using disjunction, while in

stochastic models uncertainty is specified with probability distributions over the possible outcomes of events

and actions.

The objective when planning with nondeterministic models is often, although not always, to generate

a universal plan(Schoppers 1987) that is guaranteed to achieve a specified goal regardless of the actual

outcomes of events and actions. A goal can be a set of desirable states, as in the work of Cimatti et al.

(1998) and Jensen and Veloso (2000), or a modal temporal logic formula as proposed by Kabanza et al.

(1997) and Pistore and Traverso (2001). Conditional planners, such as CNLP (Peot and Smith 1992) and

PLINTH (Goldman and Boddy 1994a), are also examples of planners fornondeterministic domains.

Ginsberg (1989) questions the practical value of universalnondeterministic planning. His main concern

is that the representation of a universal plan is bound to be infeasibly large for interesting problems. It is

impractical, Ginsberg argues, for an agent to precompute its response to every situation in which it might find

itself, simply because the number of situations is prohibitively large. In control theory, Balemi et al. (1993)

propose the use of orderedbinary decision diagrams(BDDs; Bryant 1986) as a compact representation of

supervisory controllers, and this representation has morerecently also been used in the AI community for

nondeterministic planning (Cimatti et al. 1998; Jensen andVeloso 2000). Kabanza et al. (1997) attempt to

address the time complexity problem by proposing an incremental algorithm for constructing partial policies.
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Their planning system relies on domain-specific search control rules for efficiency, and produces a universal

plan if given enough time.

By requiring a stochastic domain model, with state transitions weighted by probabilities, a probabilistic

planner has a more detailed model of uncertainty to work with. It can therefore choose to focus planning

effort on the most relevant parts of the state space. A plan may fail because some contingencies have not

been planned for, but this is acceptable so long as the success probability of the plan is high. Having to deal

with probabilities can, however, be computationally more challenging than working with nondeterministic

models. In recent work, Jensen et al. (2004) present a compromise solution, distinguishing between primary

and secondary effects of actions without assigning probabilities to state transitions. The resulting planning

framework can produce plans that are robust for up ton faults.

Drummond and Bresina (1990) present an anytime algorithm for generating partial policies with high

probability of achieving goals expressed using a modal temporal logic. Other research on probabilistic

planning typically considers only propositional goals. Kushmerick et al. (1995) and Lesh et al. (1998) work

with plans consisting of actions that are executed in sequence regardless of the outcome of the previous

actions. This is often calledconformantplanning (Smith and Weld 1998). Conditional probabilisticplans

(Blythe 1994; Draper et al. 1994; Goldman and Boddy 1994b) allow for some adaptation to the situation

during plan execution. In the work by Draper et al., this adaptation is obtained by means of explicit sensing

actions that are made part of the plan.

Sampling techniques have been used for probabilistic plan assessment by Blythe (1994) and Lesh et al.

(1998). In both cases, however, the probability of plan success is estimated using flawed statistical methods.

The estimation is based on the normal assumption, which is known to give unreliable results when used to

estimate proportions (see, e.g., Fujino 1980; Hall 1982; Agresti and Coull 1998; Newcombe 1998; Brown

et al. 2001). Furthermore, statistical hypothesis testingwould be more appropriate in both cases because

the probability estimate is only used to compare two plans orto test if the success probability exceeds a

specified threshold. Lesh et al. use an interesting data mining technique, however, for analyzing simulation

traces in order to discover plan flaws. The technique, which is more thoroughly described by Zaki et al.

(2000), targets discrete-time planning domains. It has some similarities with our failure analysis approach

presented in Chapter 8, and is in many ways more ambitious than our approach.

In decision theoretic planning, a reward structure is addedto the probabilistic model, and the objective
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is to find a control policy that maximizes the expected rewardduring execution. The discrete-time MDP

formalism (Section 2.4) has received significant attentionin the AI community in the past decade, with

applications ranging from robot navigation (Koenig et al. 1995) to elevator control (Nikovski and Brand

2003). Considerable progress has been made on algorithms for MDP planning that exploit structure in the

model. Boutilier et al. (1995) usedynamic Bayesian networks(Dean and Kanazawa 1989) to represent

transition probability matrices and decision trees to represent conditional probability tables and policies,

and propose thestructured policy iterationalgorithm. Hoey et al. (1999) use a similar approach, but replace

decision trees with MTBDDs.2

Even structured solution techniques suffer from the state space explosion problem. Approximate solu-

tion techniques, including automated state abstraction (Boutilier and Dearden 1994; Dearden and Boutilier

1997) and value function approximation (Bellman et al. 1963; Gordon 1995; Guestrin et al. 2003) aim to

address this problem by sacrificing optimality for efficiency.

Boyan and Littman (2001) propose an extension of MDPs—time-dependent MDPs (TMDPs)—where

the time between state transitions can depend on the currenttime. The model corresponds to ageneral state

spaceMDP with a single continuous state variable representing global time. State spaces with multiple

continuous state variables are considered by Feng et al. (2004), but restricted to discrete transition functions

(i.e. each state can only have a finite number of possible successors).

In Chapter 9, we introduce thegeneralizedsemi-Markov decision process (GSMDP), which can be

used to model decision theoretic planning problems withasynchronousevents and actions. GSMDPs can

be viewed as compositions of asynchronous SMDPs. They differ from TMDPs in that they essentially

require one local clock for each event in the model. The algorithm of Feng et al. (2004) can handle mul-

tiple continuous state variables, but the restriction to discrete transition functions makes it inadequate for

GSMDP planning. Some attention has recently been given to planning withconcurrentactions. Guestrin

et al. (2002) and Mausam and Weld (2004) use discrete-time MDPs to model and solve planning problems

with concurrent actions, but these approaches are restricted to instantaneous actions executed in synchrony.

Rohanimanesh and Mahadevan (2001) consider planning problems with temporally extended actions that

can be executed in parallel. By restricting the temporally extended actions toMarkov options, the resulting

planning problems can be modeled as discrete-time SMDPs.

2MTBDDs are also know asalgebraic decision diagrams(ADDs), and this is the name typically used in the AI literature.
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The GSMDP framework can be thought of as a probabilistic and decision theoretic extension of the

planning framework developed by Musliner et al. (1995), which is part of the CIRCA architecture. The

CIRCA domain model is a nondeterministic timed automata, with uncertainty in the duration and outcome

of events and actions. The nondeterministic domain model isessentially a GSMP, but with intervals of

possible delays in place of delay distributions and withoutprobabilities associated with state transitions.

The CIRCA planner can generate plans that are guaranteed to maintain system safety. Plan generation is

done incrementally. Starting from the initial state, actions are assigned to states as the states are determined

to be reachable. Following each action assignment, the current plan is verified to see if failure is always

avoided. If a failure state is reachable, the planner backtracks to consider alternative action assignments. A

counterexample, in the form of an execution trace, is generated by the verifier if a plan is determined to be

unsafe. The counterexample traces can be used to guide plan repair (Goldman et al. 2004). The probabilistic

planning framework presented in Chapter 8 is based on the CIRCA planning framework. In particular, it

makes use of a verifier to find reasons for plan failure.

Atkins et al. (1996) describe a probabilistic extension of CIRCA, but it does not permit a modular

specification of asynchronous events. The user is required to specify the joint distribution for any set of

events that can be enabled simultaneously, which can be rather cumbersome. Furthermore, their approach

does not handle state spaces with cycles. Li et al. (2003) attempt to address some of these issues, but rely on

ad hoc approximation techniques using “probability rate functions.” The use of phase-type distributions, as

described in Chapter 9, is a more principled way of dealing with general delay distributions for asynchronous

events and actions.
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Chapter 4

Specifying Properties of

Stochastic Discrete Event Systems

Given a stochastic discrete event system, it is often of interest to be able to specify properties of the system.

These properties could represent behavior that we want the system to exhibit during execution. For example,

a desirable property of a telephone system might be that the probability of a call getting dropped is low.

To enabled automatic verification of stochastic discrete event systems, we need a formalism for expressing

interesting properties of such systems. This chapter introduces theunified temporal stochastic logic(UTSL),

which can be used to express properties such as “the probability is at most0.01 that a call is dropped within

60 minutes from now.” UTSL has essentially the same syntax as the existing logics PCTL and CSL, but

UTSL provides a unified semantics for both discrete-time andcontinuous-time systems, as well as systems

with discrete, continuous, and general state spaces. This will allow us, for the most part, to treat all stochastic

discrete event systems uniformly when presenting a statistical approach to probabilistic model checking in

the next chapter.

4.1 Temporal Logic

The use oftemporal logic(Rescher and Urquhart 1971) for specifying properties of deterministic and non-

deterministic systems with program verification in mind waspioneered by Pnueli (1977) and is now a wide-
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spread practice in the model checking community. The propositional branching-time logic CTL (computa-

tion tree logic; Clarke and Emerson 1982; Clarke et al. 1986), a particularly popular formalism, can be used

to express properties such as “for all trajectories,Ψ eventually becomes true withΦ holding continuously

until then” and “there exists a trajectory such thatΦ holds after the next state transition.” CTL is related

to UB (Ben-Ari et al. 1981, 1983) and the branching-time temporallogic described by Lamport (1980).

Emerson (1990) provides an excellent survey of temporal logics with a model checking perspective.

For many real-time systems, it is important to ensure that deadlines are met. To reason about deadlines,

we need to be able to express quantitative temporal properties of a system. Extensions of CTL with time as

a discrete (RTCTL; Emerson et al. 1990, 1992) or continuous (TCTL; Alur et al. 1990, 1993) quantity have

therefore been proposed. With RTCTL and TCTL, it is possibleto express timed properties such as “for all

trajectories,Φ becomes true withint time units.” Earlier work in the same direction includes Bernstein and

Harter’s (1981) extension of Lamport’s logic that associates time bounds with eventualities. A survey on the

topic of logics for real-time systems is provided by Alur andHenzinger (1992).

The logic TCTL has also been proposed as a formalism for expressing properties of continuous-time

stochastic systems, but with “for all trajectories” (∀) and “there exists a trajectory” (∃) reinterpreted as “with

probability one” and “with positive probability”, respectively (Alur et al. 1991). The same interpretation is

given to the path quantifiers∀ and∃ in earlier work by Hart and Sharir (1984) on the branching-time logic

PTL for discrete-time stochastic processes.

4.2 UTSL: The Unified Temporal Stochastic Logic

In many cases, it is not economically or physically feasibleto ensure certain behaviors with probability one,

but simply guaranteeing that the behavior can be exhibited by the system with positive probability may be

too weak. For example, designing a telephone system where nocall is ever dropped would be excessively

costly, but it is not satisfactory to just know that a call canpossibly go through. For the telephone system,

we would like to ensure that calls go though with a reasonablyhigh probability, for example0.9999. Neither

TCTL nor PTL permit us to express such a property. For this, weneed a different path quantifier, which is

provided by PCTL (Hansson and Jonsson 1989, 1994). PCTL has quantitative time bounds just as RTCTL,

on which PCTL is based, but the path quantifiers∀ and∃ are replaced by a single probabilistic path quantifier.
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This lets us express quantitative bounds on the probabilityof a set of trajectories. For example, PCTL can

express the property “with probability at leastθ, Φ will be satisfied withint time units.”

PCTL formulae are interpreted over discrete-time Markov processes. Aziz et al. (1996, 2000) propose

a similar logic, CSL (continuous stochastic logic), with formulae interpreted over continuous-time Markov

processes. A variation of CSL has been proposed by Baier et al. (1999, 2003), which also includes a facility

for expressing bounds on steady-state probabilities. Thisversion of CSL has also been used for expressing

properties of semi-Markov processes (Infante López et al.2001). Yet another logic, with essentially the same

syntax as PCTL, has been proposed for expressing propertiesof probabilistic timed automata (Kwiatkowska

et al. 2000). While the difference in syntax is minimal between all mentioned logics for expressing prob-

abilistic real-time properties, the semantics of the various logics are tied to specific classes of stochastic

processes, for example discrete-time Markov processes in the case of PCTL. To avoid having to refer to

different logics for different classes of systems, we introduce the logic UTSL, with a unified semantics for

all measurable stochastic discrete event systems.

The syntactic structure of UTSL is the same as that of both CSL(without the steady-state operator) and

PCTL, although we use the notation of Baier et al. (2003) rather than that of Hansson and Jonsson (1994).

Definition 4.1 (UTSL Syntax). LetM = 〈S, T, µ,SV , V 〉 be a factored stochastic discrete event system.

The syntax for UTSL is defined inductively as follows:

1. x ∼ v is a UTSL formula forx ∈ SV , v ∈ Dx, and∼ ∈ {≤,=,≥}.

2. ¬Φ is a UTSL formula ifΦ is a UTSL formula.

3. Φ ∧Ψ is a UTSL formula if bothΦ andΨ are UTSL formulae.

4. P./ θ

[

XI Φ
]

, for ./ ∈ {≤,≥}, θ ∈ [0, 1] andI ⊂ T , is a UTSL formula ifΦ is a UTSL formula.

5. P./ θ

[

Φ UI Ψ
]

, for ./ ∈ {≤,≥}, θ ∈ [0, 1] andI ⊂ T , is a UTSL formula if bothΦ andΨ are UTSL

formulae.

If the time domainT is the non-negative integers, UTSL syntax coincides with PCTL syntax, and we

get CSL syntax by lettingT be the non-negative real numbers.

The standard logic operators,¬ and∧, have their usual meaning. The UTSL operatorP./ θ[·] replaces

the traditional CTL path quantifiers∀ and∃. The truth value of a path formulaϕ, i.e. eitherXI Φ (“next”)
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or Φ UI Ψ (“until”), is determined over a trajectory (sample path) for a system. The path formulaXI Φ

asserts that the next state transition occurst ∈ I time units into the future and thatΦ holds at the time instant

immediately following the state transition, whileΦ UI Ψ asserts thatΨ becomes truet ∈ I time units into

the future whileΦ holds continuously prior to timet. Since we are dealing with measurable stochastic

systems, there is some probability associated with the set of trajectories that satisfyϕ. The probabilistic

path quantifierP./ θ[·] permits us to compare this probability against an arbitrarythresholdθ.

Definition 4.1 provides a bare-bones version of UTSL. Additional UTSL formulae can be derived in

the usual way. For example,⊥ ≡ (x = v) ∧ ¬(x = v) for somex ∈ SV and v ∈ Dx, > ≡ ¬⊥,

x < v ≡ ¬(x ≥ v), Φ ∨ Ψ ≡ ¬(¬Φ ∧ ¬Ψ), Φ → Ψ ≡ ¬Φ ∨ Ψ, andP< θ[ϕ] ≡ ¬P≥ θ[ϕ]. We have

associated a time boundI with the path operatorsX andU . The unbounded versions of these operators are

obtained by lettingI equal the time domainT , for exampleP./ θ[Φ U Ψ] ≡ P./ θ

[

Φ UT Ψ
]

. We can derive

additional path operators, such asW (“weak until”), 3 (“eventually”), and� (“continuously”), as follows

(Hansson and Jonsson 1994):

P≥ θ

[

ΦWI Ψ
]

≡ P≤ 1−θ

[

¬Ψ UI ¬(Φ ∨Ψ)
]

P≤ θ

[

ΦWI Ψ
]

≡ P≥ 1−θ

[

¬Ψ UI ¬(Φ ∨Ψ)
]

P./ θ

[

3
I Φ
]

≡ P./ θ

[

> UI Φ
]

P./ θ

[

�
I Φ
]

≡ P./ θ

[

ΦWI ⊥
]

Unbounded versions of these path operators can be derived inthe same way as forX andU .

4.3 UTSL Semantics and Model Checking Problems

The validity of a UTSL formula is determined relative to a trajectory prefix. For simple UTSL formulae of

the formx ∼ v, the validity depends only on the last state of the trajectory prefix, but this is not necessarily

the case for UTSL formulae containing one or more probabilistic operators. The formal semantics of UTSL

is given by the following inductive definition.

Definition 4.2 (UTSL Semantics).LetM = 〈S, T, µ,SV , V 〉 be a factored stochastic discrete event sys-

tem. With Path(σ≤τ ) denoting the set of trajectories with common prefixσ≤τ and the definition ofTi
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given by (2.18), satisfaction relations for UTSL formulae and path formulae are inductively defined by the

following rules:

M, {〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉} |= x ∼ v if V (sk, x) ∼ v

M, σ≤τ |= ¬Φ if M, σ≤τ |6= Φ

M, σ≤τ |= Φ ∧Ψ if (M, σ≤τ |= Φ) ∧ (M, σ≤τ |= Ψ)

M, σ≤τ |= P./ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}) ./ θ

M, σ, τ |= XI Φ if ∃k ∈ N.
(

(Tk−1 ≤ τ) ∧ (τ < Tk) ∧ (Tk − τ ∈ I) ∧ (M, σ≤Tk
|= Φ)

)

M, σ, τ |= Φ UI Ψ if ∃t ∈ I.
(

(M, σ≤τ+t |= Ψ) ∧ ∀t′ ∈ T.
(

(t′ < t)→ (M, σ≤τ+t′ |= Φ)
))

Definition 4.2 specifies the validity of a UTSL formula at any time during execution of a stochastic

discrete event system. We typically want to know whether a propertyΦ holds for a modelM if execution

starts in a specific states. The triple〈M, s,Φ〉 is amodel checking problemwith an affirmative answer if

and only ifM, {〈s, 0〉} |= Φ. More generally, we can define the validity of a UTSL formula relative to a

probability measureµ0, such thatµ0(S
′) is the probability that execution starts in a states ∈ S′. This is

accomplished with the addition of the following rules:

M, µ0 |= x ∼ v if ∀s ∈ supµ0.
(

M, {〈s, 0〉} |= x ∼ v
)

M, µ0 |= ¬Φ if M, µ0 |6= Φ

M, µ0 |= Φ ∧Ψ if (M, µ0 |= Φ) ∧ (M, µ0 |= Ψ)

M, µ0 |= P./ θ[ϕ] if
∫

S
µ({σ ∈ Path({〈s, 0〉}) | M, σ, 0 |= ϕ}) dµ0(S) ./ θ

The probability integral in the last rule reduces to
∑

s∈S µ0(s)µ({σ ∈ Path({〈s, 0〉}) | M, σ, 0 |= ϕ}) if

the state spaceS is countable. A UTSL model checking problem can now be specified as a triple〈M, µ0,Φ〉.
This definition subsumes the definition with a single initialstate.

The semantics ofΦ UI Ψ requires thatΦ holds continuously, i.e. at every point in time, along a trajectory

until Ψ is satisfied. IfΦ andΨ are both free of any probabilistic operators, however, thenthe truth values

of these subformulae do not depend on the amount of time that is spent in a specific state. Without nested

probabilistic operators, it is therefore sufficient to verify the subformulaeΦ and Ψ at the entry of each
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x = 0

G

x = 1

s0 s1

Figure 4.1: A simple two-state semi-Markov process. The time from when the left state (s0) is entered until the
transition to the right state (s1) occurs is a random variable with distributionG.

state along a trajectory. The same can be said for stochasticdiscrete event systems that satisfy the Markov

property (2.20), even with nested probabilistic operatorspresent, because the Markov property ensures that

the amount of time spent in a state does not have an impact on the future behavior of the process.

In general, with nested probabilistic operators and without the Markov assumption, it may not be suf-

ficient to verify the subformulaeΦ andΨ of Φ UI Ψ at the time of state transitions. We illustrate this

with two simple examples. The first example shows that a UTSL formula can be true at the entry of a state

without holding continuously while remaining in the same state. The second example shows that a UTSL

formula can become true while remaining in a state without being true at the entry of the state. It should

be noted that the statistical model checking algorithm we present in the next chapter can deal with nested

probabilistic operators only if it is sufficient to verify nested formulae at discrete points along a trajectory,

which generally means that we must be dealing with a discrete-time model or a model satisfying the Markov

property.

Example 4.1. Consider the semi-Markov process with two states depicted in Figure 4.1. Assume thatG is

a standard Weibull distribution with shape parameter0.5, denotedW (1, 0.5), and that we want to verify the

UTSL formulaΦ = P≥ 0.5[ϕ], whereϕ is the path formulaP≥ 0.5

[

x=0 U [0,1] x=1
]

U [0,1] x=1, relative to

the trajectory prefix{〈s0, 0〉}.
To solve this problem, we compute the probability measure ofthe set of trajectories that start ins0 at

time0 and satisfy the path formulaϕ. LetP denote this set. Members ofP are of the form{〈s0, t〉, 〈s1,∞〉}
with t ∈ [0, t′] for somet′ ≤ 1. The probability measure ofP is therefore at mostF (1) ≈ 0.632, where

F (·) is the cumulative distribution function forW (1, 0.5). Of the trajectories witht ∈ [0, 1], only the ones

whereΨ = P≥ 0.5

[

x=0 U [0,1] x=1
]

holds untils1 is reached satisfy the path formulaϕ.

If we requireΨ to hold continuously along a trajectory untils1 is reached, then we have to rule out

trajectories witht ≥ t′ such thatΨ does not hold if verified relative to the trajectory prefix{〈s0, t
′〉}. The

probability of reachings1 within 1 time unit, given that we have already spentt′ time units ins0, is given
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by the formula

q(t′) =
1

1− F (t′)

∫ t′+1

t′
f(x) dx

wheref(·) is the probability density function forW (1, 0.5). The value ofq is greater than0.5 for t′ =

0.1, but less than0.5 for t′ = 0.2. Sinceq is a decreasing function oft′, it means thatΨ does not hold

continuously over trajectories starting ins0 if t ≥ 0.2. It follows that the probability measure of the setP

is less thanF (0.2) ≈ 0.361, soΦ does not hold. We would reach the opposite conclusion if we simply

verified the nested formulae at the entry of each state, sinceΨ holds initially ins0.

Example 4.2. Consider the same two-state semi-Markov process as in the previous example, but this time

with G equal toW (1, 1.5). Assume that we want to verify the UTSL formulaΦ = P≥ 0.5[ϕ], whereϕ

is the path formulax=0 U [0,1] P≥ 0.7

[

x=0 U (0,1] x=1
]

. Note that the time interval is open to the left

in the formulaΨ = P≥ 0.7

[

x=0 U (0,1] x=1
]

, so Ψ cannot hold ins1 becausex=0 must hold at the

entry of a state forΨ to hold in that state.Ψ does not hold immediately ins0 either: the probability of

reachings1 within 1 time unit isF (1) ≈ 0.632 < 0.7 at time0 in s0. The formulaΨ does become true,

however, along trajectories that remain ins0 for 0.2 time units or more before transitioning tos1. Since

F (1)− F (0.2) ≈ 0.547 ≥ 0.5, it follows thatΦ holds with the semantics given by Definition 4.2.

Our semantics for time-bounded until is consistent with that of TCTL defined by Alur et al. (1991).

Infante López et al. (2001) propose a semantics of CSL for semi-Markov processes that does not require

subformulae to hold continuously in a state along a trajectory. With their semantics, one would get the

opposite result in both of the examples above. While the semantics of Infante López et al. makes it easier to

verify properties with nested probabilistic operators, itis not consistent with the common definition of a tra-

jectory for a continuous-time discrete event system as a piecewise linear function of time. Furthermore, one

could imagine using phase-type distributions to approximate the Weibull distributions in the two examples

and verify the properties for the resulting Markov processes. The introduction of phase transitions would

result in nested formulae possibly being verified at different times in the same state, which is inconsistent

with the semantics of Infante López et al.
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Chapter 5

Statistical Probabilistic Model Checking

This chapter presents a statistical approach to probabilistic model checking, employing hypothesis testing

and discrete event simulation. The proposed solution method works for any discrete event system that can

be simulated, although the method for verifying propertieswith nested probabilistic statements is limited to

discrete-time systems or systems satisfying the Markov property. We prove two fundamental theorems that

establish efficient verification procedures for conjunctive and nested probabilistic statements, we discuss

benefits and hazards of using distributed sampling, and we provide complexity results for the statistical

solution method.

Consider the UTSL model checking problem〈M, µ0,P./ θ[ϕ]〉. The set of trajectories satisfyingϕ and

with the initial state distributed according toµ0 has probability measure

p =

∫

S
µ({σ ∈ Path({〈s, 0〉}) | M, σ, 0 |= ϕ}) dµ0(S) .

We could solve the model checking problem by computingp and then compare it to the thresholdθ, but a

numerical computation ofp is not feasible for certain classes of stochastic discrete event systems, in partic-

ular many infinite-state systems and generalized semi-Markov processes. For Markov processes, efficient

numerical techniques for computingp do exist (Hansson and Jonsson 1994; Baier et al. 2003), but the com-

putational complexity of these techniques is proportionalto the size of the state space, which puts limits on

their applicability for verifying properties of stochastic systems with large state spaces.

Simulation has often been advertised as a last resort when numerical techniques fail (see, e.g., Teichroew

and Lubin 1966; Buchholz 1998) and it is a technique with roots in the infancy of computer science. The
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Monte Carlo method (Ulam and von Neumann 1947; Metropolis and Ulam 1949), which is essentially a

statistical approach to the study of integro-differentialequations, was conceived by S. Ulam in 1946 to solve

problems in mathematical physics on ENIAC—the first digitalcomputer (Metropolis 1987; Eckhardt 1987).

It is therefore reasonable to consider statistical techniques, involving simulation and sampling, to solve

UTSL model checking problems. For this purpose, we set up a chance experiment represented by Bernoulli

variatesXi with parameterp. We could then proceed by estimatingp with a confidence interval using

techniques for estimating the mean of a distribution with unknown variance (see, e.g., Chow and Robbins

1965; Nádas 1969; Raatikainen 1995). Note, however, that in order to verify the UTSL formulaP./ θ[ϕ], we

do not need to have an accurate estimate ofp—we need to know only ifp is above or below the thresholdθ.

It would be a waste of effort to obtain an accurate estimate ofp, only to realize thatp is far fromθ.

In Section 2.2, we discussed acceptance sampling, a statistical technique for testing if the parameterp of

a Bernoulli variate is above or below a thresholdθ. This is exactly what we need for UTSL model checking.

The verification of a probabilistic UTSL formula, for example Φ = P≥ θ[ϕ], can be thought of in terms of

hypothesis testing. To verifyΦ we need to test the hypothesisH : p ≥ θ against the alternative hypothesis

K : p < θ. We first restrict our attention to UTSL formulae without nested probabilistic operators. In

Section 5.2, we consider the general case and show how nestedprobabilistic operators can be dealt with

using statistical techniques, at least for certain classesof stochastic discrete event systems.

5.1 Model Checking without Nested Probabilistic Operators

To use acceptance sampling for the purpose of UTSL model checking, we need to introduce the concept of

an indifference region. With each formula of the formP./ θ[ϕ], we associate an indifference region centered

aroundθ with half-width δ(θ). The half-width can be a constant, such as10−1, but it is sometimes desirable

to let the half-width be a function ofθ. A reasonable choice in that case is

(5.1) δ(θ) =







2δ0θ if θ ≤ 0.5

2δ0(1− θ) if θ > 0.5
,

which makes the half-widthδ0 if θ is 0.5 and smaller ifθ is close to0 or 1. We modify the semantics

of UTSL to account for indifference regions. This is done by replacing the satisfaction relation|= with

two relations|≈> and |≈⊥ representing satisfaction and unsatisfaction, respectively, for UTSL formulae
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when taking indifference regions into account. The relations |≈> and |≈⊥ are mutually exclusive, but not

exhaustive, so|≈⊥ is not equivalent to|6≈>.

Definition 5.1 (UTSL Semantics with Indifference Regions).LetM = 〈S, T, µ,SV , V 〉 be a factored

stochastic discrete event system, and letδ(θ) be a function determining the half-width of an indifference

region centered aroundθ. A satisfaction relation|≈> and an unsatisfaction relation|≈⊥ for UTSL with

indifference regions are simultaneously defined by induction as follows:

M, {〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉} |≈> x ∼ v if V (sk, x) ∼ v

M, {〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉} |≈⊥ x ∼ v if V (sk, x) � v

M, σ≤τ |≈> ¬Φ if M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ

M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ ¬Φ if M, σ≤τ |≈> Φ

M, σ≤τ |≈> Φ ∧Ψ if (M, σ≤τ |≈> Φ) ∧ (M, σ≤τ |≈> Ψ)

σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ ∧Ψ if (M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ) ∨ (M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ Ψ)

M, σ≤τ |≈> P≥ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}) ≥ θ + δ(θ)

M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ P≥ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}) ≤ θ − δ(θ)

M, σ≤τ |≈> P≤ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}) ≤ θ − δ(θ)

M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ P≤ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}) ≥ θ + δ(θ)

It should be clear from Definitions 4.2 and 5.1 that, for any UTSL formulaΦ, (M, σ≤τ |≈> Φ) =⇒
(M, σ≤τ |= Φ) and(M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ) =⇒ (M, σ≤τ |6= Φ). However, the inverse does not hold, in general.

For example, it is possible thatM, σ≤τ |= Φ is satisfied withoutM, σ≤τ |≈> Φ being so because of the

indifference regions. In fact, the triple〈M, σ≤τ ,P./ θ[ϕ]〉 does not belong to either of the two relations|≈>

and|≈⊥ if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}) falls into the indifference region forP./ θ[ϕ], i.e. is less than

δ(θ) away fromθ.

Since we are resorting to statistical techniques for solving UTSL model checking problems, we must

accept that we sometimes produce an incorrect answer. This is satisfactory, so long as we can guarantee

certaina priori bounds on the probability of an incorrect result. Simply put, we want the probability of

accepting a UTSL formula as true when it is false (or vice versa) to be below a predetermined threshold.

To be precise, we want our statistical model checking algorithm to accept a UTSL formulaΦ as true with
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probability at least1− α if M, σ≤τ |≈> Φ holds, and the probability should be at mostβ thatΦ is accepted

as true ifM, σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ holds. LetM, σ≤τ ` Φ represent the fact that our model checking algorithm

acceptsΦ as true, and letM, σ≤τ 0 Φ represent the fact thatΦ is rejected as false by our algorithm. For the

remainder of this section, we will often leave outM from relations for the sake of brevity. The requirements

for our algorithm can then be summarized by the following twoconditions:

Pr[σ≤τ ` Φ | σ≤τ |≈> Φ] ≥ 1− α(5.2)

Pr[σ≤τ ` Φ | σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ] ≤ β(5.3)

We require that our model checking algorithm always produces a result, i.e. it either accepts a UTSL

formula as true or rejects it as false. In other words, the algorithm is required to satisfy the condition

¬(σ≤τ ` Φ) ⇐⇒ (σ≤τ 0 Φ). It follows from this requirement that

(5.4) Pr[σ≤τ 0 Φ | σ≤τ |≈> Φ] ≤ α

is equivalent to condition (5.2). The parameterα can be interpreted as a bound on the probability of a type

I error (false negative) andβ can be thought of a bound on the probability of a type II error (false positive),

provided that we do not consider it an error to produce an incorrect answer for a model checking problem

when some of the probabilities fall into an indifference region. By narrowing the indifference regions for

probabilistic UTSL operators, we can get arbitrarily closeto a statistical algorithm that implements the true

semantics for UTSL given by Definition 4.2, although this will most certainly come at a cost.

Let us now consider the problem of verifying a UTSL formulaΦ relative to a trajectory prefix so that

conditions (5.4) and (5.3) are satisfied, under the assumption thatΦ does not contain any nested probabilistic

operators. To begin with, ifΦ is of the formx ∼ v, then it is trivial to satisfy the two conditions for any

α andβ. Given a trajectory prefix{〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk, tk〉}, we simply observe the value ofx in statesk and

compare it tov. The probability of error in this case is always zero.

5.1.1 Probabilistic Operator

To verify the UTSL formulaP./ θ[ϕ], we introduce Bernoulli variatesXi with parameterp, as stated in the

introduction to this chapter, wherep is the probability measure of the set of trajectories that satisfy ϕ. An

observation ofXi can be obtained by first generating a trajectory forM using discrete event simulation and
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then verifyingϕ over the sampled trajectory. Ifϕ does not contain any probabilistic operators, as is assumed

for now, then we can verifyϕ without any uncertainty in the result. Ifϕ is determined to hold over the

sampled trajectory, then the observation is1, otherwise it is0.

While a trajectory for a stochastic discrete event system can be infinite, we assume that we never need

to generate more than a finite prefix of a trajectory in order todetermine the truth value ofϕ over the entire

trajectory. Ifϕ is XI Φ, then this assumption holds with certainty because we only need to simulate a single

state transition. Ifϕ is Φ UI Ψ, then the assumption holds if the probability is zero that aninfinite number

of state transitions occur beforesup I time units have passed. A sufficient condition for this to be the case

is that the system is non-explosive andsup I is finite, as is stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (Sufficient Conditions for Tractability). The probability is zero that an infinite trajectory is

needed to determine the truth value ofΦ UI Ψ, with sup I < ∞, for a non-explosive stochastic discrete

event system.

Proof. If we have not already encountered a state satisfying¬Φ ∨Ψ within the firstsup I time units along

a trajectory, then we can conclude thatΦ UI Ψ does not hold without having to look further along the

trajectory. If the stochastic discrete event system is non-explosive, then the probability measure is zero for

an infinite trajectory{〈s0, t0〉, 〈s1, t1〉, . . .} with
∑∞

i=0 ti < ∞. It follows that within a finite interval of

time, in particular the interval[0, sup I], only a finite number of state transitions can occur. Consequently,

the probability is one that we can determine the truth value of Φ UI Ψ by looking at a finite prefix of a

trajectory.

We can now set up a hypothesis testing problem for verifyingP≥ θ[ϕ]. We should test the hypothesis

H0 : p ≥ θ + δ(θ) against the alternative hypothesisH1 : p ≤ θ − δ(θ) (for P≤ θ[ϕ], we simply reverse

the roles of the two hypotheses). The hypothesisH0 holds if and only ifσ≤τ |≈> P≥ θ[ϕ] holds, andH1 is

similarly related to the judgmentσ≤τ |≈⊥ P≥ θ[ϕ]. Thus, by using an acceptance sampling test with strength

〈α, β〉 to decideσ≤τ ` P≥ θ[ϕ], we can satisfy conditions (5.4) and (5.3) with our model checking algorithm.

5.1.2 Composite State Formulae

To complete the model checking algorithm, we need to verify negated UTSL formulae and conjunctions

of UTSL formulae. We take a compositional approach to verification of such formulae. To verify¬Φ, we
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verify Φ and reverse the result. To verify a conjunction, we verify each conjunct separately. The following

two rules formally define the behavior of the model checking algorithm:

M, σ≤τ ` ¬Φ if M, σ≤τ 0 Φ

M, σ≤τ ` Φ ∧Ψ if (M, σ≤τ ` Φ) ∧ (M, σ≤τ ` Ψ)

Next, we show how to bound the probability of error for a composite UTSL formula, assuming that we have

bounds for the probability of error in the verification results for the subformulae.

First, consider the verification of¬Φ, assuming we have already verifiedΦ so that conditions (5.4) and

(5.3) are satisfied. Since we negate the verification result for Φ, a type I error forΦ becomes a type II error

for ¬Φ, and a type II error forΦ becomes a type I error for¬Φ. To verify ¬Φ with error boundsα andβ,

we therefore have to verifyΦ with error boundsβ andα as stated by the following proposition.

Proposition 5.2. To verify¬Φ with type I error probabilityα and type II error probabilityβ, it is sufficient

to verifyΦ with type I error probabilityβ and type II error probabilityα.

Proof. Assume thatPr[σ≤τ 0 Φ | σ≤τ |≈> Φ] ≤ β andPr[σ≤τ ` Φ | σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ] ≤ α. It follows from

Definition 5.1 thatσ≤τ |≈> Φ ⇐⇒ σ≤τ |≈⊥ ¬Φ and σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ ⇐⇒ σ≤τ |≈> ¬Φ. Our model

checking algorithm is such thatσ≤τ 0 Φ ⇐⇒ σ≤τ ` ¬Φ andσ≤τ ` Φ ⇐⇒ σ≤τ 0 ¬Φ. Consequently,

Pr[σ≤τ 0 ¬Φ | σ≤τ |≈> ¬Φ] = Pr[σ≤τ ` Φ | σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ] ≤ α andPr[σ≤τ ` ¬Φ | σ≤τ |≈⊥ ¬Φ] = Pr[σ≤τ 0

Φ | σ≤τ |≈> Φ] ≤ β.

Next, consider the verification ofΦ ∧Ψ. The conjunction is determined to hold by our algorithm if and

only if both Φ andΨ are determined to hold. A type I error occurs if we believe that at least one ofΦ and

Ψ does not hold, when in reality both are true. A type II error occurs if we believe that bothΦ andΨ hold,

when at least one of the conjuncts actually is false. We will show that in order to verify a conjunction with

error boundsα andβ, it is sufficient to verify each conjunct with the same error bounds. To prove this, we

use the following elementary lemma from probability theory.

Lemma 5.3. For arbitrary eventsA andB, Pr[A ∧B] ≤ min(Pr[A],Pr[B]).

Using this lemma, we can derive bounds on the error probabilities associated with the verification of a

conjunction based on error bounds for the verification of theindividual conjuncts.
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Theorem 5.4 (Conjunction). If Φi is verified with type I error probabilityαi and type II error probability

βi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, thenΦ =
∧n

i=1 Φi can be verified with type I error probabilitymini∈Rej (Φ) αi and

type II error probabilitymax1≤i≤n βi, whereRej (
∧n

i=1 Φi) = {i | σ≤τ 0 Φi}.

Proof by induction.If n = 1, then
∧n

i=1 Φi ≡ Φ1, which by assumption can be verified with type I error

probabilityα1 = minα1 and type II error probabilityβ1 = max β1.

Assume thatΦ =
∧n

i=1 Φi, for somen ≥ 1, can be verified with type I error probabilityα =

mini∈Rej (Φ) αi and type II error probabilityβ = max1≤i≤n βi. Furthermore, assume thatPr[σ≤τ 0

Φn+1 | σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1] ≤ αn+1 andPr[σ≤τ ` Φn+1 | σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φn+1] ≤ βn+1.

It follows from Definition 5.1 thatσ≤τ |≈> Φ ∧ Φn+1 ⇐⇒ (σ≤τ |≈> Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1). We thus

havePr[σ≤τ 0 Φ ∧ Φn+1 | σ≤τ |≈> Φ ∧ Φn+1] = Pr[σ≤τ 0 Φ ∧ Φn+1 | (σ≤τ |≈> Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1)].

There are three ways in which a type I error can occur, i.e. ourmodel checking algorithm can conclude

σ≤τ 0 Φ ∧ Φn+1:

1. If both Φ andΦn+1 are verified to be false, thenPr[σ≤τ 0 Φ ∧ Φn+1 | (σ≤τ |≈> Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈>

Φn+1)] = Pr[(σ≤τ 0 Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ 0 Φn+1) | (σ≤τ |≈> Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1)], which by Lemma 5.3 is

at mostmin(Pr[σ≤τ 0 Φ | (σ≤τ |≈> Φ)∧ (σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1)],Pr[σ≤τ 0 Φn+1 | (σ≤τ |≈> Φ)∧ (σ≤τ |≈>

Φn+1)]). By assumption, this is at mostmin(α,αn+1) = mini∈Rej (Φ∧Φn+1) αi.

2. If Φ is verified to be false andΦn+1 is verified to be true, thenPr[σ≤τ 0 Φ ∧ Φn+1 | (σ≤τ |≈>

Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1)] = Pr[(σ≤τ 0 Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ ` Φn+1) | (σ≤τ |≈> Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1)] ≤
min(α, 1) = mini∈Rej (Φ∧Φn+1) αi.

3. If Φ is verified to be true andΦn+1 is verified to be false, thenPr[σ≤τ 0 Φ ∧ Φn+1 | (σ≤τ |≈>

Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1)] = Pr[(σ≤τ ` Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ 0 Φn+1) | (σ≤τ |≈> Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈> Φn+1)] ≤
min(1, αn+1) = αn+1. If Φ is verified as true, thenRej (Φ) = ∅. We therefore haveαn+1 =

mini∈Rej (Φ∧Φn+1) αi.

In all three cases the probability of a type I error is boundedby mini∈Rej (Φ∧Φn+1) αi as required.

Our model checking algorithm will concludeσ≤τ ` Φ∧Φn+1 if and only if it can conclude bothσ≤τ ` Φ

andσ≤τ ` Φn+1. There are three ways in which this can lead to a type II error:
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1. If both σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ and σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φn+1 hold, then the probability of a type II error isPr[(σ≤τ `
Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ ` Φn+1) | (σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φn+1)]. This is at mostmin(Pr[σ≤τ ` Φ | (σ≤τ |≈⊥

Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φn+1)],Pr[σ≤τ ` Φn+1 | (σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φn+1)]) by Lemma 5.3, which in

turn is at mostmin(β, βn+1) by assumption.

2. If σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ holds, but notσ≤τ |≈⊥ Φn+1, then the probability of a type II error isPr[(σ≤τ `
Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ ` Φn+1) | σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ] ≤ min(β, 1) = β.

3. If σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φn+1 holds, but notσ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ, then the probability of a type II error isPr[(σ≤τ `
Φ) ∧ (σ≤τ ` Φn+1) | σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φn+1] ≤ min(1, βn+1) = βn+1.

We take the maximum over the three cases to obtain the boundmax1≤i≤n+1 βi.

Intuitively, we can explain Theorem 5.4 as follows. To conclude thatΦ ∧ Ψ does not hold, we only

need to be convinced that one of the conjuncts does not hold. We can base the decision for the conjunction

solely on the rejection of a single conjunct, in which case the probability of a type I error will be the same

for the conjunction as for the rejected conjunct. We getmini∈Rej (Φ) αi by basing our decision for the entire

conjunction on the conjunct that has been verified with the smallest probability of a type I error. To conclude

thatΦ∧Ψ holds, we must be convinced that both conjuncts hold. We get atype II error if at least one of the

conjuncts does not hold and we accept the conjunction as true. If Φ does not hold, the probability of a type

II error for the conjunction is bounded by the type II error probability for Φ. If Ψ does not hold, the type

II error probability forΨ bounds the type II error probability for the conjunction. Since we cannot know if

eitherΦ or Ψ is actually false, we know only that the type II error probability is at most the maximum of the

type II error probabilities for the conjuncts.

If we knew that the verification results for the individual conjuncts were obtained independently, then

we could actually bound the type I error probability for the verification of the conjunction by
∏

i∈Rej (Φ) αi,

but Theorem 5.4 does not make any assumptions regarding independence. For example, if the same set of

sampled trajectories were used to verify all of the conjuncts, then the verification results for the individual

conjuncts would not be independent.

Example 5.1. Consider the UTSL formulaΦ = P≥ 0.5[ϕ1] ∧ P≥ 0.75[ϕ2]. Let α1 = 0.01 andβ1 = 0.04 be

the error bounds used to verify the first conjunct, and letα2 = 0.03 andβ2 = 0.02 be the error bounds used
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Figure 5.1: Probability of an incorrect verification result for a conjunctionΦ = P≥ 0.5[ϕ1]∧P≥ 0.75[ϕ2] as a function
of the probabilitiesp1 andp2 thatϕ1 andϕ2, respectively, hold over trajectories starting in some initial states0. The
error bounds areα1 = 0.01, β1 = 0.04, α2 = 0.03 andβ2 = 0.02. The border of the L-shaped indifference region is
indicated by dashed lines. The plot was obtained using computer simulation, with 50,000 runs per data point.

to verify the second conjunct. Furthermore, letpi be the probability measure of the set of trajectories that

start ins0 at time0 and satisfyϕi, for i ∈ {1, 2}. We assume that the function in (5.1), withδ0 = 0.1, is

used to determine the indifference region for each probabilistic operator. This gives the indifference region

(0.4, 0.6) for the first conjunct and(0.7, 0.8) for the second conjunct. According to Theorem 5.4, ifp1 > 0.6

andp2 > 0.8, then the probability of rejecting the conjunction as falseis at mostmin(α1, α2) = 0.03. On

the other hand, ifp1 < 0.4 or p2 < 0.7, then the probability of accepting the conjunction as true is at most

max(β1, β2) = 0.04. Figure 5.1 plots the probability of incorrectly verifyingthe given conjunction as a

function ofp1 andp2. The simulation results confirm that, while the probabilityof error is large inside of

the L-shaped indifference region, the error bounds are respected outside of the indifference region.

The following result follows immediately from Theorem 5.4 and establishes the procedure for the veri-

fication of a conjunction, namely that we use the target errorbounds for the conjunction when verifying the

individual conjuncts.

Corollary. To verify
∧n

i=1 Φi with type I error probabilityα and type II error probabilityβ, it is sufficient
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to verify each conjunctΦi with type I error probabilityα and type II error probabilityβ.

We have now shown how to verify a UTSL formula without nested probabilistic operators so that condi-

tions (5.4) and (5.3) are satisfied. An observation is obtained by generating a trajectory using discrete event

simulation and verifying the path formula over the generated trajectory. To verify a negation, we verify the

negated UTSL formula while reversing the role of the error bounds. A conjunction is verified by verifying

each conjunct using the same error bounds as intended for theconjunction (note that the fact that we can use

the same error bounds to verify the individual conjuncts will prove essential when dealing with nested prob-

abilistic operators). For probabilistic operators, we canuse one of the acceptance sampling tests described

in Section 2.2. In the next chapter, we present empirical results for our model checking algorithm using two

different tests: the sequential version of a single sampling plan and Wald’s sequential probability ratio test.

5.2 Model Checking with Nested Probabilistic Operators

In this section, we consider UTSL formulae with nested probabilistic operators. If a path formula contains

probabilistic operators, we can no longer assume that it canbe verified without error. To deal with the

possibility of making an error in verifying a path formula, we modify the semantics given in Definition 5.1.

Definition 5.2 (UTSL Semantics with Indifference Regions and Nesting). LetM = 〈S, T, µ,SV , V 〉
be a factored stochastic discrete event system, and letδ(θ) be a function determining the half-width of an

indifference region centered aroundθ. A satisfaction relation|≈> and an unsatisfaction relation|≈⊥ for

UTSL with indifference regions and nested probabilistic operators are simultaneously defined by induction

as follows (the first six rules are the same as in Definition 5.1and are therefore not repeated here):

...

M, σ≤τ |≈> P≥ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈> ϕ}) ≥ θ + δ(θ)

M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ P≥ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ}) ≥ 1− (θ − δ(θ))

M, σ≤τ |≈> P≤ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈> ϕ}) ≤ θ − δ(θ)

M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ P≤ θ[ϕ] if µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ}) ≤ 1− (θ + δ(θ))
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M, σ, τ |≈> XI Φ if ∃k ∈ N.
(

(Tk−1 ≤ τ) ∧ (τ < Tk) ∧ (Tk − τ ∈ I) ∧ (M, σ≤Tk
|≈> Φ)

)

M, σ, τ |≈⊥ XI Φ if ∀k ∈ N.
((

(Tk−1 ≤ τ) ∧ (τ < Tk) ∧ (Tk − τ ∈ I)
)

→ (M, σ≤Tk
|≈⊥ Φ)

)

M, σ, τ |≈> Φ UI Ψ if ∃t ∈ I.
(

(M, σ≤τ+t |≈> Ψ) ∧ ∀t′ ∈ T.
(

(t′ < t)→ (M, σ≤τ+t′ |≈> Φ)
))

M, σ, τ |≈⊥ Φ UI Ψ if ∀t ∈ I.
(

(M, σ≤τ+t |≈⊥ Ψ) ∨ ∃t′ ∈ T.
(

(t′ < t) ∧ (M, σ≤τ+t′ |≈⊥ Φ)
))

Definition 5.2 is equivalent to Definition 5.1 for UTSL formulae that do not have nested probabilistic

operators, so the semantics just given can be used even without nested probabilistic operators. To prove

this, we first show that for UTSL formulae free of any probabilistic operators, the relations|≈> and|≈⊥ are

equivalent to|= and|6=, respectively.

Lemma 5.5. If Φ is a UTSL formula that does not contain any probabilistic operators, then(M, σ≤τ |≈>

Φ) ⇐⇒ (M, σ≤τ |= Φ) and(M, σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ) ⇐⇒ (M, σ≤τ |6= Φ).

Proof by structural induction.If Φ is x ∼ v, then the two equivalences follow immediately from Defini-

tions 4.2 and 5.2. If the UTSL formula is¬Φ or Φ∧Ψ whereΦ andΨ are free of any probabilistic operators,

assume that the equivalences hold forΦ andΨ. It follows from Definitions 4.2 and 5.2 that the equivalences

hold for the compound UTSL formulae. This covers all UTSL formulae that can be formed without any

probabilistic operators according to Definition 4.1.

Proposition 5.6. For UTSL formulae that do not contain nested probabilistic operators, Definitions 5.1 and

5.2 are equivalent.

Proof. The first six rules are identical for the two definitions. It follows from Lemma 5.5 that the rules

for path formulae are equivalent to the rules in Definition 4.2, which Definition 5.1 inherits, because

the path formulae are assumed not to contain probabilistic operators. From this, it follows that the sets

{σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈> ϕ} and {σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ} are equivalent. The rules

for M, σ≤τ |≈> P./ θ[ϕ] are therefore equivalent for the two definitions. Analogously, the sets{σ ∈
Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ} and{σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |6= ϕ} are equivalent. SinceM, σ, τ |6= ϕ

is equivalent to¬(M, σ, τ |= ϕ), we haveµ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ}) = 1 − µ({σ ∈
Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}). Hence, the rules forM, σ≤τ |≈⊥ P./ θ[ϕ] are also equivalent for the two

definitions, and this covers all rules.
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It is still the case thatM, σ≤τ |≈> Φ impliesM, σ≤τ |= Φ andM, σ≤τ |≈⊥ Φ impliesM, σ≤τ |6= Φ.

We want our model checking algorithm to satisfy conditions (5.4) and (5.3) for the modified definition of

the relations|≈> and|≈⊥ for UTSL formulae. Negation and conjunction can be handled in the same way as

before, because the definition is unmodified in these cases, but probabilistic statements must now be handled

differently.

5.2.1 Probabilistic Operator

Consider the UTSL model checking problem〈M, σ≤τ ,P≥ θ[ϕ]〉 (the caseP≤ θ[ϕ] is analogous), and let

p = µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈> ϕ}) and q = µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ}). The

two conditions (5.4) and (5.3) can then be expressed asPr[σ≤τ 0 P≥ θ[ϕ] | p ≥ θ + δ(θ)] ≤ α and

Pr[σ≤τ ` P≥ θ[ϕ] | q ≥ 1− (θ − δ(θ))] ≤ β, respectively. If these conditions are satisfied, then we accept

P≥ θ[ϕ] with probability at least1−α if p ≥ θ + δ(θ) and with probability at mostβ if q ≥ 1− (θ− δ(θ)).

If p ≥ θ + δ(θ), thenµ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}) ≥ θ definitely holds, so there is a high

probability of acceptingP≥ θ[ϕ] when it holds with some margin. Conversely, ifq ≥ 1 − (θ − δ(θ)), then

µ({σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ}) ≤ θ definitely holds, soP≥ θ[ϕ] is rejected with high probability when

it is false with some margin.

We want to use acceptance sampling, as before, to verify probabilistic statements. With probabilistic

operators in the path formulae, it is possible that observations we use for the acceptance sampling test are

incorrect. If we can at least bound the probability of a path formula being incorrectly verified, then we can

modify the acceptance sampling test to account for the possibility of observation errors. In particular, we

assume thatPr[σ, τ 0 ϕ | σ, τ |≈> ϕ] ≤ α′ andPr[σ, τ ` ϕ | σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ] ≤ β′ for someα′ andβ′. To

understand the general theoretical results presented below regarding acceptance sampling with observation

error, it may help to have the following interpretation for the random variablesX andY in mind:

Y = 1 ⇐⇒ M, σ, τ ` ϕ X = 1 ⇐⇒ M, σ, τ |≈> ϕ

Y = 0 ⇐⇒ M, σ, τ 0 ϕ X = 0 ⇐⇒ M, σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ

Note thatY has exactly two outcomes and is therefore a Bernoulli variate, butX can have more than two

outcomes. Before establishing a modified acceptance sampling test, we need the following intermediate

result regarding two arbitrary random variablesX andY with some correlation between their observations.
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Lemma 5.7. Let X and Y be two random variables such thatPr[Y = 0 | X = 1] ≤ α′ and Pr[Y =

1 | X = 0] ≤ β′. If Pr[X = 1] = p andPr[X = 0] = q, thenp(1− α′) ≤ Pr[Y = 1] ≤ 1− q(1− β′).

Proof. By the formula of total probability we have

Pr[Y = 1] = Pr[X = 1]Pr[Y = 1 | X = 1] + Pr[X = 0]Pr[Y = 1 | X = 0]

+ Pr[X /∈ {0, 1}] Pr[Y = 1 | X /∈ {0, 1}]

= p(1− Pr[Y = 0 | X = 1]) + q Pr[Y = 1 | X = 0] + (1− p− q) Pr[Y = 1 | X /∈ {0, 1}] .

As an upper bound forPr[Y = 1], we getPr[Y = 1] ≤ p(1−0)+qβ′+(1−p−q) ·1 = 1−q(1−β′). The

lower bound forPr[Y = 1] is derived as follows:Pr[Y = 1] ≥ p(1−α′)+q·0+(1−p−q)·0 = p(1−α′).

We can now show that with the observation error bounded byα′ andβ′, it is sufficient to replace the

probability thresholdsp0 andp1 of a standard acceptance sampling test withp0(1−α′) and1− (1−p1)(1−
β′), respectively. In effect, this means that we narrow the indifference region for the acceptance sampling

test in order to cope with the possibility of inaccurate observations.

Theorem 5.8 (Acceptance Sampling with Observation Error).Let Y be a Bernoulli variate whose ob-

servations are related to the observations of a random variableX as follows:Pr[Y = 0 | X = 1] ≤ α′ and

Pr[Y = 1 | X = 0] ≤ β′. Furthermore, letPr[X = 1] = p, Pr[X = 0] = q, andPr[Y = 1] = p′. To test

the hypothesisH0 : p ≥ p0 against the alternative hypothesisH1 : q ≥ 1 − p1, for probability thresholds

p0 > p1, so that the probability of acceptingH1 whenH0 holds (type I error) is at mostα and the proba-

bility of acceptingH0 whenH1 holds (type II error) is at mostβ, it is sufficient to testH ′
0 : p′ ≥ p0(1− α′)

againstH ′
1 : p′ ≤ 1 − (1 − p1)(1 − β′) with probability at mostα that H ′

1 is accepted whenH0 holds

and probability at mostβ that H ′
0 is accepted whenH1 holds, provided that acceptance ofH ′

0 leads to

acceptance ofH0 and acceptance ofH ′
1 leads to acceptance ofH1.

Proof. From (2.3), assuming a single sampling plan〈n, c〉 is used, we getF (c;n, p′) as the probability

of accepting hypothesisH ′
1. We know from Lemma 5.7 thatp′ ≥ p(1 − α′). SinceF (c;n, p) is a non-

increasing function ofp in the interval[0, 1], we haveF (c;n, p′) ≤ F (c;n, p(1−α′)), which if H0 : p ≥ p0

holds is at mostF (c;n, p0(1 − α′)). By choosingn andc so thatF (c;n, p0(1 − α′)) ≤ α, we ensure that

the probability of acceptingH ′
1, and therefore alsoH1, is at mostα whenH0 holds.
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The probability of acceptingH ′
0 is 1−F (c;n, p′) when using the single sampling plan〈n, c〉. It follows

from Lemma 5.7 thatp′ ≤ 1− q(1− β′). Thus,1−F (c;n, p′) ≤ 1−F (c;n, 1− q(1− β′)), which in turn

is at most1− F (c;n, 1 − (1 − p1)(1 − β′)) if H1 : q ≥ 1− p1 holds. Consequently, if we choosen andc

so that1− F (c;n, 1 − (1− p1)(1− β′)) ≤ β, we are guaranteed that the probability of acceptingH ′
0, and

therefore alsoH0, is at mostβ whenH1 holds.

The above proof establishes Theorem 5.8 specifically for single sampling plans, but the result is more

general because we only need to modify the probability thresholds in order to cope with observation er-

ror while leaving the rest of the test procedure intact. We can use the exact same modification for other

acceptance sampling tests, for example Wald’s sequential probability ratio test. Note that the probability

thresholds equalp0 andp1 if the observation error is zero, so the modified test is identical to the original test

in that case, as should be expected. Note also that the observation error can be chosen independently of the

desired strength of the test. A procedure for verifying probabilistic UTSL formulae with nested probabilistic

operators follows immediately from Theorem 5.8.

Corollary. An acceptance sampling test with strength〈α, β〉 and probability thresholds(θ + δ(θ))(1− α′)

and 1 − (1 − (θ − δ(θ)))(1 − β′) can be used to verifyP≥ θ[ϕ] with type I error probabilityα and type

II error probability β, provided thatϕ can be verified over trajectories with type I error probability α′ and

type II error probabilityβ′.

To better understand the verification procedure for the UTSLformulaP≥ θ[ϕ] with nested probabilistic

operators, consider the following four sets of trajectories:

P = {σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |= ϕ} Q = {σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |6= ϕ}

P̃ = {σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈> ϕ} Q̃ = {σ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) | M, σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ}

We cannot determine membership inP or Q for a sampled trajectoryσ ∈ Path(σ≤τ ) if ϕ contains proba-

bilistic operators. We assume, however, that we have a probabilistic procedure for determining membership

in P̃ or Q̃. We require a probability of at mostα′ thatσ is determined to be iñQ if it is really in P̃ , and the

probability of determining thatσ is in P̃ should be at mostβ′ if σ is actually inQ̃. Given such a procedure,

Theorem 5.8 provides us with a way to test the hypothesisH0 : µ(P̃ ) ≥ θ + δ(θ) against the alternative

hypothesisH1 : µ(Q̃) ≥ 1 − (θ − δ(θ)). Acceptance ofH0 leads to acceptance ofP≥ θ[ϕ] as true, and
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µ(P) = 1 − µ(Q) < θ µ(P) ≥ θ

1 − µ(Q) ≤ θ − δ (θ ) µ(P) ≥ θ + δ (θ )

1 − µ(Q̃) ≤ θ − δ (θ ) µ(P̃) ≥ θ + δ (θ )

Pr[accept "µ(P) < θ "] ≥ 1 − β Pr[accept "µ(P) ≥ θ "] ≥ 1 − α

Figure 5.2: Probabilistic guarantees for model checking problems withUTSL formulae of the formP≥ θ[ϕ], with
probabilistic operators inϕ. The thick box represents all such model checking problems.In the right half are problems
with an affirmative answer. A subset of these problems have anaffirmative answer even with an indifference region
at the top level of half-widthδ(θ). For some of the latter set of problems, the UTSL formula holds with indifference
regions at all levels. It is for this last set of problems thatwe can guarantee an affirmative answer with probability at
least1− α. There is a similar hierarchy for the problems with a negative answer, in the left half of the thick box. The
gray area represents the set of model checking problems for which we give no correctness guarantees.

acceptance ofH1 leads to rejection ofP≥ θ[ϕ] as false. We are guaranteed thatH0 is accepted with proba-

bility at least1 − α if H0 holds. SinceP̃ ⊂ P , we know thatµ(P ) ≥ θ whenH0 holds, so there is a high

probability of acceptingP≥ θ[ϕ] when it holds with some margin. We also know thatH1 is accepted with

probability at least1− β if H1 holds, andµ(P ) < θ in that case, so there is a high probability of rejecting

P≥ θ[ϕ] when it is false with some margin.

Figure 5.2 gives a graphical representation of the correctness guarantees provided by the algorithm for

UTSL formulae with nested probabilistic operators. For thesubset of all model checking problems such that

µ(P̃ ) ≥ θ + δ(θ), it is guaranteed that an affirmative answer is given with probability at least1−α. For the

problems such that1−µ(Q̃) ≤ θ− δ(θ), it is guaranteed that a negative answer is given with probability at

least1− β. For the remaining problems, no guarantees are made regarding the correctness of the result.

5.2.2 Path Formulae with Probabilistic Operators

We have established a procedure for verifying probabilistic statements when the path formula cannot be

verified without some probability of error. It remains to show how to verify path formulae containing

probabilistic operators so that the following conditions are satisfied:

Pr[σ, τ 0 ϕ | σ, τ |≈> ϕ] ≤ α′(5.5)

Pr[σ, τ ` ϕ | σ, τ |≈⊥ ϕ] ≤ β′(5.6)

This is straightforward forXI Φ. We simulate a single state transition and verifyΦ in the resulting state.

Path formulae of the formΦ UI Ψ are more difficult to handle. We need to find at ∈ I such thatΨ is
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satisfied at timet andΦ is satisfied at all time pointst′ prior to t. Examples 4.1 and 4.2 showed that it is not

sufficient to consider only the time points at which a state transition occurs for models that do not satisfy the

Markov property. However, if the model is a Markov process, then it is sufficient to consider the time points

at which state transitions occur, as mentioned in Chapter 4.This is guaranteed to be a finite number of time

points if the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. The same can be said for any discrete-time model,

provided thatsup I is finite. If only a finite number of time points need be considered, then we can treat the

verification ofΦ UI Ψ as a large disjunction of conjunctions. Let{t1, . . . , tn} be the set of time points at

which we may have to verify the subformulae, withti ≤ sup I. For Markov processes, these are the time

points at which state transitions occur, and for discrete-time models these are all time points no later than

sup I. Furthermore, lettn+1 be some time point later thansup I. We can verifyΦ UI Ψ as follows:

σ, τ ` Φ UI Ψ if
n
∨

i=1

(

(ti ≥ τ) ∧
(

[ti, ti+1) ∩ I 6= ∅
)

∧ (σ≤ti ` Ψ)

∧
(

(ti ∈ I) ∨ (σ≤ti ` Φ)
)

∧
i−1
∧

j=1

(σ≤tj ` Φ)

)

Since disjunction can be expressed using conjunction and negation, and we already know how to verify

negations and conjunctions using statistical techniques,this gives us a way to verifyΦ UI Ψ so that condi-

tions (5.5) and (5.6) are satisfied. Thus, it is sufficient simply to verify the UTSL formulaeΦ andΨ with

error boundsα′ andβ′ at each relevant time point along a trajectory.

5.2.3 Observation Error

A noteworthy consequence of Theorem 5.8 is that the bounds onthe observation error,α′ andβ′, can be

chosen independently of the bounds on the probability of a verification error occurring,α andβ. We can

decreaseα′ and β′ to increase the indifference region of the outer probabilistic statement and therefore

lower the sample size required to verify this part of the formula, but this will increase the effort required per

observation, since we have to verify the nested probabilistic statements with higher accuracy. If we increase

α′ andβ′ to lower the effort per observation, then we need to make moreobservations. Clearly, there is a

tradeoff here, and the choice for the bounds on the observation error can have a great impact on performance.

Ideally, we want to use the observation error that minimizesthe expected verification effort, but this

quantity is non-trivial to compute. We propose, instead, a heuristic estimate of the verification effort that
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can be computed efficiently.

Definition 5.3 (Estimated Effort Heuristic). Let n(p0, p1, α, β) be the expected sample size of an ac-

ceptance sampling test with strength〈α, β〉 for probability thresholdsp0 andp1, and letq be the expected

number of state transitions within a unit interval of time. We define a heuristic estimate of the effort required

to verify a UTSL formula inductively as follows:

effort(x ∼ v, α, β, α′, β′) = 1

effort(¬Φ, α, β, α′, β′) = effort(Φ, α, β, α′, β′)

effort(Φ ∧Ψ, α, β, α′, β′) = effort(Φ, α, β, α′, β′) + effort(Ψ, α, β, α′, β′)

effort(P./ θ[ϕ], α, β, α′ , β′) = n((θ + δ(θ))(1 − α′), 1− (1− (θ − δ(θ)))(1 − β′), α, β)

· min
α′′,β′′

effort(ϕ,α′, β′, α′′, β′′)

effort(XI Φ, α, β, α′, β′) = effort(Φ, α, β, α′, β′)

effort(Φ UI Ψ, α, β, α′, β′) = q · sup I · effort(Φ, α, β, α′, β′)

+ q · (sup I − inf I) · effort(Ψ, α, β, α′, β′)

For discrete-time models, we setq to 1, and for continuous-time Markov processes,q can be set to the

maximum exit rate of the model. The quantityn(p0, p1, α, β) depends on the acceptance sampling test that

is used to verify probabilistic properties. If we use a single sampling plan, then we can computen exactly

using Algorithm 2.1 or approximately using (2.8). Estimating the effort of verifying the UTSL formula

P./ θ[ϕ] when using a sequential sampling plan is trickier because the expected sample size is a function of

the unknown probability measurep of the set of trajectories satisfyingϕ. It may be reasonable to minimize

the worst-case estimated effort. For Wald’s sequential probability ratio test, we can use the value ofẼp for

s given in Table 2.3.

The observation error can obviously not be set to zero, but there is an upper bound as well because the

width of the indifference region for an acceptance samplingtest must be positive. In the case of acceptance

sampling with observation error, the condition1− (1 − p1)(1 − β′) < p0(1 − α′) must be satisfied. From

this condition, we can derive an upper bound on the symmetricobservation error (α′ = β′):

(5.7) 1− (1− p1)(1 − α′) < p0(1− α′) =⇒ 1 < (1 + p0 − p1)(1− α′) =⇒ α′ <
p0 − p1

1 + (p0 − p1)
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The differencep0− p1 is the intended width of the indifference region with zero observation error, which in

our case equals2δ(θ). We can therefore write (5.7) asα′ < δ(θ)/(0.5 + δ(θ)).

Example 5.2. With p0 = 0.91 andp1 = 0.89, the maximum symmetric observation error is0.02/1.02 ≈
0.0196 according to (5.7). This means that the probability of errormust be no more than0.0196 for each

individual observation when using an indifference region of width 0.02.

We can find the optimal symmetric observation error for each probabilistic operator of a UTSL formula

using numerical function minimization and systematicallyworking our way outward from the innermost

probabilistic operators. For the innermost probabilisticoperators, we can use zero observation error be-

cause their path formulae do not contain any probabilistic operators. We can find the optimal symmetric

observation error for the remaining probabilistic operators by searching for the value ofx = α′ = β′ that

minimizeseffort(P./ θ[ϕ], α, β, x, x) in the interval(0, δ(θ)/(0.5 + δ(θ))). A lower effort could, conceiv-

ably, be achieved with an asymmetric observation error, butit would require optimization in two dimensions

to find the asymmetric observation error with minimal estimated effort.

Example 5.3. Consider the UTSL formulaΦ = P≥ 0.9

[

X P≥ 0.85[X x=1]
]

, and assume that we use (5.1)

with δ0 = 0.05 to determine the width of indifference regions. This gives us the probability thresholds

p0 = 0.91 andp1 = 0.89 for the outer probabilistic operator, andp′0 = 0.865 andp′1 = 0.835 for the inner

probabilistic operator. Furthermore, assume that we want to verify Φ with error boundsα = β = 0.01.

Using Definition 5.3 and assuming symmetric observation error, we estimate the effort of verifyingΦ as the

product ofn(p0 · (1−α′), 1− (1− p1)(1−α′), α, β) andn(p′0, p
′
1, α

′, α′). Figure 5.3 plots the two factors

of the total estimated effort separately for a single sampling plan. This choice of sampling plan means that

the estimated effort is equal to the actual effort. The dotted line indicates the upper bound on the symmetric

observation error:0.02/1.02 ≈ 0.0196. The total effort is plotted in Figure 5.4. The effort is minimal at

α′ = β′ ≈ 0.00153, which therefore is the optimal symmetric observation error for a single sampling plan.

5.2.4 Memoization

Statistical verification of UTSL formulae with nested probabilistic operators can be rather costly because

each observation for the outermost probabilistic operatorinvolves at least one acceptance sampling test.
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Figure 5.3: Heuristic estimate, as a function of the
symmetric observation errorα′, of the effort needed for
the verification of the inner (dashed curve) and outer
(solid curve) probabilistic operators of the UTSL formula
P≥ 0.9

[

X P≥ 0.85[X x=1]
]

.
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Figure 5.4: Total heuristic estimated effort, as a func-
tion of the symmetric observation errorα′, for the UTSL
formulaP≥ 0.9

[

X P≥ 0.85[X x=1]
]

.

When the path formula isΦ UI Ψ with Φ or Ψ being probabilistic statements, then each observation may

require acceptance sampling to be performed for every statevisited along a trajectory before timesup I. We

can improve performance radically through the use ofmemoization(Michie 1968). This means that each

component of a path formula is verified only once in a specific state.

Memoization does not affect the validity of the verificationresult, since a time-bounded until formula

can be treated as a large conjunction, and we have noted that Theorem 5.4 does not require conjuncts to be

verified independently. Thus, we can ensure error boundsα′ andβ′ for each observation even if we reuse

verification results along a sample trajectory. It is also safe to reuse memoized results across observations.

If we ensure that each trajectory is an independent sample, each observation will be independent as well.

This means that each nested probabilistic statement needs to be verified only once per unique visited state.

5.3 Distributed Acceptance Sampling

Statistical solution methods that use samples of independent observations are trivially parallelizable. We

can use multiple computers to generate the observations, asnoted already by Metropolis and Ulam (1949,

p. 340), and expect a speedup linear in the added computing power. We must, of course, ensure that the

observations generated by different machines are indeed independent, and this requires extra care when
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Figure 5.5: Master/slave architecture and communication protocol fordistributed acceptance sampling.

initializing the pseudorandom number generators on each machine. It may not be sufficient simply to use

a different seed on each machine, because the seed determines only the start of a sequence of numbers and

does not alter the way in which these numbers are generated. Independence can be assured, for example, if

we use the scheme proposed by Matsumoto and Nishimura (2000), which encodes a process identifier into

the pseudorandom number generator. This effectively creates a new pseudorandom number generator for

each unique identifier rather than a different segment of a sequence from the same generator, as is the case

when only the seed is varied.

It is natural to adopt a master/slave architecture (Figure 5.5) for the distributed verification task. One

or more slave processes register their ability to generate observations with a single master process. The

master process collects observations from the slave processes and performs an acceptance sampling proce-

dure. Independent observations can be generated by separate slave processes, running on different nodes

of a computer network or multiprocessor machine, without the need for communication between the slave

processes. Each slave process is assigned a unique identifier by the master process to ensure that the slave

processes use different pseudorandom number generators. After the initial communication to register the

slave process with the master process and inform the slave process of its identifier and the model it should

use, the only communication required is a single bit from a slave process to the master process for each ob-

servation that is generated. The right side of Figure 5.5 illustrates a typical communication session between

slave and master processes.
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Figure 5.6: Discrete-time Markov process used to illustrate risk of bias in distributed sampling.

5.3.1 Unbiased Distributed Sampling

When using distributed sampling with a sequential test, such as Wald’s sequential probability ratio test, it is

important not to introduce a bias against observations thattake a longer time to generate. For UTSL model

checking, each observation involves the generation of a trajectory prefix through discrete event simulation

and the verification of a path formula over the generated trajectory prefix. If we were simply to use ob-

servations as they became available, we could easily end up violating the probabilistic guarantees of the

acceptance sampling test as specified by the parametersα, β, andδ. This is illustrated by the following

example.

Example 5.4. Consider the discrete-time Markov process shown in Figure 5.6 and assume that we want to

verify the UTSL propertyP≥ 0.9[x<n U x<0] in the state satisfyingx=0. Note that sample trajectories

starting in the state withx=0 and satisfying the path formulax<n U x<0 involve a single transition, while

sample trajectories not satisfying the path formula involve n transitions. Thus, while the property actually

holds with probabilityp, the effort required to produce a negative observation is roughly n times as high

as to produce a positive observation. If we usem slave processes to generate observations, and ignore

communication overhead, we can expect to see
∑n−1

i=1 mpi = mp(1− pn−1)/(1 − p) positive observations

before seeing a negative observation. If, instead, we generate the observations with a single process, the

expected number of positive observations before the first negative observation is
∑∞

i=1 ipi(1− p) = p/(1−
p). These numbers differ by a factor ofm(1 − pn−1). Figure 5.7 shows how this can introduce bias in the

analysis, leading to an acceptance sampling test with a probability of accepting the hypothesisH0 : p ≥ p0

that varies significantly withm.

This bias is avoided by committing,a priori, to the order in which observations will be taken into

account. This can be accomplished, for example, by processing observations in cyclic order. Thus, if slave

process0 produces two observations before slave process1 produces a single observation, the master process

waits for an observation from slave process1 before processing the second observation from slave process
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Figure 5.7: Probability of acceptingP≥ 0.9[x<n U x<0] for distributed acceptance sampling withm machines and
using observations immediately as they arrive.

0. Observations that are received out-of-order are buffereduntil it is time to process them.

The cyclic scheme works well if the slave processes are executed on homogeneous nodes. In a hetero-

geneous environment, however, a pure cyclic scheme will nottake full advantage of the available computa-

tional resources. In the same amount of time, a slave processrunning on a fast machine will generate, on

average, more observations than a process running on a slow machine. The cyclic scheme, however, will

use the same number of observations from both slave processes. As a result, a potentially large fraction of

the observations generated on the faster machine will go to waste and the speedup will therefore not be as

large as one would expect from the added computing power.

To address this problem, we can maintain adynamicschedule, instead of astaticschedule, of the order

in which observations are processed. At the beginning, we schedule to receive one observation from each

slave process in a specific order. When an observation arrives from slave processi, we inserti at the end

of the current schedule, leaving two entries fori in the schedule. We then check ifi is at the front of the

schedule, in which case we immediately process the observation and popi from the front. Otherwise, we

buffer the observation for later use. At the removal of an item from the front of the schedule, we check

to see if there is a buffered observation for the new front item. We keep processing buffered observations,

removing the front item of the schedule for each processed observation, until the front item has no buffered

observations.
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By rescheduling the processing of the next observation for aslave process at the arrival of an observation,

we get a schedule that automatically adjusts to variations in performance of slave processes. If we have two

slave processes, with process0 running on a machine that is twice as fast as the machine that process1 is

running on, then the adaptive schedule will lead to us processing, on average, twice as many observations

from process0 as from process1. This happens automatically, without the need for explicitcommunication

of performance characteristics of the nodes on which slave processes are running.

5.3.2 Out-of-Order Observations

With the adaptive ordering of observations, we are guaranteed linear speedup, at least in the limit. We can

potentially do even better by processing out-of-order observations as they arrive, although of course not in

the naive way that has already been shown to introduce bias against long sample trajectories.

Recall from Section 2.2.3 that the firstm observationsx1, . . . , xm can be summarized with the statistic

dm =
∑m

i=1 xi, and that a sequential acceptance sampling test can be carried out by comparingdm at each

stage to an acceptance numberam and a rejection numberrm. Assume that we have processedm in-order

observations when observationxl arrives. We proceed as usual ifl = m + 1, but we want to take the

observation into account immediately even ifl > m + 1 instead of waiting until after we have received

observationsxm+1 throughxl−1. This can be done, without altering the probability of accepting H0 for

the acceptance sampling test, by computing lower and upper bounds fordm+1 throughdl. We define the

following quantities:

x̌i =







xi if xi has been received

0 otherwise
x̂i =







xi if xi has been received

1 otherwise

The lower bound fordi is ďi =
∑i

j=1 x̌j and the upper bound iŝdi =
∑i

j=1 x̂j. We can acceptH0 at stage

l if ďl ≥ al and ďi > ri for all i < l. The second condition prevents us from acceptingH0 at a stage if it

is still possible thatH1 could be accepted at an earlier stage. If we were to ignore this condition, then we

could end up with a biased acceptance sampling test again. The conditions for acceptance ofH1 at stagel

is d̂l ≤ rl andd̂i < ai for all i < l.

Figure 5.8(a) shows an example of sequential acceptance sampling with out-of-order observations. In

this case, observations 7 through 11 arrive before observation 6, but it is safe to acceptH0 without waiting
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Figure 5.8: Acceptance sampling with out-of-order observations. The solid curve in each of the plots representsd̂m

and the dotted curve representsďm. Note that both curves cross the acceptance line forH1 in (b), but that the curve
for d̂m crosses the acceptance line forH0 at an earlier stage.

for observation 6. The speedup can be significant if observation 6 happens to take an exceptionally long

time to generate. In Figure 5.8(b), we have an example of a situation where we have to wait for observation

6, because the final outcome of the test depends on it: ifx6 = 1 we will acceptH0, but if x6 = 0 we will

acceptH1.

5.4 Complexity of Statistical Probabilistic Model Checking

The time complexity of statistical probabilistic model checking depends on the number of observations

(sample size) required to reach a decision, as well as the time required to generate each observation. An

observation involves the verification of a path formulaϕ over a sample trajectoryσi. The sample size for a

sequential acceptance sampling test is a random variable, and so is the time per observation, which means

that we can generally only talk about theexpectedcomplexity of statistical probabilistic model checking.

First, consider the time complexity for UTSL formulae without nested probabilistic operators. The first

component of the complexity is the time per observation. A sample trajectoryσi may very well be infinite,

but in order to verify the path formulaXI Φ, we only need to consider a finite prefix ofσi. The same is

true for path formulae of the formΦ UI Ψ if the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. Without nested

probabilistic operators, nested UTSL formulae will be classical logic expressions, which we assume can be
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verified in constant time. Letm be the expected effort to simulate a state transition. The time per observation

is proportional tom for XI Φ and proportional tom times the number of state transitions that occur in a

time interval of lengthsup I for Φ UI Ψ. Let q denote the expected number of state transitions that occur in

a unit length interval of time. For continuous-time Markov processes, an upper bound forq is the maximum

exit rate of any state. The expected time per observation is thenO(m · q · sup I) for Φ U I Ψ. This is a

worst-case estimate, because it assumes that¬Φ ∨ Ψ is not satisfied prior to timesup I. If we reach a state

satisfying¬Φ ∨ Ψ long before visitingq · sup I states, then we can determine the truth value ofΦ UI Ψ

without considering further states.

The second component of the time complexity for verifyingP./ θ[ϕ] is the expected sample size, which is

a function of the error boundsα andβ, and the two probability thresholdsp0 andp1 (alternatively expressed

using the thresholdθ and the half-width of the indifference regionδ). If we use a sequential test, then

the expected sample size also depends on the unknown probability measurep of the set of trajectories that

satisfyϕ. The expected sample size for various acceptance sampling tests was discussed in Section 2.2. For

example, we showed that the sample size for a single samplingplan is approximately proportional to the

logarithm ofα andβ, and inversely proportional to the width of the indifference region.

Let Np denote the expected sample size of the acceptance sampling test we use to verify probabilistic

statements. The verification time forP./ θ

[

XI Φ
]

is thenO(Np ·m) and forP./ θ

[

Φ UI Ψ
]

it is O(Np ·m ·
q · sup I). Note that there is no direct dependence on the size of the state space of the model, which is in

sharp contrast to numerical solution techniques for probabilistic model checking, whose time complexity is

proportional to the size of the state space (Hansson and Jonsson 1994; Baier et al. 2003).

The time complexity of statistical probabilistic model checking is independent of the size of the state

space for a model ifNp, m, andq are independent of state space size as well. We can makeNp completely

model independent by using a single sampling plan, in which caseNp depends only on the parametersα,

β, θ, andδ. The factorm is generally both model and implementation dependent and therefore hard to

capture. For generalized semi-Markov processes, for example, m could very well be proportional to the

number of events in the model. It can also be state space dependent, but models often have structure that

can be exploited by the simulator to avoid such dependence. Finally, q is clearly model dependent, but may

be independent of the size of the state space. For example, this is the case for the symmetric polling system

described in Section 6.1.2.
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With nested probabilistic operators, the verification timeper state along a sample trajectory is no longer

constant. The complexity depends on the level of nesting andthe path operators involved. Here, we consider

the UTSL formulaP./ θ

[

P./ θ′
[

Φ′ UI′ Ψ′
]

UI Ψ
]

with one level of nesting as an example. In the worst

case we need to verifyP./ θ′
[

Φ′ UI′ Ψ′
]

in q · sup I states for each of theNp observations required for the

verification of the outer probabilistic operator. The worst-case complexity for verifyingP./ θ′
[

Φ′ UI′ Ψ′
]

,

assumingΦ′ andΨ′ do not contain any probabilistic operators, isO(N ′
p ·m · q · sup I ′), so the total expected

worst-case complexity isO(Np ·N ′
p ·m2 · q2 · sup I · sup I ′). However, if we use memoization, the expected

worst-case complexity isO(m · q · (Np · sup I + k ·N ′
p · sup I ′)) instead, wherek is the expected number of

unique states visited withinsup I + sup I ′ time units from some initial state. The value ofk is in the worst

case|S|, the size of the state space, but can be significantly smallerdepending on the dynamics of the model

and the time boundssup I andsup I ′.

The space complexity of statistical probabilistic model checking is generally quite modest. We need to

store the current state of a sample trajectory when generating an observation for the verification of a prob-

abilistic UTSL formula, and this typically requiresO(log |S|) space, where|S| is the number of states for

the model. For stochastic discrete event systems that do notsatisfy the Markov property, we may also need

to store additional information, such as scheduled triggertimes for enabled events in the case of generalized

semi-Markov processes. In the presence of nesting, we may need to store up tod states simultaneously at

any point in time during verification, whered is the maximum depth of a nested probabilistic operator. The

nesting depth for a UTSL formulaΦ is at most|Φ|, so the space requirements are still modest. If we use

memoization to speed up the verification of UTSL formulae with nested probabilistic operators, the space

complexity can be as high asO(|Φ| · |S|). Memoization, as usual, is a way of trading space efficiency for

time efficiency.

The statistical approach works for infinite-state systems as well, so long as we need to visit only a finite

number of states in order to verify a UTSL formula. This is thecase if the conditions of Theorem 5.1 are

satisfied. To verifyP./ θ[Φ UI Ψ], the expected number of states that we need to visit isO(Np · q · sup I).

The expected number of unique states isO(min(Np · q · sup I, |S|)), which becomes the expected space

complexity for memoization with one level of nesting.



Chapter 6

Empirical Evaluation of

Probabilistic Model Checking

In the previous chapter, we described a statistical approach to probabilistic model checking, and concluded

with a theoretical discussion regarding the computationalcomplexity of our statistical solution method. To

get a better feeling for how well our solution method performs in practice, we evaluate it empirically on a

set of case studies taken from the literature on performanceevaluation and probabilistic model checking.

We also compare the statistical solution method with the leading numerical solution method for transient

analysis of Markov processes. The purpose of this empiricalstudy is to show how the performance of the

different solution methods depends on input parameters andmodel characteristics.

Our empirical results indicate that the statistical solution method scales better than the numerical solution

method as the size of the state space increases, but that the performance of the two methods scales similarly

as a function of the time bounds involved in the UTSL formulae. We also show that the sequential probability

ratio test generally outperforms the sequential modification of a single sampling plan, although there are

exceptions to this rule, as was noted already in Section 2.2.3.

The empirical evaluation that we present in this chapter is meant as an aid to practitioners who want to

use probabilistic model checking to verify their system designs. We cannot recommend a single solution

method that is superior in all cases, as the right choice depends on characteristics of the model and the

requirements on the accuracy of the model checking result. We show the tradeoffs between accuracy and

89
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λ . . . ph = 1
aµ1 ph = 2

µ2 . . . κ

(1 − a)µ1

Figure 6.1: Tandem queuing network with a two-phase Coxian distribution governing the routing time between the
queues.

speed that exist, and the results we present can help a user make an informed choice regarding solution

method and input parameters.

The empirical results presented in this chapter were generated on a 3 GHz Pentium 4 PC running Linux,

and with an 800 MB memory limit set per process, unless noted otherwise. The memory limit per process

was set lower than the physical memory limit of the machine (1GB) to avoid swapping.

6.1 Case Studies

We present two case studies, taken from the literature on performance evaluation and probabilistic model

checking, and selected to accentuate specific performance characteristics of solution methods for probabilis-

tic model checking. A third simple example is also introduced to illustrate the use of nested probabilistic

operators in UTSL.

6.1.1 Tandem Queuing Network

The first case study is based on a model of a tandem queuing network presented by Hermanns et al. (1999).

The network consists of two serially connected queues, eachwith capacityn, making the total capacity of the

system2n. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic view of the model. Messages arrive at the first queue, get routed

to the second queue after having been in the first queue for some time, and eventually leave the system after

being processed in the second queue. The interarrival time for messages at the first queue is exponentially

distributed with rateλ = 4n. The processing time at the second queue is exponentially distributed with rate

κ = 4. The routing time distribution is a two-phase Coxian distribution with parametersµ1 = µ2 = 2 and

a = 0.9. The size of the state space for a tandem queuing network of capacity2n is O(n2).

We will verify whether the probability is less than0.5 that a system starting out with both queues empty
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becomes full withinτ time units. Letsi ∈ {0, . . . , n}, for i ∈ {1, 2}, be the number of messages currently

in theith queue. The tandem queuing network is full if the formulas1=n∧s2=n holds. The UTSL formula

P< 0.5[3
[0,τ ] s1=n ∧ s2=n] represents the property of interest, and we will verify thisformula in the state

s1 = 0 ∧ s2 = 0.

6.1.2 Symmetric Polling System

The second case study uses the model of ann-station symmetric polling system described by Ibe and Trivedi

(1990). Each station has a single-message buffer and the stations are attended by a single server in cyclic

order. The server begins by polling station1. If there is a message in the buffer of station1, the server

starts serving that station. Once stationi has been served, or if there is no message in the buffer of station

i when it is polled, the server starts polling stationi + 1 (or 1 if i = n). The polling and service times are

exponentially distributed with ratesγ = 200 andµ = 1, respectively. Messages arrive to the system, as a

whole, according to a Poisson process, and the inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed with rate1. At

arrival, messages are assigned, with equal probability, toone of then stations. If a message is assigned to

a station whose buffer is full, then the message is dropped. Another way to think of this is that there is a

separate arrival event for each station, with the inter-arrival time per station being exponentially distributed

with rateλ = 1/n. The fact that arrival rates are equal for all stations makesthe system symmetric. The

size of the state space for a system withn stations isO(n·2n).

We will verify the property that, if station 1 is full, then itis polled withinτ time units with probability

at leastθ. We do so for different values ofn, τ , andθ in the state where station 1 has just been polled and the

buffers of all stations are full. Lets ∈ {1, . . . , n} be the station currently receiving the server’s attention,

let a ∈ {0, 1} represent the activity of the server (0 for polling and1 for serving), and letmi ∈ {0, 1}
be the number of messages in the buffer of stationi. The property of interest is represented in UTSL as

m1=1 → P≥ θ

[

3
[0,τ ] poll 1

]

, wherepoll1 ≡ s=1 ∧ a=0, and the state in which we verify the formula is

given bys=1 ∧ a=1 ∧m1=1 ∧ · · · ∧mn=1.

6.1.3 Robot Grid World

The third case study involves a robot navigating in a grid world, and was introduced by Younes et al. (2004)

to illustrate the verification of formulae with nested probabilistic operators. We have ann × n grid world
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R

J

Figure 6.2: A grid world with a robot (R) in the bottom left corner and a janitor (J) in the center. The dashed arrow
indicates the path of the robot. The janitor moves with equalprobability to any of the adjacent squares.

with a robot moving from the bottom left corner to the top right corner. The robot first moves along the

bottom edge and then along the right edge. In addition to the robot, there is a janitor moving randomly

around the grid. Figure 6.2 provides a schematic view of a grid world withn = 5.

The robot moves at rateλR = 1, unless the janitor occupies the destination square, in which case the

robot remains stationary. The janitor moves around randomly in the grid world at rateλJ = 2, selecting

the destination from the set of neighboring squares according to a discrete uniform distribution. The robot

initiates communication with a base station at rateµ = 1/10, and the duration of each communication

session is exponentially distributed with rateκ = 1/2.

The objective is for the robot to reach the goal square at the top right corner withinτ1 time units with

probability at least0.9, while maintaining at least a0.5 probability of periodically communicating with the

base station. Letc be a Boolean state variable that is true when the robot is communicating with the base

station, and letx andy be two integer valued state variables holding the current location of the robot. The

UTSL formulaP≥ 0.9

[

P≥ 0.5

[

3
[0,τ2] c

]

U [0,τ1] x=n ∧ y=n
]

expresses the desired objective. The robot

moves along a line only, so the size of the state space for the robot grid world isO(n3).

6.2 Evaluation of Statistical Solution Method

As discussed in Section 5.4, there are two main factors influencing the verification time for the statistical

approach: the sample size required to achieve prescribed accuracy and the length of trajectory prefixes (in

terms of state transitions) required to determine if a path formula holds.

The sample size depends on the sampling plan that we choose touse, the error boundsα andβ that
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we want to guarantee, the thresholdθ, as well as our choice ofδ(θ) determining the half-width of an

indifference region centered aroundθ. For sequential sampling plans, the sample size is a random variable

whose expectation also varies withp, which in our case is the probability measure of a set of trajectories

satisfying a path formula. The approximation formulae for the expected sample size of various sampling

plans provided in Section 2.2 give us some idea of what to expect, and the empirical results presented in this

section show the actual performance on the various case studies.

The expected length of trajectories varies with the model and the path formula, as we will see. If we

are lucky, we can verify a time-bounded path formula over a sample trajectory by considering only a short

prefix that ends long before the time bound is exceeded. For some models, however, the number of state

transitions that occur in a given time interval may be large,even if the interval is short, and this will lead to

longer verification times.

6.2.1 Comparing Sampling Plans

We consider two different sampling plans introduced in Section 2.2: the sequential version of a single

sampling plan (Algorithm 2.2) and Wald’s sequential probability ratio test (SPRT; Algorithm 2.3). We do

not include experiments with a non-sequential single sampling plan. There is of course a slight overhead

introduced by using a sequential stopping rule with a singlesampling plan, but this overhead is negligible

(essentially three additional integer operations per iteration). The reduction in expected sample size that we

get from using a sequential stopping rule dominates the small overhead required to test for early termination.

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 present data for the tandem queuing network and symmetric polling system case

studies, respectively. In each case, we show verification time for the simple sequential sampling plan and

the SPRT using four different test strengths (subfigures (a)and (b)). We also give details of both sample size

(subfigures (c) and (d)) and trajectory length (subfigures (e) and (f)). For all data, we plot the results both

against model size (subfigures (a), (c), and (e)) and againstthe time bound of the path formula (subfigures

(b), (d), and (f)). Each data point is an average over 20 runs.We usedδ(θ) = 5 · 10−3 as the half-width of

the indifference region. Furthermore, we used a symmetric test strength (α = β) across the board.

Our data shows that the SPRT outperforms the simple sequential test almost exclusively by a wide

margin. We can typically solve the same model checking problem with the SPRT using test strength10−8

in shorter time than it takes to solve the same problem with a simple sequential test using test strength10−1.
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(d) Sample size as a function of time bound.
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(f) Trajectory length as a function of time bound.

Figure 6.3: Empirical results for the tandem queuing network (θ = 0.5), with τ = 50 (left) andn = 63 (right), using
acceptance sampling with2δ = 10−2 and symmetric error boundsα = β equal to10−8 (4), 10−4 (�), 10−2 (5), and
10−1 (◦). The average trajectory length is the same for all values ofα andβ. The dotted lines mark a change in the
truth value of the formula being verified.
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Figure 6.4: Empirical results for the symmetric polling system (θ = 0.5), with τ = 20 (left) andn = 10 (right), using
acceptance sampling with2δ = 10−2 and symmetric error boundsα = β equal to10−8 (4), 10−4 (�), 10−2 (5), and
10−1 (◦). The average trajectory length is the same for all values ofα andβ. The dotted lines mark a change in the
truth value of the formula being verified.
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The difference in performance is due entirely to a difference in sample size, as the average trajectory length

is the same for both tests regardless of strength. The average sample size for the SPRT roughly doubles

when the test strength goes from10−x to 10−2x, while the average sample size for the simple sequential test

more than doubles (and often more than triples) for the same change in test strength.

The vertical dotted lines in the figures indicate a change in the truth value of the UTSL formula that is

being verified. This line marks the value of|S| or τ where the probability measure for the set of trajectories

satisfying the path formula is exactly equal to the probability thresholdθ. We can see that the average

sample size for both tests peaks in the vicinity of the dottedline, with the peaks for the SPRT being more

pronounced than those for the simple sequential test.

The average trajectory length for the tandem queuing network increases linearly with the capacityn of

the queues. This is because the arrival rate for messages is4n, so the average number of state transitions that

occur in a fixed interval of time increases withn. Note, however, that the size of the state space isO(n2)

for the tandem queuing network, so the the average trajectory length is proportional to the square root of|S|
(Figure 6.3(e)). Thus, the average trajectory length, and therefore also the overall time complexity for the

statistical solution method, is sublinear in the size of thestate space. In contrast, the rates for the symmetric

polling system are independent of the size of the state space. Initially, the average trajectory length increases

with the size of the state space (Figure 6.4(e)) because it takes longer time to achievepoll1 with more polling

stations. As the state space increases further, the probability of achievingpoll 1 in the interval[0, τ ] goes

to zero, and all sample trajectories end with the time boundτ being exceeded. The expected number of

state transitions occurring in the interval[0, τ ] is the same for all state space sizes, since the exit rates are

constant, so the verification time does not increase for larger state spaces.

As a function of the time boundτ (Figure 6.3(f)), for a fixedn, the average trajectory length grows

linearly with τ for the tandem queuing network, at least for sufficiently large values ofτ . The same is

true for the symmetric polling system (Figure 6.4(f)) for small values ofτ , but asτ increases so does the

probability of achievingpoll 1 in the interval[0, τ ] (Figure 6.5), and the average trajectory length approaches

a constant value asτ increases. This shows how the performance of the statistical solution method depends

on the formula that is verified in a more complex way than simply through the time bounds of path formulae.

While the SPRT typically has a smaller expected sample size than the simple sequential test for the same

test strength, a clear exception is seen in Figure 6.4(d). Wewitness the same phenomenon in Figure 6.6 for
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Figure 6.5: Probabilityp of the set of trajectories sat-
isfying the path formula3[0,τ ] poll1 for the symmetric
polling system.
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Figure 6.6: Sample size as a function of the formula time
bound for the symmetric polling system (θ = 0.9 and
n = 10), using acceptance sampling with2δ = 10−2 and
symmetric error boundsα = β equal to10−8 (4), 10−4

(�), 10−2 (5), and10−1 (◦).

a differentθ (0.9 instead of0.5), which also shows the variation in performance based on thethreshold. For

θ = 0.5, the sample size is the same on both sides of the vertical dotted line, but it is notably lower to the

left of the line forθ = 0.9. There is a sharp peak in the expected sample size for the SPRTclose to where

the truth value of the UTSL formula changes, as indicated by the dotted line. Forα = β equal to10−4

and10−8, the SPRT has a larger expected sample size than the simple sequential test. We can see this more

clearly in Figure 6.7, where we have zoomed in on the relevantregion. The gray area indicates the range of

τ for which the probability measure,p, of the set of trajectories satisfying the path formula3
[0,τ ] poll 1 is in

the indifference region(θ − δ, θ + δ). We can see that there is a sharp increase in the expected sample size

for the SPRT in and near the indifference region, while the expected sample size for the simple sequential

test remains largely unchanged. Still, it is only for a very narrow range ofτ that the simple sequential test

outperforms the SPRT on average, for this particular choiceof δ (5 · 10−3). We would not expect thatp is

this close toθ for typical model checking problems. Furthermore, neitherof the two tests give any valuable

accuracy guarantees in the indifference region. If we do expectp to be very close toθ, and we want to know

on which side of the thresholdp really is, then we may have to resort to numerical solution techniques.

We can increase the accuracy of the model checking result by strengthening the test (decreasingα andβ)

or narrowing the indifference region. Figure 6.8 shows how the expected sample size for the two sampling

plans depends on the half-width of the indifference region.The plots are for the symmetric polling system

with n = 10 and two different values ofθ andτ . We can see that it is generally more costly to narrow the
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Figure 6.7: Sample size as a function of the formula time bound for the symmetric polling system (n = 10) in
the vicinity of the indifference region for two different values ofθ, using acceptance sampling with2δ = 10−2 and
symmetric error boundsα = β equal to10−8 (4), 10−4 (�), 10−2 (5), and10−1 (◦). The indifference region is
indicated by a shaded area.

indifference region when using the simple sequential test rather than the SPRT. For example, we can have an

indifference region of half-width10−5 with the SPRT at essentially the same cost as10−3 with the simple

sequential test. Forδ = 10−1 in the right plot, the upper border of the indifference region is1, which means

that both the SPRT and the simple sequential test become a curtailed single sampling plan. This explains

the drop in expected sample size at this point.

6.2.2 “Five Nines”

For safety critical systems, we want to ensure that the probability of failure is very close to zero. While

guaranteeing a zero probability of failure is usually unrealistic, it is not uncommon to require the failure

probability of a safety critical system to be at most10−4 or 10−5. A failure probability of at most10−5

means a success probability of1 − 10−5 = 0.99999, commonly referred to as “five nines.” For such high

accuracy requirements, it is typically best to use numerical solution techniques, but if the model is non-

Markovian or has a large state space, this may not be a viable choice.

To use statistical hypothesis testing with a probability threshold1−10−5, we need to use an indifference

region with half-width at most10−5. An indifference region that narrow requires a large average sample size

if the success probability is close to one, as we would expectit to be for a good system design. A possible
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Figure 6.8: Sample size as a function of the half-width of the indifference region for the symmetric polling system,
using acceptance sampling with symmetric error boundsα = β equal to10−8 (4), 10−4 (�), 10−2 (5), and10−1 (◦).

solution is to set the indifference region to(1−10−5, 1) and use a curtailed single sampling plan. We need up

to n = dlog β/ log(1− 10−5)e observations for such a sampling plan, whereβ is the maximum probability

that we accept the system as safe if the success probability is at most1 − 10−5. We accept the system

as safe if alln observations are positive, but reject the system as unsafe at the first negative observation.

This means that if the success probability for the system is far below acceptable, we will quickly reject

the system, but acceptance always requiresn observations. Note, however, that we will never need more

thann observations, so the maximum effort for verifying the system is known. Figure 6.9 plots the average

verification time, as a function of the formula time bound, for the symmetric polling system (n = 10) with

indifference regions(0.99999, 1) and(0.999985, 0.999995), of which the former leads us to use a curtailed

single sampling plan. In the latter case (solid curves), theSPRT was used.

First, consider the indifference region with1 as upper bound, which leads to a curtailed single sampling

plan. We can see that for low values ofτ , the average verification time is negligible, simply because we get

a negative observation very quickly and reject the system design as unacceptable. Asτ increases and the

success probability approaches1− 10−5, the average sample size increases. As we pass the point at which

the success probability exceeds1 − 10−5 (roughly atτ = 29.57), the sample size settles at around2 · 106

for β = 10−8. The verification time at this point is just under11 minutes on our test machine (the average

trajectory length is just over23).
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Figure 6.9: Verification time as a function of the formula
time bound for the symmetric polling system (n = 10),
using acceptance sampling with2δ = 10−5 and symmet-
ric error boundsα = β equal to10−8 (4) and10−1 (◦).

β > .5 > .9 > .99 > .999

10−8 34.1 36.6 39.7 42.6
10−4 33.2 35.8 38.9 41.8
10−2 32.3 34.8 37.9 40.9
10−1 31.3 33.9 37.0 40.0

Table 6.1: Minimum value of formula time boundτ , for
the symmetric polling system (θ = 0.999995 andn =
10), that leads to an acceptance probability of at least.5,
.9, .99, and.999, respectively, for2δ = 10−5 and four
different values ofβ.

We control the probability of error with the parametersα andβ. By settingβ low, we guarantee a

low probability of accepting a poor system design, and by setting α low, we guarantee a low probability

of rejecting a good system design. A curtailed single sampling plan is an efficient way of dealing with

probability thresholds close to1, but it gives us no control over the risk of rejecting a good system design,

except that we will never reject a system design with successprobability1. This may lead us to reject many

system designs that in practice are acceptable, or we may have to relax the system requirements. Table 6.1

shows the value ofτ for the symmetric polling system that leads to acceptance with a certain probability

for different values ofβ. For example, to guarantee that a poor system design is accepted with probability

at most10−8, τ needs to be at least42.6 for acceptance of the symmetric polling system with probability

at least0.999. In reality, the probability thatpoll 1 becomes true withinτ time units is sufficiently high for

τ = 29.57, but using that time bound for verification would almost definitely lead us to reject the system.

To ensure a non-trivial bound on the risk of rejecting an acceptable system design, we need to move

the upper bound of the indifference region away from1. Finding a single sampling plan for an indifference

region as narrow as10−5 is generally not feasible (cf. Figure 6.8), so we use only theSPRT in this case.

This means that, in contrast to a curtailed single sampling plan, there is no upper bound on the sample size.

The solid curves in Figure 6.9 show the average verification time for the SPRT with indifference region

(0.999985, 0.999995). We can see clear peaks in the verification time where the probability is close to

1− 10−5. The price for moving the upper bound of the indifference region away from1 is that verification
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can take over an hour on average instead of a few minutes. One of the 20 experiments forα = β = 10−8

required a sample size of over35 million, which can be compared to a maximum sample size of just over

1.8 million for the curtailed single sampling plan withβ = 10−8.

6.2.3 Nested Probabilistic Operators

We use the robot grid world case study to show results of verification with nested probabilistic operators. We

have proven that a statistical approach is possible even in the presence of nested probabilistic operators, with

Theorem 5.8 being the key theoretical result. A practical concern, however, is that such verification could

be costly, since each observation for the outer probabilistic operator involves an acceptance sampling test

for the inner probabilistic operators. Nevertheless, our empirical results suggest that a statistical approach

is, in fact, tractable.

Figure 6.10 shows empirical data for the robot grid world case study for verifying the UTSL formula

P≥ 0.9

[

P≥ 0.5

[

3
[0,τ2] c

]

U [0,τ1] x=n ∧ y=n
]

. This formula asserts that the probability is high (at least0.9)

that the robot reaches the goal position while periodicallycommunicating with the base station. The time

boundsτ1 andτ2 were set to100 and9, respectively. We used the SPRT exclusively, with memoization

enabled, and the heuristic proposed in Definition 5.3 to select the nested error bounds. It turns out that with

τ2 = 9, the probability measure of the set of paths satisfying3
[0,τ2] c is 1 − e−0.9 ≈ 0.593, independent

of the start state. We used an indifference region with half-width δ independent ofθ. For both values of

δ that we used,δ = 0.05 andδ = 0.025, 0.593 is more than aδ-distance from the threshold0.5 for the

inner probabilistic operator, so we will have a low probability of erroneously verifying the path formula

(P≥ 0.5

[

3
[0,τ2] c

]

U [0,τ1] x=n ∧ y=n) over sample trajectories. For the outer probabilistic operator, we

used the symmetric error boundsα = β = 10−2. The heuristic gave us the symmetric nested error bounds

0.0153 and0.00762 for δ = 0.05 andδ = 0.025, respectively.

We can see in Figure 6.10(b) the familiar peak in the average sample where the value of the UTSL

formula goes from true to false. Note, however, that the peakis not present in Figure 6.10(a), where the

verification time is plotted as a function of the state space size. This is due to memoization. Figure 6.10(d)

shows the fraction of unique states among all states visitedalong sample trajectories for the outer proba-

bilistic operator. This graph is almost the mirror image of that for the average sample size. As we generate

more sample trajectories, the probability increases that we visit states that have been visited before. With
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Figure 6.10: Empirical results for the robot grid world (τ1 = 100 andτ2 = 9), using acceptance sampling with
symmetric error boundsα = β = 10−2. The average trajectory length is the same for all values ofδ. The dotted lines
mark a change in the truth value of the formula being verified.
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Figure 6.11: Verification time as a function of the nested error. The dotted line marks the maximum nested error.
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Figure 6.12: Fraction of verification time as a function
of state space size for the symmetric polling system (τ =
20) when using distributed acceptance sampling with two
machines instead of one.
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Figure 6.13: Distribution of workload as a function of
state space size for the symmetric polling system (τ =
20) when using distributed acceptance sampling with
m = 2.

memoization, we do not need to verify nested probabilistic statements more than once in a visited state, so

the cost per observation drops over time. The net effect is that total verification time is notably reduced.

The price we pay for the improved efficiency is that we use morememory. However, the number of unique

visited states is still only a tiny fraction of the total number of states for the robot grid world, resulting in

modest memory requirements.

Figure 6.11 shows the effectiveness of our heuristic for selecting the nested error. We plot the verification

time as a function of the symmetric nested error forδ = 0.05 and three different values ofn (the size of

the grid). The cross on each curve marks the performance we get by using our heuristic. We do not obtain

optimal performance, but we are only off by a factor of1.3 to 1.4. Note that selecting a nested error that is

too high or too low could easily result in a performance worsethan optimal by orders of magnitude, so our

heuristic does reasonably well.

6.2.4 Distributed Acceptance Sampling

Acceptance sampling may require millions of observations,but each observation represents an independent

chance experiment. This means that we can carry out multipleexperiments in parallel, which could result

in a substantial reduction in verification time. When using asequential sampling plan, we need to be careful

not to introduce bias against observations that take a long time to generate. It is necessary to decidea priori

on an order in which observations from nodes working in parallel will be taken into consideration, and not
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simply incorporate observations as they are generated. We addressed this problem in Section 5.3.1, where

we proposed a way to schedule the processing of observationsthat dynamically adjusted to a heterogeneous

environment (e.g. observations being generated on CPUs of different speed).

Figure 6.12 shows the reduction in verification time as a function of the state space size for the symmetric

polling system when using two machines to generate observations. The first machine is equipped with a

Pentium III 733 MHz processor. If we also generate observations, in parallel, on a machine with a Pentium

III 500 MHz processor, we get the relative performance indicated by the solid curve. The verification time

with two machines is roughly 70 percent of the verification time with a single machine. Figure 6.13 shows

the fraction of observations used from each machine, withm1 being the machine with a 733 MHz processor

and m2 being the machine with a 500 MHz processor. We can see that these fractions are in line with

the relative performance of the two machines, and this is achieved without any explicit communication of

performance characteristics.1

6.3 Comparison with Numerical Solution Method

To verify the UTSL formulaP./ θ

[

Φ U [0,τ ] Ψ
]

in some states ∈ S of a modelM with state spaceS, we

can compute the probabilityp = µ({σ ∈ Path({〈s, 0〉}) | M, σ, 0 |= Φ U [0,τ ] Ψ}) numerically and test if

p ./ θ holds.

First, as initially proposed by Baier et al. (2000), the problem is reduced to the computation of transient

probabilities on a modified modelM′, where all states inM satisfying¬Φ∨Ψ have been made absorbing.

The probabilityp is equal to the probability that we are in a state satisfyingΨ at time τ in modelM′.

This probability can be computed using a technique calleduniformization(also know asrandomization),

originally proposed by Jensen (1953). The computation ofp is expressed as an infinite sum, with each term

involving a matrix-vector multiplication. In practice, the infinite summation is truncated by using the tech-

niques of Fox and Glynn (1988), so that the truncation error is bounded by ana priori error toleranceε. The

number of iterations required to achieve truncation errorε is Rε. The value ofRε is q · τ + k
√

2q · τ + 3/2,

1Roughly 65 percent of the observations are generated bym1. The CPU speed ofm1 (733 MHz) is just over 59 percent of the

combined CPU speed for bothm1 andm2 (1233 MHz), but this does not account for other factors (e.g.cache size) that also impact

performance.
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whereq is the maximum exit rate for the model andk is o
(
√

log(1/ε)
)

(Fox and Glynn 1988). This means

that the number of iterations grows very slowly asε decreases. For large values ofq · τ , the number of itera-

tions is essentiallyO(q · τ). Each iteration involves a matrix-vector multiplication and each such operation

takesO(M) time, whereM is the number of non-zero entries in the rate matrixQ for the continuous-time

Markov processM. The time complexity for the numerical solution technique is thereforeO(q · τ ·M) (cf.

Malhotra et al. 1994). This is in comparison to the theoretical time complexityO(q ·τ ·Np) for our statistical

solution method, whereNp is the expected sample size as a function ofp. In the worst caseM is O(|S|2),
but is typicallyO(|S|). Np, on the other hand, is often much smaller than|S| for large state spaces.

The number of iterations required by the numerical solutionmethod can, in some cases, be reduced

significantly through the use of steady-state detection (Reibman and Trivedi 1988; Malhotra et al. 1994;

Younes et al. 2004). Further reduction is possible by using the sequential stopping rule described by Younes

et al. (2004), although this does not reduce the asymptotic time complexity of the numerical solution method.

The limiting factor for the numerical solution method is typically memory. The space complexity for

verifying the formulaP./ θ

[

Φ U [0,τ ] Ψ
]

is O(|S|) in most cases. For the results presented in this section, we

use the hybrid approach proposed by Parker (2002), which uses flat representations of vectors and symbolic

data structures, such as BDDs (Bryant 1986) and MTBDDs (Clarke et al. 1993; Bahar et al. 1993; Fujita

et al. 1997), to represent matrices. With steady-state detection enabled, the hybrid approach requires storage

of three double precision floating point vectors of size|S|, which for a memory limit of 800 MB means

that systems with at most 35 million states can be analyzed. An alternative to symbolic data structures

is sparse matrices. The space complexity is the same for bothrepresentations, and sparse matrices nearly

always provide faster numerical computation, but symbolicrepresentations of rate and probability matrices

can exploit structure in the model and therefore require less memory in practice (Kwiatkowska et al. 2004).

Figure 6.14 compares the performance of the numerical and the statistical solution methods for the tan-

dem queuing network and symmetric polling system case studies. The truncation error (ε) for the numerical

solution method was set to10−10. This error bound cannot be compared directly with the errorbounds for

the statistical solution method, but the performance of thenumerical method does not vary much with the

choice ofε. We can see, clearly, that the numerical solution method is faster for small state spaces, but that

the statistical solution method scales better with an increase in the size of the state space. For a fixed model

size, and with increasing time bound, the numerical solution method compares much more favorably. The
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of numerical and statistical probabilistic model checking for the tandem queuing network
(top) and the symmetric polling system (bottom). For the statistical solution method, results are shown for symmetric
error boundsα = β equal to10−8 (4) and10−1 (◦).

verification time remains constant once steady-state detection kicks in. Still, for the symmetric polling sta-

tion, the verification time for the statistical solution remains constant for large time bounds as well, because

all sample trajectories are terminated prematurely when reaching a state satisfyingpoll 1.

The numerical solution method has the same asymptotic time complexity for verifying a UTSL formula

in a single state as in all states simultaneously (Katoen et al. 2001). This is a great benefit when dealing with

nested probabilistic operators. Consider the UTSL formulaP≥ 0.9

[

P≥ 0.5

[

3
[0,τ2] c

]

U [0,τ1] x=n∧y=n
]

for

the robot grid world. The time complexity for the numerical solution method isO(q · τ1 ·M + q · τ2 ·M),

which is essentially the same asO(q · τ1 ·M) for τ2 < τ1. The statistical solution method, on the other
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Figure 6.15:Comparison of numerical, mixed, and statistical solution methods for formulae with nested probabilistic
operators. For the statistical and mixed solution methods,results are shown forδ equal to0.025 (4) and0.05 (5).

hand, is definitely more costly in the presence of nested probabilistic operators. Younes et al. (2004) have

suggested a mixed solution method, which uses the numericalapproach for nested probabilistic operators

and the statistical approach for top-most probabilistic operators. This mixed approach shares performance

characteristics of both solution methods, but is limited bymemory in the same way as the pure numerical

solution method. We can see this in Figure 6.15, where we compare the three solution methods for the robot

grid world case study using two different values ofτ2. Forτ2 = 9, the statistical solution method is slower

for state spaces up to106 or 107, but handles much larger state spaces than the other two solution methods

without running out of memory. Forτ2 = 5, the nested probabilistic statement is false in all states.The pure

statistical approach benefits from this fact because sampletrajectories will typically not extend beyond the

initial state. The numerical and mixed solution methods scale much worse in this case.

In summary, the empirical results presented in this chapterhave shown that the performance of the

statistical solution method depends on several factors, inparticular the parametersδ, α, andβ. The SPRT

is generally orders of magnitude faster than a single sampling plan with the same strength, although there

are exceptions to this rule. Memoization is important for making a pure statistical approach tractable in the

presence of nested probabilistic operators. Numerical solution methods are faster than statistical methods

for smaller state spaces, and can benefit greatly from the useof steady-state detection, but statistical methods

scale better as the size of the state space increases.
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Chapter 7

Probabilistic Verification for

“Black-Box” Systems

So far, we have assumed that a model is available of the systemthat we want to verify. Given a model,

we can apply either numerical or statistical solution methods for probabilistic model checking. Numerical

techniques provide highly accurate results, but rely on strong assumptions regarding the dynamics of the

systems they are used to analyze. Statistical techniques require only that the dynamics of a system can be

simulated, and can therefore be used for a larger class of stochastic processes. The results produced by

statistical methods are only probabilistic, however, and attaining high accuracy tends to be costly.

For some systems, it may not even be feasible to assume that wecan simulate their behavior. Sen et al.

(2004) consider the verification problem for such “black-box” systems. Here, “black-box” means that the

system cannot be controlled to generate execution traces, or trajectories, on demand starting from arbitrary

states. This is a reasonable assumption, for instance, for asystem that has already been deployed and for

which we are given only a set of trajectories generated during actual execution of the system. We are then

asked to verify a probabilistic property of the system basedon the information provided to us as a fixed set

of trajectories. Statistical solution techniques are certainly required to solve this problem. The statistical

method described in Chapter 4 cannot be used to verify “black-box” systems, however, because it depends

on the ability to generate trajectories on demand.

Sen et al. (2004) present an alternative solution method forverification of “black-box” systems based

109
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on statistical hypothesis testing with fixed sample sizes. In this chapter, we improve upon their algorithm by

making sure to always accept the most likely hypothesis, andwe correct their procedure for verifying nested

probabilistic properties. Differences between the two approaches are discussed in detail towards the end of

this chapter.

The algorithm we present for verification of “black-box” systems can handle the full logic UTSL, in-

cluding properties without finite time bounds, although theaccuracy of the result for such properties may

be poor. Our algorithm, like that of Sen et al. (2004), makes no guarantees regarding accuracy. Instead

of respecting somea priori bounds on the probability of error, the algorithm computes ap-value for the

result, which is a measure of confidence. This is really the best we can do, provided that we cannot generate

trajectories for the system as we see fit and instead are restricted to using a predetermined set of trajectories.

The algorithm presented in this chapter is complementary tothe statistical model checking algorithm

presented in Chapter 5, and is useful under different assumptions. If we cannot generate trajectories for

a system on demand, then the algorithm presented here still allows us to reach conclusions regarding the

behavior of the system. If, however, we have a model of a system so that we can simulate its dynamics, then

we are better off with the approach of Chapter 5 as it gives us full control over the probability of obtaining

an incorrect result.

7.1 “Black-Box” Probabilistic Systems and Verification

Formally, we define a “black-box” probabilistic system in terms of what we know (or rather, do not know)

regarding the probability measure over sets of trajectories.

Definition 7.1 (“Black-Box” Probabilistic System). A “black-box” probabilistic system is a stochastic

discrete event system for which the probability measureµ over sets of trajectories with common prefix is

not fully specified and cannot be sampled from.

We thus refer to a stochastic discrete event systemM as a “black-box” system if we lack an exact

definition of the probability measureµ over sets of trajectories ofM. We assume that we cannot even

sample trajectories according toµ, as stated in Definition 7.1. Thus, in order to solve a verification problem

〈M, µ0,Φ〉 for a “black-box” systemM, we must rely on an external source to provide a sample set ofn

trajectories forM that is representative of the probability measureµ and the initial state distributionµ0.
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We further assume that we are provided only withtruncatedtrajectories, because infinite trajectories would

require infinite memory to store.

We will use statistical hypothesis testing to verify properties of a “black-box” system given a sample of

n truncated trajectories. Since we rely on statistical techniques, we will typically not know with certainty if

the result we produce is correct. The method we present for verification of “black-box” systems computes

a p-value for a verification result, which is a value in the interval [0, 1] with values closer to0 representing

higher confidence in the result and ap-value of0 representing certainty (Hogg and Craig 1978, pp. 255–256).

We start by assuming thatΦ is free of nested probabilistic operators. Later on, we consider UTSL formulae

with nested probabilistic operators, which just as with regular statistical probabilistic model checking cannot

be handled in a meaningful way without making rather strong assumptions regarding the dynamics of the

“black-box” system.

7.1.1 Verification without Nested Probabilistic Operators

Given a states, verification of a UTSL formulax ∼ v is trivial. We can simply read the value assigned

to x in states and compare it tov. We consider the remaining three cases in more detail, starting with

the probabilistic operatorP./ θ[·]. Recall that the objective is to produce a Boolean result annotated with a

p-value.

Probabilistic Operator

Consider the problem of verifying the UTSL formulaP./ θ[ϕ] in states of a stochastic discrete event system

M. As before, letXi be a random variable representing the verification of the path formula ϕ over a

trajectory forM drawn according to the probability measureµ(Path({〈s, 0〉})). If we chooseXi = 1 to

represent the fact thatϕ holds over a random trajectory, andXi = 0 to represent the opposite fact, then

Xi is a Bernoulli variate with parameterp = µ({σ ∈ Path({〈s, 0〉}) | σ, 0 |= ϕ}), i.e. Pr[Xi = 1] = p

andPr[Xi = 0] = 1 − p. In order to verifyP./ θ[ϕ], we can make observations ofXi and use statistical

hypothesis testing to determine ifp ./ θ is likely to hold. An observation ofXi, denotedxi, is the verification

of ϕ over a specific trajectoryσi. If σi satisfies the path formulaϕ, thenxi = 1, otherwisexi = 0.

In our case, we are givenn truncated trajectories for a “black-box” system that we canuse to generate

observations ofXi. Each observation is obtained by verifying the path formulaϕ over one of the truncated
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trajectories. This is straightforward given a truncated trajectory{〈s0, t0〉, . . . , 〈sk−1, tk−1〉, sk}, provided

thatϕ does not contain any probabilistic operators. Forϕ = XI Φ, we just check ift0 ∈ I ands1 |= Φ.

Forϕ = Φ UI Ψ, we traverse the trajectory until we find a statesi such that one of the following conditions

holds, withTi defined as in (2.18) to be the time at which statesi is entered:

1. (si |= ¬Φ) ∧ ((Ti /∈ I) ∨ (si |= ¬Ψ))

2. (Ti ∈ I) ∧ (si |= Ψ)

3. ((Ti, Ti+1) ∩ I 6= ∅) ∧ (si |= Φ) ∧ (si |= Ψ)

In the first case,Φ UI Ψ does not hold over the trajectory, while in the last two casesthe time-bounded

until formula does hold. This is the same procedure as was used in Chapter 5 for generating observations

for the verification of probabilistic statements. Note, however, that in this case we may not always be able

to determine the value ofϕ over all trajectories because the trajectories that are provided to us are assumed

to be truncated. Previously, we assumed that we could alwaysgenerate a sufficient prefix of a trajectory so

that the truth value of a path formula could be determined.

We consider the caseP≥ θ[ϕ] in detail, noting thatP≤ θ[ϕ] can be handled in the same way simply by

reversing the value of each observation. We want to test the hypothesisH0 : p ≥ θ against the alternative

hypothesisH1 : p < θ by using then observationsx1, . . . , xn of the Bernoulli variatesX1, . . . ,Xn. To

do so, we specify a constantc. If
∑n

i=1 xi is greater thanc, then hypothesisH0 is accepted, i.e.P≥ θ[ϕ] is

determined to hold. Otherwise, if the given sum is at mostc, then hypothesisH1 is accepted, meaning that

P≥ θ[ϕ] is determined not to hold. The constantc should be chosen so that it becomes roughly equally likely

to acceptH0 asH1 if p equalsθ. The pair〈n, c〉 is a single sampling plan, as described in Section 2.2.

We know from before that by using a single sampling plan〈n, c〉, we accept hypothesisH1 with prob-

ability F (c;n, p), and consequently hypothesisH0 is accepted with probability1 − F (c;n, p). Ideally, we

should choosec such thatF (c;n, θ) = 0.5, but it is not always possible to attain equality because thebino-

mial distribution is a discrete distribution. The best we can do is to choosec such that|F (c;n, θ) − 0.5| is
minimized. We can readily compute the desiredc using (2.3).

We now have a way to decide whether to accept or reject the hypothesis thatP≥ θ[ϕ] holds, but we also

want to report a value reflecting the confidence in our decision. For this purpose, we compute thep-value
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for a decision. Thep-value is defined as the probability of the sum of observations being at least as extreme

as the one obtained provided that the hypothesis that was notaccepted holds. Thep-value for accepting

H0 when
∑n

i=1 xi = d is Pr[
∑n

i=1 Xi ≥ d | p < θ] < F (n − d;n, 1 − θ) = 1 − F (d − 1;n, θ), while

thep-value for acceptingH1 is Pr[
∑n

i=1 Xi ≤ d | p ≥ θ] ≤ F (d;n, θ). The following theorem provides

justification for our choice of the constantc.

Theorem 7.1 (Minimization of p-value). By choosingc to minimize|F (c;n, θ) − 0.5| when testingH0 :

p ≥ θ againstH1 : p < θ using a single sampling plan〈n, c〉, the hypothesis with the lowestp-value is

always accepted.

Proof. HypothesisH1 is accepted only ifd ≤ c, which means that thep-value forH1 under these circum-

stances is at mostF (c;n, θ). Thep-value forH0 if d ≤ c would be at least1−F (c−1;n, θ). We know that

F (c−1;n, θ) < F (c;n, θ) and by assumption that|F (c−1;n, θ)−0.5| > |F (c;n, θ)−0.5|. It follows that

F (c;n, θ) < 1− F (c − 1;n, θ) as required. Ford > c, thep-value for acceptance ofH1 would be at least

F (c + 1;n, θ). Thep-value for acceptance ofH0 whend > c, on the other hand, is at most1− F (c;n, θ).

We know thatF (c+1;n, θ) > F (c;n, θ) and by assumption that|F (c+1;n, θ)−0.5| > |F (c;n, θ)−0.5|.
Consequently,1−F (c;n, θ) < F (c+1;n, θ) and our choice ofc ensures that the hypothesis with the lowest

p-value is always accepted.

In practice, it is unnecessary to computec. It is more convenient simply to compute thep-value of each

hypothesis and accept the hypothesis with the lowestp-value.

Example 7.1. Consider the problem of verifying the UTSL formulaΦ = P≥ 0.9

[

3
[0,100] x=1

]

in a state

satisfyingx=0 for a “black-box” system that in reality is the continuous-time Markov process shown in

Figure 7.1. The probability measure of trajectories starting in statex=0 and satisfying3[0,100] x=1 is

1 − e−1 ≈ 0.63 for this system, so the UTSL formula does not hold, but we would of course not know

this unless we had access to the model. Assume that we are given a set of100 truncated trajectories,

of which 63 satisfy the path formula3[0,100] x=1 and37 do not satisfy the given path formula. Thus,

n = 100 andd = 63. Thep-value forH0 is 1 − F (62; 100, 0.9) ≈ 1 − 10−13, while thep-value forH1 is

F (63, 100, 0.9) ≈ 5.48 · 10−13. The hypothesis with the lowestp-value isH1, so we conclude thatΦ does

not hold.
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x = 0

1/100

x = 1

Figure 7.1: A simple two-state continuous-time Markov process.

In the analysis so far we have been assuming that the value ofϕ can be determined over alln truncated

trajectories. Now, consider the case where we are unable to verify the path formulaϕ over some of the

n truncated trajectories. This would happen if we are verifying Φ UI Ψ over a trajectory that has been

truncated before either¬Φ ∨ Ψ is satisfied or time exceeds all values inI. We cannot simply ignore such

trajectories: it is assumed that theentireset ofn trajectories is representative of the measureµ, but the subset

of truncated trajectories for which we can determine the value ofϕ is not guaranteed to be a representative

sample for this measure.

Example 7.2. Consider the same problem as in Example 7.1. Assume that we are provided with a set of

100 truncated trajectories for the system, and that all trajectories have been truncated before time50. Some

of these trajectories, on average roughly39 in every100, will satisfy the path formula3[0,100] x=1, while

the remaining truncated trajectories will not contain sufficient information for us to determine the validity

of the path formula over these trajectories. An analysis based solely on the trajectories over which the

path formula can be decisively verified would be severely biased. If the number of positive observations

is exactly39, with 61 undetermined observations, we would wrongly conclude thatΦ holds withp-value

1− F (38; 39, 0.9) ≈ 0.0164, which implies a fairly high confidence in the result.

Let n′ be the number of observations whose value we can determine and let d′ be the sum of thesen′

observations. We then know that the sum of all observations,d, is at leastd′ and at mostd′+n−n′. If d′ > c,

then hypothesisH0 can be safely accepted. Instead of a singlep-value, we associate an interval of possible

p-values with the result:[F (n′ − d′;n, 1 − θ), F (n − d′;n, 1 − θ)]. Conversely, ifd′ + n − n′ ≤ c, then

hypothesisH1 can be accepted withp-value in the interval[F (d′;n, θ), F (d′ + n − n′;n, θ)]. If, however,

d′ ≤ c andd′ + n− n′ > c, then it is not clear which hypothesis should be accepted. Wecould in this case

say that we do not have enough information to make an informedchoice. Alternatively, we could accept

one of the hypotheses with its associatedp-value interval. We prefer to always make some choice, and we

recommend choosingH0 if F (n − d′;n, 1 − θ) ≤ F (d′ + n − n′;n, θ) andH1 otherwise. This strategy
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minimizes the maximum possiblep-value. Alternatively, we could minimize the minimum possible p-value

by instead choosingH0 if F (n′−d′;n, 1−θ) ≤ F (d;n, θ) andH1 otherwise. Note that this way of treating

truncated trajectories makes our approach work even for unbounded until formulaeΦ U Ψ, although we

would typically expect the result to be highly uncertain forsuch formulae.

Example 7.3. Consider the same situation as in Example 7.2, with39 positive and61 undetermined obser-

vations. Thep-value for accepting the UTSL formulaΦ = P≥ 0.9

[

3
[0,100] x=1

]

as true lies in the interval

[F (0; 100, 0.1), F (61, 100, 0.1)] ≈ [2.65 · 10−5, 1 − 3.77 · 10−15]. For the opposite decision, we get the

p-value interval[F (39; 100, 0.9), F (100; 100, 0.9)] ≈ [1.59 · 10−35, 1]. Both intervals are almost equally

uninformative, so no matter what decision we make, we will have a high uncertainty in the result. We would

acceptΦ as true if we prefer to minimize the maximum possiblep-value, and we would rejectΦ as false if

we instead prefer to minimize the minimum possiblep-value, but in both cases we have a maximump-value

well above0.5. This is in sharp contrast to the faulty analysis suggested in Example 7.2, which led to an

acceptance ofΦ as true with a lowp-value.

Composite State Formulae

To verify ¬Φ, we first verifyΦ. If we conclude thatΦ has a certain truth value withp-valuepv , then we

conclude that¬Φ has the opposite truth value with the samep-value. To motivate this, consider the case

¬P≥ θ[ϕ]. To verify P≥ θ[ϕ], we test the hypothesisH0 : p ≥ θ againstH1 : p < θ as stated above.

Note, however, that¬P≥ θ[ϕ] ≡ P< θ[ϕ], which could be posed as the problem of testing the hypothesis

H ′
0 : p < θ againstH ′

1 : p ≥ θ. SinceH ′
0 = H1 andH ′

1 = H0, we can simply negate the result of verifying

P≥ θ[ϕ] while maintaining the samep-value.

For a conjunctionΦ ∧Ψ, we have to consider four cases. First, if we verifyΦ to hold withp-valuepvΦ

andΨ to hold withp-valuepvΨ, then we conclude thatΦ ∧Ψ holds withp-valuemax(pvΦ, pvΨ). Second,

if we verify Φ not to hold withp-valuepvΦ, while verifying thatΨ holds, then we conclude thatΦ∧Ψ does

not hold withp-valuepvΦ. The third case is analogous to the second withΦ andΨ interchanged. Finally, if

we verifyΦ not to hold withp-valuepvΦ andΨ not to hold withp-valuepvΨ, then we conclude thatΦ∧Ψ

does not hold withp-valuemin(pvΦ, pvΨ). This is similar to the result of Theorem 5.4, but forp-values

instead of bounds on the type I and II error probabilities.

Before proving the results above, let us give an intuitive justification. In order forΦ∧Ψ to hold, bothΦ
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andΨ must hold, so we cannot be any more confident in the result forΦ∧Ψ than we are in the result for the

individual conjuncts, thus the maximum in the first case. To conclude thatΦ ∧ Ψ does not hold, however,

we only need to be convinced that one of the conjuncts does nothold. In case we think exactly one of the

conjuncts holds, then the result for the conjunction will bebased solely on this conviction and thep-value

for the conjunct we think holds should not matter. This covers the second and third cases. In the fourth case,

we have two sources (not necessarily independent) telling us that the conjunction is false. We therefore have

no reason to be less confident in the result for the conjunction than in the result for each of the conjuncts,

hence the minimum in this case.

For a mathematical derivation of the given expressions, we consider the formulaP≥ θ1 [ϕ1] ∧ P≥ θ2 [ϕ2].

Let di denote the number of trajectories that satisfyϕi. Provided we accept the conjunction as true, which

means we accept each conjunct as true, thep-value for this result is

(7.1) Pr[

n
∑

i=1

X
(1)
i ≥ d1 ∧

n
∑

i=1

X
(2)
i ≥ d2 | p1 < θ1 ∨ p2 < θ2] .

To compute thisp-value, consider the three ways in whichp1 < θ1 ∨ p2 < θ2 can be satisfied (cf. Sen et al.

2004). We know from elementary probability theory (Lemma 5.3) that

(7.2) Pr[A ∧B] ≤ min(Pr[A],Pr[B])

for arbitrary eventsA and B. From this fact, and assuming thatpv i is the p-value associated with the

verification result forP≥ θi
[ϕi], we derive the following:

1. Pr[
∑n

i=1 X
(1)
i ≥ d1 ∧

∑n
i=1 X

(2)
i ≥ d2 | p1 < θ1 ∧ p2 < θ2] ≤ min(pv 1, pv2)

2. Pr[
∑n

i=1 X
(1)
i ≥ d1 ∧

∑n
i=1 X

(2)
i ≥ d2 | p1 < θ1 ∧ p2 ≥ θ2] ≤ min(pv 1, 1) = pv1

3. Pr[
∑n

i=1 X
(1)
i ≥ d1 ∧

∑n
i=1 X

(2)
i ≥ d2 | p1 ≥ θ1 ∧ p2 < θ2] ≤ min(1, pv 2) = pv2

We take the maximum over these three cases to obtain a bound for (7.1), which gives usmax(pv1, pv2).

For the same formula, but now assuming we have verified both conjuncts to be false, we compute the

p-value as

(7.3) Pr[
n
∑

i=1

X
(1)
i ≤ d1 ∧

n
∑

i=1

X
(2)
i ≤ d2 | p1 ≥ θ1 ∧ p2 ≥ θ2] .

It follows immediately from (7.2) thatmin(pv1, pv2) is a bound for (7.3), which is the desired result.
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7.1.2 Verification with Nested Probabilistic Operators

If we allow nested probabilistic operators, verification ofUTSL formulae for “black-box” stochastic discrete

event systems becomes much harder. Consider the formulaP≥ θ

[

3
[0,100] P≥ θ′ [ϕ]

]

. In order to verify this

formula, we must test ifP≥ θ′ [ϕ] holds at some timet ∈ [0, 100] along the set of trajectories that we are

given. Unless the time domainT is such that there is a finite number of time points in a finite interval, then

we potentially have to verifyP≥ θ′ [ϕ] at an infinite or even uncountable number of points along a trajectory,

which clearly is infeasible. We made the same observation regarding verification of systems for which we

can generate trajectories on demand. The situation is even worse, however, for “black-box” systems. Even

if T = Z
∗, so that we only have to verify nested probabilistic formulae at a finite number of points, we

still have to take the entire prefix of the trajectory into account at each time point. We are given a fixed

set of trajectories, and we can use only the subset of trajectories with a matching prefix to verify a nested

probabilistic formula. It is thus likely that we will have few trajectories available to use for verifying nested

probabilistic formulae. In the worst case, there will be only a single matching prefix, in which case the

uncertainty in the result will be overwhelming.

We can get around this problem by assuming that the “black-box” system is a Markov process. Under

the Markov assumption, as mentioned earlier, we only have totake the last state along a trajectory prefix

into consideration. Consequently,any suffix of a truncated trajectory starting at a specific states can be

regarded as representative of the probability measureµ({〈s, 0〉}). This makes more trajectories available

for the verification of nested probabilistic formulae.

Another complicating factor in the verification ofP≥ θ[ϕ], whereϕ contains nested probabilistic opera-

tors, is that we cannot verifyϕ over trajectories without some uncertainty in the result. This means that we

no longer obtain observations of the random variablesXi, as defined above, but instead we observe some

other random variablesYi, related toXi through bounds on the observation error.

To compute ap-value for nested verification, we assume thatPr[Yi = 0 | Xi = 1] ≤ α andPr[Yi =

1 | Xi = 0] ≤ β. We can make this assumption if we introduce indifference regions in the verification

of nested probabilistic formulae and use the procedure described in Chapter 5 to verify path formulae over

truncated trajectories. By Lemma 5.7, we have the followingbounds:p(1 − α) ≤ Pr[Yi = 1] ≤ 1 − (1 −
p)(1−β). Thep-value for acceptingP≥ θ[ϕ] as true when the sum of the observations isd is Pr[

∑n
i=1 Yi ≥

d | p < θ] < F (n − d;n, (1 − θ)(1 − β)). Thep-value for the opposite decision isPr[
∑n

i=1 Yi ≤ d | p ≥
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θ] ≤ F (d;n, θ(1 − α)). SinceF (d;n, p) increases asp decreases, we see that thep-value increases as the

error boundsα andβ increase, which makes perfect sense. As was suggested earlier, we can minimize the

p-value of the verification result by computing thep-values of both hypotheses and accept the one with the

lowestp-value.

We can let the user specify a parameterδ0 that controls the relative width of the indifference regions. A

nested probabilistic formulaP≥ θ[ϕ] is verified with indifference region of half-widthδ = δ0θ if θ ≤ 0.5

and δ = δ0(1 − θ) otherwise. The verification is carried out using acceptancesampling as before, but

with hypothesesH0 : p ≥ θ + δ andH1 : p ≤ θ − δ. Instead of reporting ap-value, as is done for

top-level probabilistic operators, we report bounds for the type I error probability of the sampling plan in

use ifH1 is accepted and the type II error probability ifH0 is accepted. In our case, assuming a sampling

plan〈n, c〉 is used, the type I error bound is1− F (c;n, θ + δ) and the type II error bound isF (c;n, θ − δ).

The difference from the procedure described in Chapter 5 is that we compute the error bounds that we can

achieve for subformulae with a fixed sample size instead of computing the sample size required to achieve

certain error bounds. We can then use Theorem 5.4 to compute error bounds for composite UTSL formulae

and path formulae with an until operator. As error bounds forthe computation of thep-value for a top-level

probabilistic operator, we simply take the maximum error bounds for the verification of the path formula

over all trajectories.

7.2 Comparison with Related Work

The idea of using statistical hypothesis testing for verification of “black-box” systems was first proposed by

Sen et al. (2004). This section highlights the differences between their approach and the approach presented

in this chapter.

First, consider the verification of a probabilistic formulaP≥ θ[ϕ]. Our approach is essentially the same

as theirs: given a constantc, accept if
∑n

i=1 Xi > c and reject otherwise. Their choice ofc is different,

however, and is essentially based on De Moivre’s (1738) normal approximation for the binomial distribution.

Their acceptance condition is
∑n

i=1 Xi ≥ nθ, which corresponds to choosingc to bednθe − 1. The mean

of the binomial distributionB(n, θ) is nθ, so this would be the right thing to do if
∑n

i=1 Xi can be assumed

to have a normal distribution. De Moivre showed that this is approximately the case for largen if Xi
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are Bernoulli variates, but the approximation is poor for moderate values ofn or if θ is not close to0.5.

Their algorithm, as a consequence, will under some circumstances accept a hypothesis with a largerp-value

than the alternative hypothesis. By choosingc as we do, without relying on the normal approximation, we

guarantee that the hypothesis with the smallestp-value is always accepted (Theorem 7.1). Consider the

formulaP≥ 0.01[ϕ], for example, withn = 501 andd = 5. Our procedure would accept the formula as

true withp-value0.562, while the the algorithm of Sen et al. would reject the formula as false withp-value

0.614. The difference is not of great significance, but it is still worth pointing out because it demonstrates the

danger of using the normal approximation for the binomial distribution. With today’s fast digital computers,

it is hard to motivate using this assumption.

The second improvement over the method presented by Sen et al. is in the calculation of thep-value for

the verification of a conjunctionΦ ∧ Ψ when both conjuncts have been verified to be false. They statethat

thep-value ispvΦ + pvΨ, but this is too conservative. There is no reason to believe that the confidence in

the result forΦ ∧ Ψ would belower (i.e. thep-valuehigher) if we are convinced that both conjuncts are

false. We have shown that thep-value in this case is bounded bymin(pvΦ, pvΨ), which intuitively makes

more sense.

Sen et al., in their handling of nested probabilistic operators, confuse thep-value with the probability

of accepting a false hypothesis (generally referred to as the type I or type II error of a sampling plan).

Thep-value isnot a bound on the probability of a certain test procedure accepting a false hypothesis. In

fact, the test that both they and we use does not provide a useful bound on the probability of accepting a

false hypothesis. Their analysis relies heavily on the ability to bound the probability of accepting a false

hypothesis, and we have presented a way to provide such bounds by introducing indifference regions for

nested probabilistic operators.

In addition, Sen et al. are vague regarding the assumptions needed for their approach to produce reliable

answers. The fact that they treat any portion of a trajectorystarting ins, regardless of the portion preceding

s, as a sample from the same distribution, hides a rather strong assumption regarding the dynamics of their

“black-box” systems. As we have pointed out, this is not a valid assumption unless we know that the system

is a Markov process. It also appears as if they consider only truncated trajectories over which they can fully

verify a path formula, and this can introduce a bias that verywell may invalidate the conclusion reached

regarding the truth value of a probabilistic formula. We have made this clear in our exposition, and we have
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presented a sound procedure for handling the fact that the value of a path formula may not be determined

over all the truncated trajectories.

Finally, the empirical analysis offered by Sen et al. gives the reader the impression that a certainp-value

can be guaranteed for a verification result simply by increasing the sample size. This violates the premise of

a “black-box” system stated by the authors themselves earlier in their paper, namely that trajectories cannot

be generated on demand. More important, though, is the fact that a certainp-value canneverbe guaranteed.

The p-value is not a property of a test, but simply a function of a specific set of observations. If we are

unlucky, we may make observations that give us a largep-value even in cases when this is unlikely. It

is therefore misleading to say that an algorithm for “black-box” verification is “faster” than the statistical

model checking algorithm described in Chapter 5, as the latter algorithm is designed to realize certaina

priori performance characteristics. The empirical results of Senet al. cannot, in fact, be replicated reliably

because there is no fixed procedure by which one can determinethe sample size required to achieve a certain

p-value. Their results give the false impression that their procedure is sequential, i.e. that the sample size

automatically adjusts to the difficulty of attaining a certain p-value, when in reality they selected the reported

sample sizesmanuallybased on prior empirical testing (K. Sen, personal communication, May 20, 2004).
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Chapter 8

Goal Directed Planning

We now turn to the problem of planning for stochastic systemswith asynchronous events and actions. In

this chapter, we consider goal directed planning problems.We propose the use of UTSL as a formalism

for specifying plan objectives, and we present a general planning framework based on the Generate, Test

and Debug (GTD) paradigm (Simmons 1988). The goal is to generate a stationary policy, i.e. a mapping

from states to actions, that satisfies a UTSL goal condition.To handle the complexity of asynchronous

events with general delay distributions, we resort to statistical techniques. We use the statistical approach

for UTSL model checking, presented in Chapter 5, to verify policies. During the verification phase, sample

trajectories are generated, which can then be analyzed to find reasons for why a policy fails to satisfy the

goal condition. The result of this analysis is used to guide policy debugging.

We use a deterministic temporal planner to help generate thepolicies. A probabilistic planning problem

is transformed into a deterministic problem by making everypossible outcome of events and actions avail-

able to the planning system. The solution is a deterministicplan, from which a policy is generated through

decision tree learning. This policy is typically overly optimistic, and the sample trajectories obtained during

policy verification are used to restrict the subsequent choices that the planning system can make.

8.1 Planning Framework

We present a general framework for goal directed probabilistic planning with asynchronous events, based

on the Generate, Test and Debug (GTD) paradigm proposed by Simmons (1988). The domain model is a

123
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FIND-POLICY(M, s0, φ)
π0 ⇐ GENERATE-INITIAL -POLICY (M, s0, φ)
if TEST-POLICY (M, s0, φ, π0) then

return π0

else
π ⇐ π0

loop � returnπ on interrupt
π′ ⇐ DEBUG-POLICY(M, s0, φ, π)
if TEST-POLICY (M, s0, φ, π′) then

return π′

π ⇐ BETTER-POLICY (M, s0, φ, π, π′)

Algorithm 8.1: Generic planning algorithm for probabilistic planning based on the GTD paradigm.

continuous-time stochastic discrete event system, and policies are generated to satisfy properties specified

as UTSL formulae (Chapter 4). The approach resembles that ofDrummond and Bresina (1990) for proba-

bilistic planning in discrete-time domains. Both approaches use temporal logic to express goal conditions,

and goal conformance is achieved through incremental plan modification.

At the core of the framework is a generic hill-climbing procedure, FIND-POLICY, shown as Algo-

rithm 8.1. The input to the procedure is a modelM of a stochastic discrete event system, an initial state

s0, and a UTSL goal conditionφ. The result is a policyπ such that the stochastic processM[π] (i.e.M
controlled byπ) satisfiesφ when execution starts in a states0.

The procedure GENERATE-INITIAL -POLICY returns a seed policy for the policy search algorithm. In

Section 8.2, we describe in detail how to implement this procedure using an existing deterministic temporal

planner. TEST-POLICY returns true if the current policy satisfies the goal condition, and returns false if the

goal condition is violated. This amounts to solving the UTSLmodel checking problem〈M[π], s0, φ〉, which

can be done using existing numerical solution methods or thestatistical solution technique presented in

Chapter 5. DEBUG-POLICY is responsible for debugging the current policy and returning a new policy. If the

new policy still does not satisfy the goal condition, then weretain the better of the two policies, as determined

by BETTER-POLICY, and continue until a satisfactory policy is found or the search is interrupted.

In the work presented here, it is essential that TEST-POLICY uses a statistical approach, because our

implementation of DEBUG-POLICY relies on the sample trajectories that are produced during policy verifi-

cation for its failure analysis. DEBUG-POLICY analyses the sample trajectories to find reasons why the goal
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Goal description UTSL Formula
reach office with probability at least 0.9 P≥ 0.9[3 office]

reach office within 17 time units with probability at least 0.9 P≥ 0.9

[

3
[0,17] office

]

reach office within 17 time units with probability at least 0.9 while P≥ 0.9

[

¬coffee-spilled U [0,17] office
]

not spilling coffee

reach office within 17 time units with probability at least 0.9 while P≥ 0.9

[

P≥ 0.5[3 recharging ] U [0,17] office
]

maintaining at least a 0.5 probability of eventually recharging

remain stable for at least 8.2 time units with probability atleast 0.7 P≥ 0.7

[

�
[0,8.2] stable

]

Table 8.1: Examples of goals expressible as UTSL formulae.

condition is violated, attempts to debug the current policybased on the outcome of the failure analysis, and

returns a new policy.

The modelM is assumed to be a stochastic discrete event system with state spaceS and event setE.

We associate an enabling condition,φe, with each evente ∈ E. In states, eventsEs = {e ∈ E | s |= φs}
are enabled and race to trigger. The event that triggers firstcauses a state transition to occur. For most of

this chapter, we will assume that the model is a GSMP (Section2.3.3). Algorithm 8.1 does not rely on

this assumption—it can be made to work for arbitrary stochastic discrete event systems, but we will exploit

the probability structure imposed by a GSMP model to guide the generation of an initial policy and the

subsequent debugging of unsatisfactory policies.

A decision dimension is added to the domain model by identifying a setA ⊂ E of actions (controllable

events) that can be disabled at will. A policyπ is used to determine which actions should be enabled in any

given situation. We restrict our attention to stationary policies, which are mappings from states to actions.

A modelM controlled by a stationary policyπ is a stochastic discrete event systemM[π] with events
{

e ∈ E |
(

s |= φe

)

∧
(

e ∈ A → e = π(s)
)}

enabled in states. We can choose to be idle (i.e. have no

action enabled) in a state. A special action,aε, is used to represent idleness and has an enabling condition

that is always true.

We use a subset of UTSL to express plan objectives, consisting of formulae of the formP./ θ

[

Φ UI Ψ
]

and formulae that can be transformed to this form, such asP./ θ

[

3
I Φ

]

. A wide variety of goals can be

expressed with this subset of UTSL. Table 8.1 shows examplesof achievement goals, goals with safety

constraints on execution paths, and maintenance/prevention goals. We limit our attention to goal formulae

with finite time bounds.
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8.2 Initial Policy Generation

Given a planning problem〈M, s0, φ〉, we want to find a stationary policyπ : S → Ea such thatM[π], s0 |=
φ. Algorithm 8.1 outlines a procedure for finding such a policyby means of local search. The efficiency of

the procedure will depend on the quality of the initial policy returned by GENERATE-INITIAL -POLICY. A

quick solution would be to simply return the null-policy mapping every state to the idle actionaε, but this

ignores the goal condition of the planning problem. If we canmake a more informed choice for an initial

policy, it is likely to have fewer bugs than the null-policy,thus requiring fewer repairs.

We present an implementation of GENERATE-INITIAL -POLICY that relaxes the original planning prob-

lem by ignoring uncertainty and solves the resulting deterministic planning problem using an existing tem-

poral planner. Our implementation uses a slightly modified version of VHPOP (Younes and Simmons

2003), a heuristic partial order causal link (POCL) plannerwith support for PDDL2.1 durative actions (Fox

and Long 2003).

8.2.1 Conversion to Deterministic Planning Problem

We assume a GSMP model. This means that a distributionGe is associated with each evente governing the

time from whene becomes enabled until it triggers, providede remains continuously enabled during that

time period. At the triggering of evente in states, the next state is determined by a probability distribution

pe(·; s). If we have a factored representation of the state space, with Boolean state variablesV , then the

distributionpe(·; s) can be represented implicitly by an effect formulaeffe using the formalism presented by

Rintanen (2003). Effects are recursively defined as follows:

1. > is the null-effect.

2. b and¬b are effects ifb ∈ V is a Boolean state variable.

3. eff1 ∧ · · · ∧ effn is an effect ifeff1 througheffn are effects.

4. c � eff is an effect ifc is a formula overV andeff is an effect.

5. p1eff1| . . . |pneffn is an effect ifeff1 througheffn are effects,pi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and
∑n

i=1 pi = 1.
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The language PPDDL+, described in Appendix B, uses this representation. Younes and Littman (2004)

describe how to compute an explicit representation ofpe(·; s) from an effect formula.

We relax a temporal probabilistic planning problem by treating all events of a model equally, ignoring

the fact that some events are not controllable. In other words, all events are considered to be actions that

the deterministic planner can choose to include in a plan. Weeliminate probabilistic effects by splitting

events with probabilistic effects into multiple events with deterministic effects. Each new event has the

same enabling condition as the original event and an effect representing a separate outcome of the original

event’s probabilistic effect. An event with probabilisticeffectp1eff1| . . . |pneffn is split inton events, theith

event having deterministic effecteffi.1 Furthermore, instead of a probability distribution over possible event

durations, we associate an interval with each event representing the possible durations for the event. This

interval is simply the support of the probability distribution for the event delay. The deterministic temporal

planner is permitted to select any duration within the giveninterval for an event that is part of a plan. In the

next section, when we discuss policy debugging, we considerways of constraining the choice of action and

event durations based on information gathered during the verification phase.

With these transformations, each event can be represented as one or more PDDL2.1 durative actions

with interval constraints on the duration, with the enabling condition of the event as a condition that must

hold over the entire duration of the action, and with the effect associated with the end of the durative action.

Figure 8.1 shows a stochastic event with delay distributionU(0, 10) and a probabilistic effect with two

outcomes, and the two durative actions with deterministic effects that are used to represent the stochastic

event. The purpose of the transformation is to make every possible outcome of a stochastic event available

to the deterministic planner.

A UTSL goal condition of the formP≥ p

[

Φ U [τ,τ ′] Ψ
]

is converted into a goal for the deterministic

planning problem as follows. We makeΨ a goal condition that must become true some time betweenτ and

τ ′ time units after the start of the plan, whileΦ becomes an invariant condition that must hold untilΨ is

satisfied. We can represent this goal in the temporal POCL framework as a durative action with no effects,

with an invariant conditionΦ that must hold over the duration of the action, and a condition Ψ associated

1Nested probabilistic effects may require further splitting. Any effect formula can be transformed to the formp1eff1| . . . |pneffn,

whereeffi is a deterministic effect, although this may result in an exponential increase in the size of the effect formula (Rintanen

2003).
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(:delayed-event crash
:delay (uniform 0 10)
:condition (up)
:effect (probabilistic 0.4 (down) 0.6 (broken)))

(:durative-action crash1
:duration (and (>= ?duration 0) (<= ?duration 10))
:condition (and (at start (up)) (over all (up)) (at end (up)))
:effect (at end (down)))

(:durative-action crash2
:duration (and (>= ?duration 0) (<= ?duration 10))
:condition (and (at start (up)) (over all (up)) (at end (up)))
:effect (at end (broken)))

Figure 8.1: A stochastic event (top) and two durative deterministic actions (bottom) representing the stochastic event.

with the end of the action. We add the temporal constraints that the start of the goal action must be scheduled

at time0 and that the end of the action must be scheduled in the interval [τ, τ ′]. VHPOP records all such

temporal constraints in asimple temporal network(Dechter et al. 1991) allowing for efficient temporal

inference during planning.

For UTSL goals of the formP≤ p

[

Φ U [τ,τ ′] Ψ
]

, we instead want to find plans representing executions

not satisfying the path formulaΦ U [τ,τ ′] Ψ. We then use¬Ψ as an invariant condition that must hold in

the interval[τ, τ ′]. This can be represented by a durative action scheduled to start at timeτ and end at

time τ ′ with invariant condition¬Ψ and no effect. Note that it is not necessary to achieve¬Φ in order for

Φ U [τ,τ ′] Ψ to be false, so we do not includeΦ in the deterministic planning problem. This means that an

empty plan will satisfy the goal condition, unlessτ is zero andΨ holds in the initial state in which case the

problem lacks solution. We therefore return the null-policy as an initial policy for such goals.

There are a few additional constraints that we enforce in themodified version of VHPOP. The first is

that we do not allow concurrent actions. This is due to the restriction on policies being mappings from

states to single actions. The restriction is not severe, however, since an “action” with extended delay can

be modeled as a controllable event with short delay to start the action and an exogenous event to end the

action, allowing for additional actions to be executed before the temporally extended action completes. For

example, a “drive” action with extended duration can be represented by a “start” action and an “arrive”

event. The second constraint is that separate instances of the same exogenous event cannot overlap in time.
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For example, if one instance of the “crash” event is enabled at timeτ and scheduled to trigger at timeτ ′, then

no other instances of “crash” can be scheduled to be enabled or trigger in the interval[τ, τ ′]. This constraint

follows from the GSMP domain model. Both constraints are of the same nature and are represented in the

planner as a new flaw type, associated with two eventse1 ande2, that can be resolved in ways analogous to

promotion and demotion for regular POCL threat resolution:either the end ofe1 must come before the start

of e2, or the start ofe1 must come after the end ofe2.

The state of a GSMP can change only at the triggering of an event. At this point, other events can

be enabled. It is not possible, however, that an event becomes enabled between state transitions. A plan

is adjusted, before it is returned by GENERATE-INITIAL -POLICY, to ensure that events are scheduled to

become enabled at the triggering of some other event, and notat an arbitrary point in time. A plan now

represents an execution of actions and exogenous events satisfying the path formulaΦ U [τ,τ ′] Ψ, possibly

ignoring the adverse effects of other exogenous events, which is left for the debugging phase to discover.

8.2.2 From Plan to Policy

A plan returned by VHPOP is a set of triples〈ti, ei, di〉, whereei is an event,ti is the time thatei is

scheduled to become enabled, anddi is the delay ofei (i.e. ei is scheduled to trigger at timeti + di). Given

a plan, we now want to generate a policy. We represent a policyusing adecision tree(cf. Boutilier et al.

1995), and generate it by converting a plan into a set of training examples composed of state-action pairs

〈si, ei〉, si ∈ S andei ∈ A ∪ {aε}, and then generating a decision tree from these training examples. The

training examples are obtained by serializing the plan returned by VHPOP and executing the sequence of

events, starting in the initial state. A decision tree policy can be compiled into a set oftest-action pairs, the

policy representation used by CIRCA (Musliner et al. 1995),to facilitate efficient and predictable execution

behavior.

We serialize a plan by sorting the events in ascending order based on their trigger time, breaking ties

nondeterministically. The first event to trigger, call ite0, is applied to the initial states0, resulting in a state

s1. If e0 is an action, then this gives rise to a training example〈s0, e0〉. Otherwise, the first event gives

rise to the training example〈s0, aε〉, signifying that we are waiting for something beyond our control to

happen in states0. We continue to generate training examples in this fashion until there are no unprocessed

events left in the plan. Given a set of training examples for the initial plan, we use regular decision tree
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induction (Quinlan 1986) to generate an initial policy. Thepolicy will assign actions even to states that are

not included in the training set. It is left to the debugging phase to identify overgeneralization.

To illustrate the process of generating an initial policy, consider the planning problem described by

Younes et al. (2003), which is a continuous-time variation of a problem developed by Blythe (1994). In

this problem, the goal is to have a person transport a packagefrom CMU in Pittsburgh to Honeywell in

Minneapolis in at most300 time units with probability at least0.9, without losing it on the way. In UTSL,

this goal can be expressed asP≥ 0.9

[

¬lostpkg U [0,300] atme,honeywell∧carryingme,pkg

]

. The package can be

transported between the two cities by airplane and between two locations within the same city by taxi. There

is one taxi in each city. The Pittsburgh taxi is initially at CMU, while the Minneapolis taxi is at the airport.

There is one airplane available, and it is initially at the Pittsburgh airport. The airplane can get filled if we

do not have a reservation, preventing us to board it when arriving at the Pittsburgh airport. A reservation can

be made from CMU. Taxis located at airports serve other customers periodically, which means that we may

have to wait for a taxi when we arrive at the Minneapolis airport. If we stay for too long at an airport, the

package can get lost, although this can be prevented by putting the package in storage. The departure of the

airplane from an airport is controlled by an exogenous event, which means that we can miss the departure if

it takes too long to get to the airport.

Figure 8.2(a) shows the plan generated by the deterministictemporal planner. The plan schedules two

events to become enabled at time zero, one being the action toenter a taxi at CMU, and the other being

the exogenous event causing the plane to depart from Pittsburgh to Minneapolis (actions are identified by

an entry in the second column of the table in Figure 8.2(a)). The “enter-taxi” action is scheduled to trigger

first, resulting in a training example mapping the initial state to this action. The next state is mapped to the

first “depart-taxi” action, while the state following the triggering of that action is mapped to the idle action.

This is because the next event (“arrive-taxi”) is not an action. Eight additional training examples can be

extracted from the plan, and the decision tree representation of the policy learned from the eleven training

examples is shown in Figure 8.2(b). This policy, for example, maps all states satisfyingatpgh-taxi,cmu ∧
atme,cmu to the action labeleda1 (the first “enter-taxi” action in the plan), while states whereatpgh-taxi,cmu,

atplane,mpls-airport, andatme,pgh-airport are all false andinme,plane is true are mapped to the idle actionaε.

Additional training examples can be obtained from plans with multiple events scheduled to trigger at the

same time by considering different trigger orderings of thesimultaneous events. If two eventse1 ande2 are
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ti:ei[di] act.
0:(enter-taxi me pgh-taxi cmu)[1] a1

0:(depart-plane plane pgh-airport mpls-airport)[60]
1:(depart-taxi me pgh-taxi cmu pgh-airport)[1] a2

2:(arrive-taxi pgh-taxi cmu pgh-airport)[20]
22:(leave-taxi me pgh-taxi pgh-airport)[1] a3

23:(check-in me plane pgh-airport)[1] a4

60:(arrive-plane plane pgh-airport mpls-airport)[90]
150:(enter-taxi me mpls-taxi mpls-airport)[1] a5

151:(depart-taxi me mpls-taxi mpls-airport honeywell)[1] a6

152:(arrive-taxi mpls-taxi mpls-airport honeywell)[20]
172:(leave-taxi me mpls-taxi honeywell)[1] a7

(a) Plan for simplified deterministic planning problem.

atpgh-taxi,cmu

atme,cmu

a1 a2

atplane,mpls-airport

atmpls-taxi,mpls-airport

atme,mpls-airport

a5 a6

movingmpls-taxi,mpls-airport ,honeywell

aε a7

atme,pgh-airport

a4 inme,plane

aε movingpgh-taxi,cmu,pgh-airport

aε a3

(b) Policy generated from plan in (a).

Figure 8.2: (a) Initial plan and (b) policy for transportation problem.Leaves in the decision tree are labeled by actions,
with labels taken from the table in (a). To find the action selected by the policy for a states, start at the root of the
decision tree. Traverse the tree until a leaf node is reachedby following the left branch of a decision node ifs satisfies
the test at the node and following the right branch otherwise.
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DEBUG-POLICY(M, s0, φ, π)
S⊥ ⇐ set of states occurring in~σ⊥

s⇐ some state inS⊥

a⇐ some action in{a ∈ A ∪ {aε} | s |= φa} \ {π(s)}
π′ ⇐ π, but with the mapping ofs to a
return π′

Algorithm 8.2: Generic nondeterministic procedure for debugging a policy.

both scheduled to trigger at timet, we would get one set of training example by applyinge1 beforee2, and

a second set by applyinge2 beforee1. This can result in different training examples if one of theevents is

an action.

8.3 Policy Debugging

During verification of a policyπ for a planning problem〈M, s0, φ〉, a set of sample trajectories~σ =

{σ1, · · · , σn} is generated for the stochastic processM[π] with initial states0. If the policy π does not

satisfy the goal conditionφ, then these sample trajectories can help us understand the “bugs” of π and

provide us with valuable information on how to debug the policy.

Let ~σ⊥ denote the set of trajectories over whichϕ is verified not to hold. This set of sample trajectories

provides information on how a policy can fail to satisfy the specified goal condition. We can use this

information to guide policy debugging, without relying on model specific knowledge.

To debug a policy for goal conditionP≥ θ[ϕ], we must lower the probability measure of the set of

trajectories not satisfyingϕ. Each memberσi ∈ ~σ⊥ is a trajectory prefix{〈s0, t0〉, . . . 〈sk, tk〉} providing

evidence on how a policy can fail to achieve the goal condition. We could, conceivably, improve a policy

by modifying it so that the sequence of states appearing along a sample trajectoryσi ∈ ~σ⊥ is interrupted.

Algorithm 8.2 shows a generic procedure for debugging a policy based on this simple principle. A state is

nondeterministically selected from the set of states that occur along some failure trajectory and an alternative

action is assigned to that state, resulting in a modified policy.

The sample trajectories can help us focus the debug effort onthe relevant parts of the state space, in

particular if failure occurs early along a trajectory. There is little, however, to guide the state and action

choice in the model independent approach. We next present model dependent techniques for analyzing
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sample trajectories that can lead to a more efficient implementation of the DEBUG-POLICY procedure. The

result of the analysis is a set of rankedfailure scenarios. A failure scenario can be fed to the deterministic

temporal planner, which will try to generate a plan that takes the failure scenario into account. The resulting

plan, if one exists, can be used to debug the current policy.

8.3.1 Analysis of Sample Trajectories

Policy verification generates a set of trajectory prefixes~σ = {σ1, . . . , σn}, with each trajectory prefix being

of the form

σi = {〈si0, ti0〉, ei0, . . . , 〈si,ki−1, ti,ki−1〉, ei,ki−1, 〈siki
, tiki
〉} .

This form differs slightly from our previous representation of sample trajectories in that it includes the trig-

gering events. Knowing which events cause state transitions, and not only the time at which the transitions

occur, is essential in our analysis. The goal of the analysisis to produce a set of failure scenarios that sum-

marizes the information in the sample trajectories. A failure scenario is a sequence〈e1@t1, . . . , en@tn〉 of

events and trigger times, and is constructed with a specific eventek, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, in mind. A failure scenario

for ek is meant to represent an average trajectory that does not satisfy the goal condition while including a

state transition caused byek. Each failure scenario is assigned a score, with a lower score indicating higher

severity.

We start the construction of failure scenarios by computinga value, relative to a UTSL goal formula

P≥ θ

[

Φ U [τ,τ ′] Ψ
]

, for each state occurring along a sample trajectory. The value of a state is between−1

and1, and signifies the closeness to success or failure, ignoringtiming information and counting only the

number of transitions. A large positive value indicates closeness to success, while a large negative value

indicates closeness to failure. State values are computed by constructing a discrete-time Markov reward

process representing an abstract view of the sample trajectories (cf. Riley and Veloso 2004). The state space

for this Markov reward process is the set of states that occuralong some sample trajectory. The transition

probabilitiesp(s′; s) are defined as the number of timess′ is immediately followed bys along the sample

trajectories divided by the total number of occurrences ofs. Let ks be the number of trajectory prefixes

that end in states and satisfy the path formulaΦ U [τ,τ ′] Ψ, and letls be the number of trajectory prefixes

that end ins and do not satisfy the path formula. Then, theimmediate rewardassociated with states is
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(ks − ls)/(ks + ls), or 0 if no trajectory ends ins.2 The values of states are computed using the recurrence

V (s) = γ
∑

s′∈S

p(s′; s)V (s′) ,

whereγ < 1 is a discount factor. The discount factor permits us to control the influence a success or failure

has on the value of states at some distance from the point along a trajectory at which success or failure is

determined to occur. State values can be computed iteratively, with the initial value of a state being equal its

immediate reward.

The next step is to assign a value to each event that occurs along some sample trajectory. Each triple

s
e−→ s′, meaning thate causes a transition froms to s′, is given the valueV (s′) − V (s), which can be

seen as the value contribution ofe. The valueV (e) of an evente is the sum of the values of all triples that

e is part of. This way, an event that occurs often but early on the path to failure can have a lower value than

an event that leads directly to failure but only rarely. For later use, the meanµe and standard deviationσe

over triples involvinge is also computed. The event with the largest negative value can be thought of as the

“bug” contributing the most to failure, and we want to plan toavoid this event or to prevent it from having

negative effects. The event, by itself, may not be sufficientto understand why failure occurs. A failure

scenario provides the context in which the event leads to failure.

We construct a failure scenario for each evente by combining the information from all failure trajectories

σi containing a triples
e−→ s′ such thatV (s′)−V (s) < µe + σe. The reason for the cutoff is to not include

information from failure trajectories where an event contributes to failure significantly less than on average

so that the aggregate information is representative for the“bug” being considered. For example, we fail to

deliver the package to Honeywell in Minneapolis if the airplane is filled before we have a chance to board

it. However, every occurrence of a “fill-plane” event along afailure trajectory does not represent the same

“bug”. If the airplane is filled while we are on our way to the Pittsburgh airport, but we also arrive at the

airport after the airplane has departed, the “fill-plane” event would be less responsible for failure than if we

had arrived at the airport in time for departure.

A failure scenario is constructed from a set of trajectoriesby averaging the trigger times of events.

Figure 8.3 gives an example of how two failure trajectories are combined into a single failure scenario.

Evente1 occurs twice along both failure trajectories and thereforeoccurs twice in the failure scenario. The

2For a goal formulaP≤ θ [ϕ], the immediate rewards are negated.
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Trajectory 1 Trajectory 2 Failure Scenario
e1 @ 1.2 e1 @ 1.6 e1 @ 1.4
e2 @ 3.0 e2 @ 3.2 e2 @ 3.1
e1 @ 4.5 e3 @ 4.4 e1 @ 4.5
e3 @ 4.8 e1 @ 4.5 e3 @ 4.6
e4 @ 6.8 e5 @ 6.4 e5 @ 6.7
e5 @ 7.0 - -

Figure 8.3: Example of failure scenario construction from two failure trajectories.

ei @ ti Label
(enter-taxi me pgh-taxi cmu) @ 0.909091 a1

(depart-taxi me pgh-taxi cmu pgh-airport) @ 1.81818a2

(fill-plane plane pgh-airport) @ 13.284 e3

(arrive-taxi pgh-taxi cmu pgh-airport) @ 30.0722 e4

(leave-taxi me pgh-taxi pgh-airport) @ 30.9813 a5

(lose-package me pkg pgh-airport) @ 44.0285 e6

Figure 8.4: Failure scenario for the policy in Figure 8.2(b) associatedwith the “fill-plane” event.

trigger time for theith occurrence ofe1 in the failure scenario is the average of the trigger times ofthe ith

occurrences ofe1 in the two trajectories. Evente4 only appears along the first trajectory and is thus excluded

from the scenario (it is assumed thate4 has trigger time∞ in the second trajectory, which makes the average

trigger time∞ as well). Figure 8.4 shows an actual failure scenario for thetransportation problem.

8.3.2 Planning with Failure Scenarios

We select the failure scenario for the event with the lowest value and try to generate a plan for the selected

scenario that achieves the goal. If this fails, we try planning for the next worst failure scenario, and continue

in this manner until we find a promising repair, or run out of failure scenarios.

We plan to neutralize a failure scenario by incorporating the events and timing information of the sce-

nario into the planning problem that is then passed to the temporal deterministic planner. Given a failure

scenario〈e1@t1, . . . , ek@tk, . . . , en@tn〉 associated with the eventek, we generate a sequence of states

s0, . . . , sn, wheres0 is the initial state of the original planning problem andsi for i > 0 is the state obtained

by applyingei to statesi−1. We can plan to avoid the bad eventek by generating a planning problem with

initial statesi for i < k. By choosingi closer tok, we can potentially avoid planning for situations that the

current policy already handles well. By choosingi closer to0, we allow the planner more time to neutralize
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ek. Our implementation iterates over the possible start states fromi = k − 1 to i = 0. If a solution is found

for somei, then we do not investigate other possible initial states. For each planning problem generated,

we limit the number of search nodes explored by VHPOP. This isnecessary because VHPOP takes too

long time to recognize that a problem lacks solution, but often finds a solution quickly if one exists. In case

the search limit is reached, we attempt to plan given an earlier initial state, or try to plan for the next worst

failure scenario if we already are ati = 0.

Given an initial statesi, the events followingsi in the failure scenario are incorporated into the planning

problem in the form of a set ofevent dependency treesTi and a set ofuntriggeredeventsUi. The purpose

of these two sets is to force the deterministic planner to schedule events in a way consistent with the failure

scenario. Each node in an event dependency tree stores an event and a trigger time for the event relative to

the parent node (or relative to the initial state for root nodes). The children of a node for an evente represent

events that depend on the triggering ofe to become enabled. If the deterministic planner schedules the event

e, then the events that depend one should be scheduled to followe. The setUi represents events that are

enabled in all statessj but differ from all eventsej for j ≥ i, and these events should not be allowed to

trigger between time0 andtn in the deterministic planning problem.

We define the setsTi andUi for statesi recursively. The base case isTn = ∅, with Un containing

all events enabled insn (a failure scenario imposes no scheduling constraints after the last event of the

scenario). Fori < n, let δ = ti+1 − ti (or simplyt1 for i = 0) and construct a treeTi consisting of a single

node with eventei+1 and trigger timeδ. For each treeT ∈ Ti+1:

• if the event at the root ofT is an action, then addT to Ti (there is no reason to force an action to

follow the triggering of an event, because actions are trulyunder the control of the planner).

• if the event at the root ofT is enabled insi, then addδ to the trigger time of the root node and add the

resulting tree toTi.

• if the event at the root ofT is disabled insi, then addT to the children ofTi (if the root event ofT is

disabled insi, then it is enabled byei+1 according to the failure scenario).

LetU be the set of eventse ∈ Ui+1 not enabled insi. ThenUi = Ui+1 \
(

U ∪{ei+1}
)

. Finally, addTi to Ti.
For the scenario shown in Figure 8.4 and the state right before the “fill-plane” event (i = 2), there are
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three event trees: one withe4@28.254 as the sole node, one withe3@11.4658 as the sole node, and a final

tree witha5 at the root ande6@13.0472 as a child node. The setU2 contains the following two events:

(depart-plane plane pgh-airport mpls-airport)

(move-taxi mpls-taxi mpls-airport)

This means that if we start planning from states2, we are not allowed to schedule either of these two events

until after the trigger time for the last event in the failurescenario.

We incorporate the event trees inTi that have an exogenous event at the root into the deterministic

planning problem by forcing all the events in these trees to be part of the plan. Events at root nodes are

scheduled to become enabled at time0 and to trigger at the time stored at the node, and events at non-root

nodes are scheduled to become enabled at the time the parent event triggers and scheduled to triggert time

units after the parent event triggers (t being the time stored at the node). The deterministic planner is allowed

to disable the effects of a forced event by disabling its enabling condition. This can easily be handled in a

POCL framework by treating the enabling condition as an effect condition that can be disabled by means of

confrontation(Weld 1994). The setsUi impose further scheduling constraints for the deterministic planner.

Once a plan is found for a failure scenario, we extract a set oftraining examples from the plan as

described in Section 8.2. We update the current policy by incorporating the additional training examples

into the decision tree using incremental decision tree induction (Utgoff et al. 1997). This requires that we

store the old training examples in the leaf nodes of the decision tree, and some additional information in

the decision nodes, but we avoid having to generate the entire decision tree from scratch. We adapt the

algorithm of Utgoff et al. to our particular situation by always giving precedence to new training examples

over old ones in case of inconsistencies, and by restructuring the decision tree only after incorporating all

new training examples (the latter is done for efficiency and does not change the outcome).

Figure 8.5(a) shows a plan for the failure scenario in Figure8.4, with the state after the “enter-taxi”

action as the initial state for the planning problem. Note, in particular, the “fill-plane” event, which the

deterministic planner has been forced to schedule at time12.3749. The planner uses the “make-reservation”

action to counter the adverse effects of the “fill-plane” event. The policy after incorporating the training

examples generated from the plan is shown in Figure 8.5(b). The entire right subtree for the repaired policy

is the same as for the initial policy, so it does not have to be regenerated.
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ti:ei[di] act.
0:(leave-taxi me pgh-taxi cmu)[1] a8

0:(depart-plane plane pgh-airport mpls-airport)[60]
0:(fill-plane plane pgh-airport)[12.3749]
1:(make-reservation me plane cmu)[1] a9

2:(enter-taxi me pgh-taxi cmu)[1] a1

3:(depart-taxi me pgh-taxi cmu pgh-airport)[1] a2

4:(arrive-taxi pgh-taxi cmu pgh-airport)[20]
24:(leave-taxi me pgh-taxi pgh-airport)[1] a3

25:(check-in me plane pgh-airport)[1] a4

60:(arrive-plane plane pgh-airport mpls-airport)[90]
150:(enter-taxi me mpls-taxi mpls-airport)[1] a5

151:(depart-taxi me mpls-taxi mpls-airport honeywell)[1] a6

152:(arrive-taxi mpls-taxi mpls-airport honeywell)[20]
172:(leave-taxi me mpls-taxi honeywell)[1] a7

(a) Plan for failure scenario.

atpgh-taxi,cmu

atme,cmu

has -reservationme,plane

a1 a9

has -reservationme,plane

a2 a8

..

.

(b) Repaired policy.

Figure 8.5: (a) Plan for failure scenario in Figure 8.4 using the second state as initial state, and (b) the policy after
incorporating the training examples from the plan in (a). Ifthe taxi is at CMU but we are not, then it is assumed that
we are in the taxi. In that case, we leave the taxi (a8) if we do not have a reservation. The right subtree of the root
node is identical to that of the initial policy in Figure 8.2(b), and is only indicated by three vertical dots.

8.4 Statistical Policy Comparison

The procedure BETTER-POLICY is supposed to compare the policiesπ andπ′, returning the better of the

two. Given a UTSL goal conditionP≥ θ[ϕ], let p be the probability measure of the set of trajectories that

satisfyϕ for modelM[π] and letp′ be the probability measure of the set of trajectories that satisfy ϕ for

modelM[π′]. We can use a statistical approach to implementing BETTER-POLICY such that it returnsπ

with high probability ifp is significantly greater thanp′, π′ with high probability ifp is significantly less

thanp′, and either of the two policies with roughly equal probability if p is close top′.

The problem of comparing two policies can be posed as a hypothesis testing problem. We want to test

the hypothesisH : p ≥ p′ against the alternative hypothesisK : p < p′. Acceptance ofH should result in us

choosingπ overπ′, while acceptance ofK would lead us to preferπ′. We can use a technique described by

Wald (1945, pp. 165) to transform this into a hypothesis testing problem that can be solved using techniques

described in previous chapters. The basic idea is to pair theobservations made for the two model checking

problems. Letx1, . . . , xm be the observations obtained by verifyingϕ over sample trajectories forM[π] and

let x′
1, . . . , x

′
m′ be the observations obtained by verifyingϕ over sample trajectories forM[π′]. We create
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BETTER-POLICY (M, s0, φ, π, π′)
k ⇐ min(|~x|, |~x′|) � ~x are observations forπ and~x′ are observations forπ′

d⇐ 0, n⇐ 0
for i⇐ 1 to k do

if xi = 1 ∧ x′
i = 0 then

d⇐ d + 1, n⇐ n + 1
else ifxi = 0 ∧ x′

i = 1 then
n⇐ n + 1

if 2d ≥ n then
return π � p-valueF (n − d;n, 0.5)

else
return π′

� p-valueF (d;n, 0.5)

Algorithm 8.3: Statistical comparison of two policies.

pairs〈xi, x
′
i〉 of the firstmin(m,m′) observations. Each pair〈1, 0〉 is counted as an observationyi = 1 of

a Bernoulli variateYi for a new hypothesis testing problem, and a pair〈0, 1〉 is counted as an observation

yi = 0. Pairs with matching observations are discarded. It is easyto verify that ifπ andπ′ are equally good,

thenPr[Yi = 1] = 0.5 (cf. Wald 1945, p. 166). Let̃p = Pr[Yi = 1]. We testH againstK by testing the

hypothesisH̃ : p̃ ≥ 0.5 against the alternative hypothesis̃K : p̃ < 0.5 using the observationsyi.

For efficiency, we can reuse the observations already generated by TEST-POLICY. This gives us a

predetermined sample of sizen, wheren is the number of paired observations that differ in value. Wecan

use the same approach as described in Chapter 7 for “black-box” probabilistic verification to test̃H : p̃ ≥ 0.5

againstK̃ : p̃ < 0.5 using a predetermined sample. This gives us ap-value for the decision we make. With
∑n

i=1 yi = d, thep-value forH̃ is F (n − d;n, 0.5), while thep-value forK̃ is F (d;n, 0.5). Because the

threshold is0.5, the lowerp-value is obtained by accepting̃H if and only if at least half of the observations

are positive. Algorithm 8.3 shows code for implementing theprocedure BETTER-POLICY in this way.

8.5 Formal Properties of Planning Algorithm

When describing a new planning algorithm, it is common to considersoundnessandcompletenessof the

algorithm. A planning algorithm is sound if every plan that it generates is a valid solution to the planning

problem it is given. The algorithm is complete if it generates a plan for every problem that has a solution.

A planning algorithm that is both sound and complete is guaranteed to produce a valid plan whenever a
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solution exists, and it is guaranteednot to produce a plan for problems that lack solutions.

Our proposed planning algorithm is sound, so long as TEST-POLICY never accepts a policy that does

not satisfy the goal condition. Since we rely on statisticaltechniques, our planner can give only probabilistic

guarantees regarding soundness. For a given policyπ, our statistical model checking algorithm guarantees

thatPr
[

M[π], s0 ` φ | M[π], s0 |≈⊥ φ
]

≤ β. This means that, in each iteration of the algorithm, we are

guaranteed that a policyπ is accepted with probability at mostβ if π is not satisfactory (i.e.M[π], s0 |≈⊥ φ).

Since the algorithm halts once we accept a policy, we get an overall bound ofβ on the probability that FIND-

POLICY returns an unsatisfactory policy. We say that the planning algorithm isβ-sound.

By adopting hill-climbing for policy search, we sacrifice completeness. Even with exhaustive search of

the policy space, however, we may still not be able to guarantee completeness. This is because the statistical

model checking algorithm could fail to identify a satisfactory policy. We are guaranteed thatPr
[

M[π], s0 `
φ | M[π], s0 |≈> φ

]

≥ 1 − α. If we consider each policy at least once, and there arek satisfactory

policies, then the probability is at least1 − αk that some policy is accepted as a solution. This doesnot

mean that the accepted policy issatisfactory(that is a matter of soundness rather than completeness). We

can increase the probability of producing a policy by visiting policies multiple times during the search. If,

for example, we could guarantee that a satisfactory policy was visited an infinite number of times, then the

algorithm would produce a policy with probability1, which in the limit would give us a complete algorithm,

assuming that each policy verification is carried out independently. Without an independence assumption,

we could guarantee only a1 − α probability of accepting some policy (cf. Theorem 5.4). Forinstance, the

independence assumption would be violated if we reused sample trajectories for the verification of multiple

policies.3 This leads to a(1− α)-completeplanning algorithm.

8.6 Experimental Results

The results in this section were generated on a PC with a 650 MHz Pentium III processor running Linux. A

search limit of 10,000 explored nodes was set for the deterministic planner VHPOP. We used the additive

heuristic described by Younes and Simmons (2002a, 2003), which is an adaptation for POCL planning of

3Younes and Musliner (2002) describe a probabilistic extension of CIRCA where policies are constructed incrementally.While

reuse of sample trajectories is not mentioned explicitly byYounes and Musliner, it is present in the implementation of their approach.
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Event Rank Value µe + σe Trajectories
(fill-plane plane pgh-airport) 1.0 -24.1 -0.36 41.8

first policy (lose-package me pkg mpls-airport) 2.0 -14.7 -0.76 15.0
(lose-package me pkg pgh-airport) 3.2 -6.8 -0.15 36.4
(lose-package me pkg mpls-airport) 1.0 -94.3 -0.70 101.6

second policy (arrive-plane plane pgh-airport mpls-airport) 2.4 -19.9 0.04 99.4
(move-taxi mpls-taxi mpls-airport) 2.6 -18.2 0.06 107.4

Table 8.2: Top ranking “bugs” for the first two policies of the transportation problem. All numbers are averages over
five runs. A rank of1.0 means that a “bug” was determined to be the worst in all five runs.

the additive heuristic for state space planning first proposed by Bonet et al. (1997).

Consider the transportation problem described earlier in this chapter. There are several things that can

go wrong with the initial policy in Figure 8.2(b): the plane can become full or depart before we get to the

Pittsburgh airport to check in, the Minneapolis taxi can be serving other customers when we arrive at the

Minneapolis airport, and the package can get lost if we standwith it at an airport for too long. The top

part of Table 8.2 shows the worst three “bugs” for the initialpolicy as determined by the sample trajectory

analysis. The numbers in the table are averages over five runswith different random seeds, and we used

the parametersα = β = 0.01 (error probability) andδ = 0.005 (half-width of indifference region) with

the verification algorithm. By a wide margin, the worst bug isthat the plane becomes full before we have

a chance to check in. Losing the package at Minneapolis airport comes in second place. Note that the

package is more often lost at Pittsburgh airport than at Minneapolis airport, but this bug is not ranked as

high because it tends to happen only when the plane already has been filled. The value of the state where the

“lose-package” event at Pittsburgh airport occurs is already close to−1 due to an earlier “fill-plane” event,

resulting in a mean value of only−0.15 for the “lose-package” event at Pittsburgh airport.

The “fill-plane” bug is repaired by making a reservation before leaving CMU, resulting in the policy

shown in Figure 8.5(b). The top three bugs for this policy areshown in the bottom part of Table 8.2. Now,

losing the package at Minneapolis airport appears to be the only severe bug left. Note that losing the package

at Pittsburgh airport no longer ranks in the top three because the repair for the “fill-plane” bug fortuitously

took care of this bug as well. The package is lost at Minneapolis airport because the taxi is not there when

we arrive, and the repair found by the planner is to store the package in a safety box until the taxi returns.

The policy resulting from this repair satisfies the goal condition, so we are done.

Table 8.3 shows running times for the different parts of the planning algorithm on two variations of the
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first policy second policy third policy
α = β Verify Analyze Repair Verify Analyze Repair Verify
10−1 0.044 0.008 0.642 0.232 0.012 0.014 0.176

problem 1 10−2 0.084 0.014 0.640 0.470 0.012 0.018 0.344
10−4 0.160 0.004 0.646 0.974 0.020 0.022 0.698
10−1 0.072 0.006 0.666 2.372 0.036 2.468 0.606

problem 2 10−2 0.140 0.006 0.670 5.490 0.074 2.496 1.318
10−4 0.272 0.010 0.682 10.036 0.128 2.568 2.494

Table 8.3: Running times, in seconds, for different stages of the planning algorithm for the original transportation
problem (problem 1) and the modified transportation problem(problem 2) with varying error bounds (α andβ). All
numbers are averages over five runs.

transportation problem. The first problem uses the originaltransportation domain, while the second problem

replaces the possibility of storing a package with an actionfor reserving a taxi and uses the probability

threshold0.85 instead of0.9. We can see that the sample trajectory analysis takes very little time. The time

for the first repair is about the same for both problems, whichis not surprising as exactly the same repair

applies in both situations. The second repair takes longer for the second problem because we have to go

further back in the failure scenario in order to find a state where we can apply the taxi reservation action

so that it has desired effects. The planner tries each initial state for a failure scenario before considering a

lower ranked scenario. The search limit determines the amount of effort that is spent on finding a solution

for a specific initial state before proceeding with the next alternative. We observe that the sample trajectory

analysis finds the same major bugs despite random variation in the sample trajectories across runs and

varying error bounds. Verification takes longer for the second policy for problem 2 because the policy is

close to satisfactory. In all other cases, the policy is either clearly satisfactory or clearly unsatisfactory.

There is no guarantee that each repair step takes us any closer to a solution. We currently only take

the most recent trajectories into account in the failure analysis, which makes it possible to reintroduce a

previous bug in an attempt to address a new bug. It is also not clear when to give up on a failure scenario,

and imposing a fixed search limit per attempt appears arbitrary. We believe that the failure analysis could be

more useful as an aid to human system analysts and engineers designing stochastic systems, as the failure

scenarios represent a convenient summary of a large number of trajectories.



Chapter 9

Decision Theoretic Planning

In decision theoretic planning, rewards are introduced that represent positive or negative value to a decision

maker, who has to decide on a course of action in light of uncertainty. For example, there is a small chance

that we win $1,000,000 on the lottery, but each ticket costs $1. The objective for the decision maker is,

roughly speaking, to maximize expected reward.

We introduce thegeneralized semi-Markov decision process(GSMDP), based on the GSMP model of

discrete event systems, as a model for decision theoretic planning with asynchronous events and actions.

To solve a GSMDP, we present an approximation technique thattransforms an arbitrary GSMDP into a

continuous-time Markov decision process (MDP). Each non-exponential delay distribution in the GSMDP

is approximated by a continuousphase-type distribution(see Section 2.1.3). The resulting continuous-time

MDP can then be solved using standard solution techniques such as value iteration. We demonstrate our

approximation technique on models of different size and complexity and we show that the introduction of

phases indirectly allows us to take into account the time spent in a state when selecting actions, which can

lead to policies with higher expected reward than if we make selections based only on the current state.

9.1 Generalized Semi-Markov Decision Processes

The generalized semi-Markov process (GSMP), described in Section 2.3.3, is an established formalism

in queuing theory for modeling continuous-time stochasticdiscrete event systems. We add a decision di-

mension to the formalism by distinguishing a subset of the events as controllable and introducing rewards,

143
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thereby obtaining the generalized semi-Markovdecisionprocess (GSMDP). We limit our attention totime

homogeneousmodels with finite state and event sets. For simplicity, we assume that event trigger time

distributions are state independent.

9.1.1 Actions, Policies, and Rewards

As in Chapter 8, we associate an enabling conditionφe with each evente and identify a setA ⊂ E of

controllable events, oractions. The remaining eventsE \A are referred to asexogenous events. An arbitrary

evente, which can be either an action or an exogenous event, is disabled in any states such that the enabling

conditionφe does not hold ins. An exogenous evente is always enabled in a states if the event’s enabling

conditionφe holds ins. For an actiona, on the other hand, satisfaction of the enabling condition is only a

necessary condition fora to be enabled, buta can be kept disabled ins even ifφa holds. A decision maker,

or agent, can influence system behavior during execution by enablingand disabling actions at will.

A control policy, denotedπ, determines which action or set of actions should be enabledin any given

situation during execution. We allow the action choice to depend on the current state of the process, as well

as its entire execution history. The execution history can be captured by a vector~u, with an elementue for

each evente recording the time thate has remained enabled without triggering. The situation space for a

process with state spaceS and event setE is therefore the setO = S × [0,∞)|E|. A policy is a mapping

from situations to sets of actions:π : O → 2A. In situationo = 〈s, ~u〉, eventsEπ
o = Es \

(

A \ π(o)
)

are enabled, i.e. actions not inπ(o) are disabled. The choiceπ(o) = ∅ represents idleness. Note that the

current situation changes continuously as time progresses, which means that the action choice could change

continuously as well. In practice, it can be useful to restrict the size of the action sets that a policy can keep

enabled. For example, in a single agent system, we would typically allow at most one action to be enabled

at any time.

While in theory it could be beneficial to change the action choice continuously in certain cases, it can

hardly be considered practically feasible to do so. We will limit out attention topiecewise constantpolicies,

where the action choice is required to remain constant for a duration of time before it can be changed. We

can represent such a policy with a mappingτ from situations to positive distribution functions, in addition

to the mappingπ. At the triggering of an event, we find ourselves in situationo. We enable actionsπ(o) at

this point, and keep this choice for a duration of time governed byτ(o) if no event triggers first. The pair
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〈π, τ〉 represents a piecewise constant policy. In some situations, as we will see, it is sufficient to consider

stationarypolicies, where the action choice is permitted to depend only on the current state and not in any

other way on the execution history of the process.

In addition to actions, we specify a reward structure to obtain a GSMDP. We assume a traditional reward

structure with a lump sum rewardke(s, s
′) associated with the transition from states to s′ caused by the

triggering of evente, and a continuous reward ratecA′(s) associated with the set of actionsA′ ⊂ A being

enabled ins.

Example 9.1.Consider a network of two computers that each can be either upor down. With each computer

we associate a crash eventci, enabled when computeri is up, and a reboot actionri, enabled when computer

i is down. The decision maker plays the role of a system administrator in this example. We can associate

an action independent reward rate ofc ∈ {0, 1, 2} with states wherec machines are up. A reasonable

policy for this GSMDP would be to enable reboot actionri whenever machinei is down. If we can reboot

only one machine at a time, due to resource constraints, we could choose to reboot a machine as soon as it

crashes. This is reasonable if the reboot time distributionfor each computer is memoryless. If reboot time

distributions are not memoryless and one machine crashes while we are rebooting another machine, then it

may be better to complete the current reboot action before switching to reboot the machine that just crashed.

9.1.2 Optimality Criteria

We will now derive the “Bellman equation” for GSMDPs with piecewise constant policies. The general case

leads to a recurrence that we do not expect can be solved exactly. If all delay distributions are exponential,

however, a GSMDP is simply a continuous-time MDP. We show howthe recurrence equation for such

models can be solved using value iteration. This result is relevant for Section 9.2, where we present a

technique for approximating a GSMDP that has general delay distributions with one where all delays are

exponentially distributed.

We consider two optimality criteria—expected finite-horizon total rewardandexpected infinite-horizon

discounted reward—both of which can be represented by a universally enabled event that terminates execu-

tion in the GSMDP framework. A finite planning horizon can be represented by an event with a deterministic

distribution. In the infinite-horizon case, reward earnedt time units into the future is discounted by a factor

γt. This is equivalent to having a termination event with delaydistributionExp(α), such thatγ = e−α
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(Howard 1960, p. 114). We thus represent termination by an evente⊥ that always leads to an absorbing state

s⊥. No reward is earned after termination, socA′(s⊥) is zero for all action sets.

To express the expected future reward for a situationo = 〈s, ~u〉, given a fixed piecewise constant policy

〈π, τ〉, we consider all possible schedules (assignments of trigger times) of enabled events that are consistent

with the situation at hand. To the enabled events in situation o under policy〈π, τ〉, denotedE〈π,τ〉
o , we count

e⊥ of course, but also another virtual eventeτ with delay distributionτ(o). The eventeτ represents the point

in time when a change of action choice is scheduled by the piecewise constant policy〈π, τ〉 without a state

transition occuring. A schedule for the events is a vector~t of size |E| + 2. We can define a probability

density function over possible schedules as follows:

(9.1) f 〈π,τ〉(~t; 〈s, ~u〉) =
∏

e∈E
〈π,τ〉
o

he(te;ue) ·
∏

e∈E\E
〈π,τ〉
o

δ(te −∞)

Here,δ(t − t0) is the Dirac delta function (Dirac 1927, p. 625) with the property that
∫ x
−∞ δ(t − t0) dt is 0

for x < t0 and1 for x ≥ t0. In particular,
∫ x
−∞ δ(t−∞)dt is 0 for any finitex and1 for x =∞. We use it

in (9.1) to assign zero weight to schedules with a finite trigger time for disabled events. Lett∗ = min~t and

let e∗ = arg min~t. The expected future reward for a non-terminal situationo = 〈s, ~u〉 can now be defined

using the recurrence

v〈π,τ〉(o) =

∫

[0,∞)|~t|

t∗
∫

0

cπ(o)(s) dt +
∑

s′∈S

pe∗(s
′; s)
(

ke∗(s, s
′) + v〈π,τ〉(O(o,~t, s′))

)

df 〈π,τ〉(~t; o)

=

∫

[0,∞)|~t|

t∗cπ(o)(s) + k̄e∗(s) +
∑

s′∈S

pe∗(s
′; s)v〈π,τ〉(O(o,~t, s′)) df 〈π,τ〉(~t; o) ,

(9.2)

wherek̄e(s) =
∑

s′∈S pe(s
′; s)ke(s

′, s) is the expected transition reward ins when a transition is caused by

e, andO is a function providing the next situation. The next situation is〈s′, ~u′〉, with u′
e increased byt∗ if e

remains enabled without triggering and otherwise reset to zero. Equation 9.2 is the “Bellman equation” for

GSMDPs with piecewise constant policies.

Equation 9.2 involves a high-dimensional probability integral, which suggests that finding an optimal

piecewise linear policy for a GSMDP may be hard in the generalcase. If all delay distributions are ex-

ponential, however, then the GSMDP is just a continuous-time MDP, and the recurrence becomes more

manageable. We call this a Markovian GSMDP to stress the event structure. The requirement on all delay
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distributions to be exponential rules out the finite-horizon criterion, which requires a deterministic distribu-

tion, but we can handle the infinite-horizon discounted criterion.

The exponential distribution is memoryless, and this meansthathe(t;ue) = he(t) for an evente with an

exponential delay distribution. As a consequence, it is of no value to know for how long events have been

enabled, as the future behavior of the system depends only onthe current states. A policy for a Markovian

GSMDP can be a mapping from states to sets of actions, and there is no need for aτ -component since the

relevant situation does not change as time progresses in a state. This means that we need to consider only

the class ofstationarypolicies in order to act optimally.

In states, with actionsA′ chosen to be enabled, the eventsEs(A
′) = Es \

(

A \ A′
)

are enabled, not

counting the termination evente⊥ which is enabled in all states. Letλe denote the rate of the exponential

delay distribution associated with evente, and letα be the rate of the termination event. The time we spend

in states before an event triggers is exponentially distributed withrate

λA′(s) = α +
∑

e∈Es(A′)

λe .

The probability that evente triggers first isλe/λA′(s), and the probability that termination occurs before any

event has time to trigger isα/λA′(s). These conditions are easily derived for the exponential distribution,

permitting us to write the recurrence for a Markovian GSMDP,defining the expected future reward of a state

s under a given policyπ, as follows:

vπ(s) =

∞
∫

0

λπ(s)(s)e
−λπ(s)(s)t

(

tcπ(s)(s) +
∑

e∈Es(π(s))

λe

λπ(s)(s)

∑

s′∈S

pe(s
′; s)
(

ke(s, s
′) + vπ(s′)

)

)

dt

=
1

λπ(s)(s)

(

r̄π(s)(s) +
∑

e∈Es(π(s))

λe

∑

s′∈S

pe(s
′; s)vπ(s′)

)

In the above equation,̄rA′(s) denotes the quantitycA′(s) +
∑

e∈Es(A′) λe
∑

s′∈S pe(s
′; s)ke(s, s

′), which

essentially is the expected reward per time unit in states until the next state is reached. We can swap the

order of the two summations to obtain

vπ(s) =
1

λπ(s)(s)

(

r̄π(s)(s) +
∑

s′∈S

∑

e∈Es(π(s))

λepe(s
′; s)vπ(s′)

)

=
1

λπ(s)(s)

(

r̄π(s)(s) +
∑

s′∈S

wπ(s)(s
′; s)vπ(s′)

)

,

(9.3)
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wherewA′ =
∑

e∈Es(A′) λepe(s
′; s).

The maximum expected reward is obtained by choosing the set of actions that maximizes the reward in

the current state and act optimally in subsequent states. Wecan express this with the recurrence

(9.4) v∗(s) = max
A′⊂A

1

λA′(s)

(

r̄A′(s) +
∑

s′∈S

wA′(s′; s)v∗(s′)

)

,

derived from (9.3). Equation 9.4 forms the basis for value iteration for Markovian GSMDPs. Note the

striking resemblance with (2.24) for discrete-time MDPs. Remember that the discount factor,γ = e−α, is

present inλA′(s). We can also write (9.4) using matrix notation:

(9.5) V ∗ = max
~A′⊂A|S|

H~A′ ◦
(

R̄~A′ + W ~A′V
∗

)

The operator◦ representsHadamard product(element-wise matrix multiplication). This form is conve-

nient, for example, when implementing value iteration using MTBDDs. The row vectorH~A′ represents the

expected holding time in each state.

9.2 Approximate Solution Technique

The previous section provided a dynamic programming formulation of optimal GSMDP planning. We noted

that the general case involves a high-dimensional probability integral, which limits the practical use of the

formulation. If all delay distributions are exponential, however, a GSMDP is simply a continuous-time MDP,

and the dynamic programming formulation becomes manageable as shown in (9.4). We now take advantage

of this fact, presenting an approximate solution techniquefor GSMDPs that uses phase-type distributions.

To find a policy for a GSMDP, we first approximate it with a continuous-time MDP by approximating

each non-exponential delay distribution with a phase-typedistribution. Recall that phase-type distributions

(Section 2.1.3) represent the time from entry until absorption in a Markov process withn transient states

(phases) and a single absorbing state. The continuous-timeMDP can be solved exactly, for example by

using value iteration. We can also use uniformization to obtain a discrete-time MDP, in case we want to use

an existing solver for discrete-time models. The resultingpolicy, in either case, may be phase-dependent.

Phase transitions do not occur in the actual model, so in order to execute the policy in the real world, we

simulate phase transitions. Our solution method is summarized in Figure 9.1.
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GSMDP
phase-type distributions

(approximation)
Continuous-Time MDP

uniformization

(optional)
Discrete-Time MDP

GSMDP policy
simulate phase transitions

MDP policy

e.g., value iteration

Figure 9.1: Schematic view of solution technique for GSMDPs.

9.2.1 From GSMDP to MDP

We first present our method for approximating a GSMDP with an MDP. We have noted that if all events

of a GSMDP have exponential delay distributions, then the GSMDP is simply a continuous-time MDP

with a factored transition model. By using phase-type distributions, we can replace each non-Markovian

event in the GSMDP with one or more Markovian events, therebyobtaining a continuous-time MDP that

approximates the original GSMDP.

A GSMDP event is represented by a triple〈φe, Ge, pe〉, and we assume a factored representation of the

state space with state variablesV . We also assume thatpe is implicitly represented by an effect formulaeffe,

using the effect formalism described in Section 8.2.1 with the addition of numeric state variables.

For each non-Markovian evente with delay distributionGe, we find a phase-type distribution of order

ne approximatingGe. We add a phase variablephe to V for each evente with ne > 1 and replacee with

one or more Markovian events. A phase-type distribution consists of a set of phase transitions. Each phase

transition can be represented by a Markovian event. We assume that the initial phase is alwaysphe = 1, as

this will simplify the handling of interacting events. A phase transition from phasei to phasej with rateλij

is represented by an event with enabling conditionφe ∧ phe=i and delay distributionExp(λij). The effect

formula for the phase transition event, ignoring for the moment possible event interactions, isphe ← j if

j ≤ ne andeffe ∧ phe ← 1 otherwise (a transition to phasene + 1 represents the triggering of the original

evente and resets the phase to its initial value). We associate a transition reward of zero with pure phase

transitions andke(s, s
′) with phase transitions representing the triggering of event e.

The triggering of an evente in states can cause another evente′, enabled ins, to become disabled

in the state following the triggering ofe. Whene disables a non-Markovian evente′, we should reset the

phase of the phase-type distribution fore′ (i.e. setphe′ to one). We can think of the phases as a partitioning
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into random-length intervals of the time,ue, that an evente has remained continuously enabled without

triggering. Resetting the phase of an event corresponds to resettingue to zero. To account for this sort of

interaction between events, we need to modify the effects ofevents that do not simply change the value of

a phase variable. Letφ′
e represent the condition of an evente, but evaluated in the next state rather than the

current state. The final effect formula for an evente is obtained by adding the effect(φe′ ∧¬φ′
e′)�phe′ ← 1

to effe for all non-Markovian eventse′ 6= e.

We now have a method for approximating a GSMDP with a continuous-time MDP. If there is a close

match between the delay distributions of the GSMDP and the phase-type distributions used in the MDP,

then we expect the approximation to be close, although we have no quantitative measure for how good the

approximation is. Section 9.3 provides evidence that the approximation technique works well in practice.

9.2.2 Policy Execution

The execution history of a GSMDP can be represented by a set ofreal-valued variables, one for each event

e ∈ E representing the timee has been continuously enabled without triggering. The phases introduced

when approximating a GSMDP with a continuous-time MDP can bethought of as a randomized discretiza-

tion of the time events have remained enabled. For example, approximatingG with an n-phase Erlang

distribution with parametersp and λ represents a discretization of the timeG has been enabled inton

random-length intervals. The length of each interval is a random variable with distributionExp(λ). A pol-

icy for the continuous-time MDP with phase transitions is therefore approximately a mapping from states

and the times events have been enabled to actions for the original GSMDP. We can also think of phase tran-

sitions as a factored representation of the distributionτ(o), which governs the time to spend in a state before

considering a change of action choice.

Phase transitions are not part of the original model, so we have to simulate them when executing the

policy obtained for the approximate model. When a GSMDP event or actione becomes enabled during

execution, we sample a first phase transition timet1 for the phase-type distribution used to approximate

Ge. If e remains enabled fort1 time units without triggering, we increment the phase associated withe and

sample a second phase transition timet2. This continues untile triggers or is disabled, in which case the

phase is reset to one, or we reach the last phase, in which casethe phase does not change untile triggers or

is disabled. The action choice can change every time a simulated phase transition occurs, although phase
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transitions do not change the actual state of the process. This allows us to take into account the time spent

in a state when selecting which action to enable. We will see in the next section that this can produce better

policies than if actions are chosen only at actual state transitions.

The phases can also be thought of as partially observable state variables. We cannot observe the phase

of a trigger time distribution. We can observe actual state transitions, however, so we know how much time

we have spent in a state. At any given time, we can compute a probability distribution over phases, which

can be used to select the action to enable at that time. This isanalogous to the QMDP solution technique for

partially observable MDPs (Littman et al. 1995), and could result in higher expected value during execution

than if phase transitions are simulated. One disadvantage,however, is that time is continuous, which means

that the belief distribution over phase assignments changes continuously. In practice, we could select a

frequency at which to update the belief distribution and reconsider the current action choice, but there is no

clear choice for such an update frequency. It may be wastefulto update the belief state with high frequency,

and we risk missing important phase changes if the update frequency is too low. Belief tracking may be

computationally expensive as well. We leave it to future research to explore this, and other alternative ways,

of executing a phase-dependent policy.

9.3 Experimental Results

We have implemented a basic GSMDP planner based on the solution procedure outlined in Figure 9.1. Our

implementation uses MTBDDs to represent matrices and vectors, similar to the approach proposed by Hoey

et al. (1999) for discrete-time MDPs. MTBDDs use Boolean state variables, and we needdlog se bits to

represent the phase of a phase-type distribution withs phases. The experimental results were generated on

a 3 GHz Pentium 4 PC running Linux, and with an 800 MB memory limit set per process.

9.3.1 Preventive Maintenance (“The Foreman’s Dilemma”)

Our first test case is a variation of Howard’s “the Foreman’s Dilemma” (Howard 1960), where we have a

machine that can be working (s0), failed (s1), or serviced (s2). This example is meant to show that it can

be beneficial to delay the enabling of an action in a state, andphases allow us to do so. A failure event

with delay distributionG is enabled ins0 and causes a transition tos1. Once ins1, the repair time for
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the machine has distributionExp(1/100). At any time ins0, the foreman can choose to enable a service

action with delay distributionExp(10). If this action triggers before the failure event, the system enterss2

where the machine is being serviced with service time distributionExp(1). Given reward ratesc(s0) = 1,

c(s1) = 0, andc(s2) = 1/2, independent of action choice, and no transition rewards, the problem is to

produce a service policy that maximizes the expected infinite-horizon discounted reward ins0.

Depending on the failure time distributionG, it may be beneficial to enable the service action at some

point in s0. This is because it takes a long time to recover from failure,while the return tos0 from the

service state is quick. Still, the reward rate is highest ins0, so there is an incentive to delay the enabling

of the service action. The optimal policy in this case is to enable the service action after spendingt0 time

units ins0, where the best choice fort0 depends on the shape ofG. The lower the probability is that failure

occurs early, the later we can schedule to enable the serviceaction.

We can model this problem as an SMDP, noting that the probability of the service action triggering before

the failure event isp02 = 1 −
∫∞
t0

10e−10(t−t0)F (t) dt (whereF (t) is the cumulative distribution function

for G) if we enable the service action aftert0 time units ins0. We can solve the SMDP using the techniques

described by Howard (1971b), but then we can choose to enablethe action ins0 only immediately (t0 = 0)

or not at all (t0 = ∞). Alternatively, we can express the expected reward ins0 as a function oft0 and use

numerical solution techniques to find the value fort0 that maximizes the expected reward. Depending on

the shape ofF (t), both approaches may require numerical integration over semi-infinite intervals.

Figure 9.2 plots the expected discounted reward, as a percentage of optimal, for policies obtained using

standard SMDP solution techniques as well as our technique for approximating a (G)SMDP with an MDP

using phase-type distributions. A uniform failure time distribution over the interval(5, b) was used. The

optimal value and the value for the SMDP solution were computed numerically using MATLAB, while the

other values were computed by simulating execution of the phase-dependent policies and taking the average

discounted reward over 5000 sample trajectories. We usedγ = 0.95 as the discount factor.

Note that the SMDP solution is well below the optimal solution because it has to enable the service

action either immediately, or not at all, ins0. For small values ofb, the optimal SMDP policy is to enable

the action ins0, but asb increases so does the expected failure time, so for largerb it is better not to enable

the action because it allows us to spend more time ins0 where the reward rate is highest. The performance

of the policy obtained by matching a single moment ofG is almost identical to that of the SMDP solution.
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Figure 9.2: Policy value, as a percentage of the optimal
value, for the Foreman’s Dilemma with the failure time
distributionG beingU(5, b).
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Figure 9.3: Number of phases required to match two mo-
ments of a uniform distribution over the interval(5, b).
The dotted lines indicate4 and8 phases.

This policy is also restricted to enabling the action eitherimmediately or nor at all ins0, since there is

just one phase in the approximation. Due to the approximation of G, the performance is slightly worse

around the point where the optimal SMDP policy changes. We can see that by matching two moments

(with a generalized Erlang distribution), the quality of the policy can be increased significantly. Note that

the number of phases required to match two moments ofU(5, b) varies withb, as is shown in Figure 9.3.

For b = 6, over 300 phases are needed, which helps to explain the high quality at this point for the policy

obtained by matching two moments. We also show the value for policies obtained by fixing the number

of phases and using the EM algorithm to find a phase-type distribution with good fit. Note that using8

phases instead of4 actually hurts the quality of the policy for some values ofb. In these cases, the8-phase

distribution causes the enabling of the service action to bedelayed for too long.

Figure 9.4 shows the performance of policies for a differentfailure time distribution—a Weibull distri-

bution with parameters1.6a and4.5. In this case, a16-phase generalized Erlang distribution is sufficient

to match two moments for all values ofa. We can see the policy obtained by using8 phases and EM fit-

ting actually outperforms the policy obtained by matching two moments, if only slightly, and we can get

even better performance by using24 phases. Fora = 10, the solution obtained with8 phases gives us a

34 percent increase in value compared to the SMDP solution, andthe value increase is50 percent with24

phases. The SMDP and single moment solutions again have almost identical performance, and are for the
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Figure 9.4: Policy value, as a percentage of the optimal value, for the Foreman’s Dilemma with the failure time
distributionG beingW (1.6a, 4.5).

most part significantly worse than the other solutions. The only exception is for low values ofa, in which

case the phase-type distributions underestimate the probability that failure will occur at a very early stage,

so the enabling of the service action comes later than neededto perform well. In most situations, however,

using more phases gives better policies, mainly because theadditional phases allow us to better account for

the fact thatG is not memoryless. For the Foreman’s Dilemma, this is crucial as it allows us to delay the

enabling of the service action ins0, taking into account the fact that failure is unlikely to occur early on.

9.3.2 System Administration Problem

Our second test case is a system administration problem, loosely based on a similar problem described by

(Guestrin et al. 2003). While the first test case illustratedthat phases can result in better policies by delaying

the enabling of an action in a state, this test case illustrates that phases can help by keeping an action enabled

if it has already been enabled for some time. In both cases, phases introduce memory into the state space.

In the system administration problem, there is a network ofn computers, with each computer being

either up or down. There is a crash event for each computer that can cause a computer that is currently

up to go down at a random point in time. The delay of the crash event is governed by an exponential

distribution with unit rate. To make this a decision problem, we add a reboot action for each machine that

can be enabled whenever a machine is down. The delay distribution for this action isU(0, 1). The reward
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Figure 9.5: Expected discounted reward for the system administration problem withn machines. The expected reward
is reported for states0 with all n machines up.

rate for a state is equal to the number of machines that are up,so in a state with all machines up we earn

a reward ofn per time unit. We assume that there is a single system administrator managing the network,

so only a single reboot action can be enabled at any point in time. Unlike the previous test case, this is not

an SMDP, except forn = 1, because a reboot action may remain enabled across state transitions (caused

by a crash event). We therefore cannot solve this problem using existing SMDP solution techiques. The

obvious solution is to reboot a machine whenever it goes down, and wait until rebooting is finished before

going on to reboot another machine. The problem is that in a Markov formulation we would not know that

we have been rebooting a machine when another machine goes down. The introduction of phases gives us

that information and therefore enables us to obtain better policies.

Figure 9.5 plots the expected discounted reward (γ = 0.95) of the policy obtained by our GSMDP

planner when approximating each uniform distribution witha phase-type distribution. We report the values

obtained when matching one and two moments (using a three phase Erlang distribution), and when fixing

the number of phases per uniform distribution to2, 4, and8. By using the EM algorithm with at least two

phases, we can increase the expected reward by up to10 percent compared with the solution obtained by

matching only a single moment. When matching a single moment, we can enable a reboot action based only

on which machines are currently down, and the resulting policy reboots machinei before machinej if i < j.

In contrast, the policy obtained when using multiple phaseskeeps a reboot action enabled if it is in a phase
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Figure 9.6: Planning time for the system administration
problem.
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Figure 9.7: Size of potentially reachable state space for
the system administration problem.

other than one, because it is expected to trigger soon. By using more than two phases, we can increase the

expected reward even further, although the increase is not as significant.

By increasing the number of phases used to represent a non-exponential distribution, we increase the

accuracy of the approximation, but we also increase the state space. In terms of planning time, a larger state

space means that a solution will take longer to obtain. Thus,as one can expect, in general, better policies

are obtained at the price of longer solution times. The solution time for the system administration problem,

not including phase-type fitting1 and model construction, is shown in Figure 9.6. Figure 9.7 plots the size

of the potentially reachable state space (from the state with all machines up) as a function of the number of

machines,n. If we uses phases to represent a non-exponential distribution, then the size of the reachable

state space is at most((s− 1)n/2 + 1) · 2n. Note thatd = (dlog se+ 1)n Boolean state variables are used

for a problem withn machines, but the reachable state space is significantly smaller than2d for s > 1. For

n = 13 ands = 8, we haved = 52, while the size of the state space is under4 · 105 (< 219).

9.3.3 State Filtering and Uniformization

We conclude the empirical evaluation of our planning approach with a discussion of techniques for reducing

planning time. The first technique is related to the use of Boolean state variables to encode the phase of a

distribution. If the number of phases is not a power of2, then we are potentially introducing spurious states

1The time for phase-type fitting ranges from a few milliseconds (2 phases) to a few minutes (8 phases) for the EM approach.
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into the model. This could mean that we are wasting time computing the optimal action choice for irrelevant

states. It is also the case that the phase associated with thedelay distribution for an action or event is not

significant when the action or event is disabled. By convention we set the phase to one for disabled actions

and events, so a different phase assignment for a diabled action or event corresponds to a spurious state.

Consider the recurrence in (9.5), which we use in our implementation of value iteration for continuous-

time MDPs. To avoid computing the optimal action choice for evidently spurious states, we can apply a

filter to the vectors and/or the matrix involved in the computation. For example, we can set all row elements

of H~A′ to zero for spurious states, or we could set to zero all entries of W ~A′ corresponding to such states.

Applying a filter to a vector or matrix represented by an MTBDDcould result in a larger representation,

which could result in increased planning times. Figure 9.8 shows the effect of filtering for the system

administration problem, with different choices ofs (the number of phases to use for each non-exponential

distribution). We can see that filtering just theH~A vectors results in the best performance, while using no

filter at all leads to a noticeable performance degradationsasn increases. Filtering helps even whens is a

power of2, because the phase is forced to be one for reboot actions thatare not enabled.

We can solve a continuous-time MDP directly, using the recurrence in (9.4). Alternatively, we can

use uniformization to transform the continuous-time MDP into a discrete-time MDP, and solve the result-

ing problem. Uniformization is a technique by which we transform a continuous-time MDP with state-

dependent exit rates into an equivalent continuous-time MDP with the same (uniform) exit rate for all states.

The uniform continuous-time MDP can then be treated as a discrete-time MDP resulting from observing

the original continuous-time MDP at a constant rate. Uniformization introduces self-transitions not present

in the original model, because it is possible that we remain in the same state from one observation to an-

other. While uniformization seems to be promoted as the standard solution technique for continuous-time

MDPs (cf. Puterman 1994), it is not clear what the benefit is ofusing uniformization rather than solving

the continuous-time MDP directly. In fact, as Figure 9.9 indicates, uniformization can actually hurt perfor-

mance. The introduction of virtual self-transitions increases the complexity of the transition matrix, which

makes each iteration of value iteration take longer time.

In conclusion, we have shown that phase-type distributionsare useful for solving decision theoretic

planning problems with asynchronous events and actions. Using more phases often results in better policies,

but also increased planning times. State filtering can help to reduce planning times.
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Figure 9.8: The effect of state filtering for the system
administration problem.
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Figure 9.9: Performance with and without uniformiza-
tion for the system administration problem.



Chapter 10

Conclusion and Future Work

At the outset of this thesis, we embarked on an ambitious endeavor to develop algorithms forboth plan-

ning and verification with asynchronous events. We believe our research effort to be a good start in the

direction towards practical solution techniques for asynchronous stochastic systems, but we most certainly

acknowledge that we have only scraped the surface of this vast area of research.

In verification, we have established the foundations of statistical probabilistic model checking. A key

observation is that probabilistic model checking can be modeled as a hypothesis testing problem. We can

therefore use well-established and efficient statistical hypothesis testing techniques, in particular sequential

acceptance sampling, for probabilistic model checking. Our model checking approach is not tied to any

specific statistical test. The only requirement is that we can bound the probability of an incorrect answer

(either a false positive or a false negative). A potential benefit of statistical techniques is that they tend to be

highly amenable to parallelization. We show this to be the case for statistical model checking, although some

care must be take so as not to introduce bias in the sampling process. Our solution to this problem results

in a distributed algorithm for probabilistic model checking that can take full advantage of a heterogeneous

computing environment without the need for any explicit communication of performance characteristics.

We have considered only transient properties of stochasticsystems. The logic CSL, as described by Baier

et al. (2003), can also express steady-state properties. Statistical techniques for steady-state analysis exist,

includingbatch means analysisandregenerative simulation(Bratley et al. 1987). Although these techniques

have been used for statisticalestimation, we are confident that they could be adapted for hypothesis testing,

159
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as well. Extending our work on statistical probabilistic model checking to steady-state properties is therefore

a prime candidate for future work. To more efficiently handleprobability thresholds close to zero and one,

the use ofimportance sampling(Heidelberger 1995) may also be possible. It would moreoverbe worthwhile

exploring Bayesian techniques for acceptance sampling, inparticular the test developed by Lai (1988). It

is well-known that the sequential probability ratio test, while generally very efficient, tends to require a

large sample size if the true probability lies in the indifference region of the test, which is unfortunate

because we spend the most effort where we are indifferent of the outcome. This shortcoming is addressed

by Bayesian hypothesis testing. The challenge would be to devise a Bayesian test for conjunctive and nested

probabilistic operators. A final topic for future work, which we have not discussed much in this thesis,

is to improve the efficiency of discrete event simulation forour representation of stochastic discrete event

systems. A bottleneck in our current implementation is the determination of enabled events in a state. Our

solution is to scan through the list of all events and evaluate the enabling condition for each event. This is

not efficient for models with many events. We think that perhaps the use of symbolic data structures, such

as BDDs and MTBDDs, could speed up the generation of sample trajectories.

Our contribution to the artificial intelligence community is a formalism for planning with asynchronous

events in stochastic environments. We base this formalism on an established model in queuing theory, the

generalized semi-Markov process. Asynchronous stochastic systems have been largely absent in AI research

on planning. We hope that we can inspire further research on this topic with the establishment of a formal

model for stochastic decision processes with asynchronousevents. We have presented two approaches to

planning with asynchronous events, both with merits and limitations.

For goal directed planning, we have developed an approach based on the Generate, Test and Debug

paradigm. Statistical model checking is used to verify policies, and the simulation traces generated during

verification are used to guide policy repair. We have demonstrated that this approach can be used for auto-

mated policy repair. However, there is no guarantee that a repair step takes us closer to a solution, and the

selection of repair steps is hard to automate for more complex bugs. We believe that the analysis techniques

would be more useful as an aid to human system analysts and engineers. To make this work, we need to

develop tools for visualizing the information gathered from the simulation traces. The failure scenarios that

we extract could be valuable information to a system analysttrying to debug a faulty system design.

To solve decision theoretic planning problems with asynchronous events, we have used phase-type dis-
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tributions. We have experimented with different methods for approximating a general distribution with a

phase-type distribution, and we have shown that the introduction of phases makes it possible to generate

policies of higher quality than if we simply assume that all events have exponential delay distributions. A

limitation of our approach is that we cannot guarantee that the approximate solution is approximately opti-

mal, although using more phases generally results in betterpolicies. It is not even clear what the shape of an

optimal policy for a GSMDP is, nor is it evident that optimal GSMDP planning is decidable in the general

case. We take a pragmatic approach by at least generating a policy that almost always is better than the one

obtained by simply ignoring history dependence. A thoroughtheoretical analysis of the GSMDP formalism

is currently lacking, and is a clear candidate for future research. We would also like to explore alternative

approximate solution techniques for GSMDPs, including value function approximation.

It is clear that there are systems in the real world for which the Markov assumption is inappropriate.

This is, in particular, the case for many systems with asynchronous events. We have provided practical

techniques for verification and planning for such systems. We have presented a statistical approach to

probabilistic verification, which is applicable to any stochastic discrete event system. The user is given

only probabilistic correctness guarantees, but the alternative is to use an approximate model amenable to

numerical verification techniques and it is generally hard to quantify the effect that a model approximation

has on the validity of the verification result. For planning,we have demonstrated that the use of phase-type

distributions can allow us to generate control policies with greater expected value than if we ignored history

dependence. Models with phase information are more complexand therefore take longer time to solve. In

many situations, however, we need to generate a control policy only once for a system and the same policy

can be used repeatedly. Even a small increase in efficiency ofa manufacturing process, for instance, can lead

to a large profit increase for a business. In future research,we plan to identify several real-world applications

for the techniques we have developed.
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Appendix A

Input Language for Model Checker

The experimental results presented in Chapter 6 were generated by the probabilistic model checker YMER.1

The input language used by YMER is based on the PRISM language (Parker 2002), which takes inspiration

from Alur and Henzinger’s (1999) Reactive Modules formalism.

A.1 Modular Specification of Stochastic Discrete Event Systems

The model of a stochastic discrete event system is specified as a set of asynchronous modules. Figure A.1

shows a GSMP model of a tandem queuing network and its representation in the YMER input language. The

model has two modules: serverC and serverM. A set of local state variablesSVm and a set of eventsEm is

associated with each modulem. The state variablessc andsm in our simple example are used to record the

number of items currently stored in each of the queues. A model can also have a set of global state variables

SVg. For the tandem queuing network,SVg is empty. The set of all state variables,SV = SVg ∪
⋃

m SVm,

constitutes a factored representation of the state space for the model.

Each evente has an enabling conditionφe, which is a logic formula over the state variablesSV . An

evente is enabled in a states if and only if s |= φe. The enabled events in a state race to trigger first.

The trigger time for each evente is determined by a positive distributionGe. YMER currently supports the

exponential, Weibull, lognormal, and uniform distributions. Only continuous distributions are permitted in

order to avoid complications arising from the simultaneoustriggering of multiple events, which could be a

1YMER web site: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜lorens/ymer.html
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W (η, β )
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n

Exp(κ )

serverC

serverM

gsmp

const n = 63;

rate lambda = 252; // 4*n
rate eta = 1;
rate beta = 1/2;
rate kappa = 4;

module serverC
sc : [0..n];

[] (sc<n) –> lambda : sc’=sc+1;
[route] (sc>0) –> W(eta,beta) : sc’=sc−1;

endmodule

module serverM
sm : [0..n];

[route] (sm<n) –> 1 : sm’=sm+1;
[] (sm>0) –> kappa : sm’=sm−1;

endmodule

Figure A.1: A tandem queuing network (left) and its representation in the input language used by YMER (right).

source of nondeterminism. The triggering event in a state updates the values of state variables local to the

module that the event is associated with. An event is also permitted to update global state variables, but

cannot change the value of state variables that belong to a different module.

It is possible to synchronize the update of state variables from different modules. The event with a

Weibull distribution that routes messages from serverC to serverM is an example of this in the specification

of Figure A.1. There is one event in each module with a synchronization label “route”, and these two events

are paired into a single event. The condition for the composite event is the conjunction of the individual

event conditions, and the update list for the composite event is the concatenation of the update lists for the

individual events. All but one of the individual events musthave an exponential trigger time distribution with

unit rate, specified as1. The trigger time distribution for the composite event is taken from the individual

event that has a different trigger time distribution. In thetandem queuing network model, the trigger time

distribution for the composite event is taken from the eventin the serverC module. Synchronizing events are

not permitted to update the same global variable in an inconsistent manner, as this would lead to an under

specified model.
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A.2 BNF Grammar

This section presents the full syntax for YMER’s input language using an extended BNF notation with the

following conventions:

• Each rule is of the form〈non-terminal〉 ::= expansion.

• Alternative expansions are separated by a vertical bar (“|”).

• An asterisk (“*”) following a syntactic elementx means zero or more occurrences ofx.

• Terminals are written usingtypewriter font.

• Caseis significant. For example,X andx are separate identifiers.

• Parentheses and square brackets are an essential part of thesyntax and have no semantic meaning in

the extended BNF notation.

• Any number of whitespace characters (space, newline, tab, etc.) may occur between tokens.

There are two top-level syntactic elements that may occur inan input file:〈model〉 and〈property〉. A 〈name〉
is a string of characters starting with an alphabetic character followed by a possibly empty sequence of

alphanumeric characters, hyphens (“-”), and underscore characters (“”). A 〈pname〉 is a name immediately

followed by a prime symbol (“’”). An 〈integer〉 is a non-empty sequence of digits. A〈number〉 is a sequence

of numeric characters, possibly with a single decimal point(“.”) at any position in the sequence, or two

integers separated by a slash “/”. A 〈probability〉 is a number with a value in the interval[0, 1].

〈model〉 ::= 〈model-type〉 〈declaration〉* 〈module〉*
〈model-type〉 ::= stochastic | ctmc | gsmp
〈declaration〉 ::= const 〈name〉 = 〈integer〉 ;

| rate 〈name〉 = 〈number〉 ;
| global 〈name〉 : 〈range〉 ;
| global 〈name〉 : 〈range〉 init 〈expr〉 ;

〈range〉 ::=[ 〈expr〉 .. 〈expr〉 ]
〈module〉 ::= module 〈name〉 〈variable-decl〉* 〈command〉* endmodule
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| module 〈name〉 = 〈name〉 [ 〈substitution-list〉 ] endmodule
〈substitution-list〉 ::= 〈name〉 = 〈name〉 | 〈name〉 = 〈name〉 , 〈substitution-list〉
〈variable-decl〉 ::= 〈name〉 : 〈range〉 ;

| 〈name〉 : 〈range〉 init 〈expr〉 ;
〈command〉 ::= 〈synchronization〉 〈formula〉 -> 〈distribution〉 : 〈update〉 ;
〈synchronization〉 ::= [ ] | [ 〈name〉 ]
〈formula〉 ::= 〈formula〉 & 〈formula〉 | 〈formula〉 | 〈formula〉 | ! 〈formula〉

| 〈expr〉 〈binary-comp〉 〈expr〉 | ( 〈formula〉 )
〈binary-comp〉 ::= < | <= | >= | > | = | !=
〈distribution〉 ::= 〈rate-expr〉 | Exp ( 〈rate-expr〉 ) | W ( 〈rate-expr〉 , 〈rate-expr〉 )

| L ( 〈rate-expr〉 , 〈rate-expr〉 ) | U ( 〈rate-expr〉 , 〈rate-expr〉 )
〈update〉 ::= 〈pname〉 = 〈expr〉 | 〈update〉 & 〈update〉 | ( 〈update〉 )
〈expr〉 ::= 〈integer〉 | 〈name〉 | 〈expr〉 〈binary-op〉 〈expr〉 | ( 〈expr〉 )
〈binary-op〉 ::= + | - | *
〈rate-expr〉 ::= 〈integer〉 | 〈name〉 | 〈rate-expr〉 〈rate-op〉 〈rate-expr〉 | ( 〈rate-expr〉 )
〈rate-op〉 ::= * | /

〈property〉 ::= true | false | P 〈pr-comp〉 〈probability〉 [ 〈path-formula〉 ]
| 〈property〉 〈logic-op〉 〈property〉 | ! 〈property〉 | 〈expr〉 | ( 〈property〉 )

〈pr-comp〉 ::= < | <= | >= | >
〈logic-op〉 ::= => | & | |
〈path-formula〉 ::= 〈property〉 U 〈property〉 | X 〈property〉

| 〈property〉 U <= 〈number〉 〈property〉
| 〈property〉 U [ 〈number〉 , 〈number〉 ] 〈property〉
| X <= 〈number〉 〈property〉 | X [ 〈number〉 , 〈number〉 ] 〈property〉
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PPDDL+: An Extension to PDDL for

Modeling Stochastic Decision Processes

PDDL (Ghallab et al. 1998; McDermott 2000; Fox and Long 2003)is an established formalism for ex-

pressing deterministic planning domains and problems. We present PPDDL+, based on PDDL extensions

proposed by Younes (2003) and PPDDL (Younes and Littman 2004). The latter was developed for the prob-

abilistic track of the 2004 International Planning Competition. PPDDL+ extends PPDDL with facilities for

modeling actions and events with delayed effects.

B.1 Delayed Actions, Reward Rates, and UTSL Goals

In PPDDL, time is measured in discrete steps, with each time step corresponding to the execution of an

action. Rewards are associated with state transitions. This is sufficient for modeling discrete-time MDPs,

but not continuous-time MDPs or GSMDPs. PPDDL+ introduces delayed actions for this purpose.

A delayed action defines a transition probability matrixPa and a reward vectorRa in the same way as a

regular PPDDL action.Pa andRa can be computed from the effect formula fora as described by Younes

and Littman (2004).Pa(i, j) is the probability of transitioning to statej whena triggers in statei andRa(i)

is theexpectedreward for a state transition caused bya in i. A positive distributionGa is also associated

with each delayed actiona. LetFa(t) be the cumulative distribution function ofGa. If a becomes enabled at
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timet0 and remains continuously enabled untila triggers, thenFa(t−t0) is the probability that the triggering

of a occurs in the interval(t0, t]. In addition to delayed actions, PPDDL+ supports delayed events, which

have the same semantics as delayed actions except that they cannot be controlled by a decision maker.

With delayed actions and events, we are quantitatively measuring the time that is spent in a state before

a state transition occurs. Therefore, PPDDL+ permits the specification of state-dependent reward rates

in problem definitions. The PPDDL+ statement(:reward-rate φ k) specifies that a reward ofk is

awarded for every time unit that is spent in a state satisfying the formulaφ.

A final extension of PPDDL facilitates the specification of temporally extended goals in the form of

UTSL goal conditions. The statement(:pctl-goal (pr 0.9 (until 100 Φ Ψ))), for exam-

ple, corresponds to the UTSL formulaP≥ 0.9

[

Φ U [0,100] Ψ
]

. We can use this language feature to express

the plan objectiveP≥ θ[3 φ], i.e. thatφ is eventually achieved with probability at leastθ, commonly used

by probabilistic planners (cf. Farley 1983; Blythe 1994; Goldman and Boddy 1994b; Kushmerick et al.

1995; Lesh et al. 1998). A regular PDDL goal condition(:goal φ) corresponds to the UTSL formula

P≥ 1[3 φ].

B.2 BNF Grammar

We provide the full syntax for PPDDL+ using an extended BNF notation with the following conventions:

• Each rule is of the form〈non-terminal〉 ::= expansion.

• Alternative expansions are separated by a vertical bar (“|”).

• A syntactic element surrounded by square brackets (“[“ and “]”) is optional.

• Expansions and optional syntactic elements with a superscripted requirements flag are available only

if the requirements flag is specified for the domain or problemcurrently being defined. For example,

[〈types-def〉]:typing in the syntax for domain definitions means that〈types-def〉 may occur only in

domain definitions that include the:typing flag in the requirements declaration.

• An asterisk (“*”) following a syntactic elementx means zero or more occurrences ofx; a plus (“+”)

following x means at least one occurrence ofx.
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• Parameterized non-terminals, for example〈typed list(x)〉, represent separate rules for each instantia-

tion of the parameter.

• Terminals are written usingtypewriter font.

• The syntax is Lisp-like. In particular this means that case is not significant (e.g.?x and?X are

equivalent), parentheses are an essential part of the syntax and have no semantic meaning in the

extended BNF notation, and any number of whitespace characters (space, newline, tab, etc.) may

occur between tokens.

B.2.1 Domains

The syntax for domain definitions is the same as for PDDL2.1, except that durative actions have been

replaced by delayed actions. Declarations of constants, predicates, and functions are allowed in any order

with respect to one another, but they must all come after any type declarations and precede any action

declarations. A〈name〉 is a string of characters starting with an alphabetic character followed by a possibly

empty sequence of alphanumeric characters, hyphens (“-”), and underscore characters (“”). A 〈variable〉
is a 〈name〉 immediately preceded by a question mark (“?”). For example,in-office andball 2 are

names, and?gripper is a variable.

〈domain〉 ::= ( define ( domain 〈name〉 )
[〈require-def〉]
[〈types-def〉]:typing

[〈constants-def〉]
[〈predicates-def〉]
[〈functions-def〉]:fluents

〈structure-def〉* )
〈require-def〉 ::= ( :requirements 〈require-key〉* )
〈require-key〉 ::= See Section B.2.4

〈types-def〉 ::= ( :types 〈typed list(name)〉 )
〈constants-def〉 ::= ( :constants 〈typed list(name)〉 )
〈predicates-def〉 ::= ( :predicates 〈atomic formula skeleton〉* )
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〈atomic formula skeleton〉 ::= ( 〈predicate〉 〈typed list(variable)〉 )
〈predicate〉 ::= 〈name〉
〈functions-def〉 ::= ( :functions 〈function typed list(function skeleton)〉 )
〈function skeleton〉 ::= ( 〈function symbol〉 〈typed list(variable)〉 )
〈function symbol〉 ::= 〈name〉
〈structure-def〉 ::= See Section B.2.2

〈typed list(x)〉 ::= 〈x〉* |:typing 〈x〉+ - 〈type〉 〈typed list(x)〉
〈type〉 ::= ( either 〈primitive type〉+ ) | 〈primitive type〉
〈primitive type〉 ::= 〈name〉
〈function typed list(x)〉 ::= 〈x〉* |:typing 〈x〉+ - 〈function type〉 〈function typed list(x)〉
〈function type〉 ::= number

B.2.2 Actions

Action definitions and goal descriptions have the same syntax as in PDDL2.1, with the addition of delayed

actions and events. A〈number〉 is a sequence of numeric characters, possibly with a single decimal point

(“.”) at any position in the sequence. Negative numbers are written as(- 〈number〉), i.e. is using negation.

〈structure-def〉 ::= 〈action-def〉
|:delayed-actions 〈delayed-action-def〉
|:exogenous-events 〈delayed-event-def〉

〈action-def〉 ::= ( :action 〈name〉
[:parameters ( 〈typed list(variable)〉 )]

[:precondition 〈GD〉]
[:effect 〈effect〉] )

〈delayed-action-def〉 ::= ( :delayed-action 〈name〉
[:parameters ( 〈typed list(variable)〉 )]

:delay 〈delay-distribution〉
[:condition 〈GD〉]
[:effect 〈effect〉] )
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〈delayed-event-def〉 ::= ( :delayed-event 〈name〉
[:parameters ( 〈typed list(variable)〉 )]

:delay 〈delay-distribution〉
[:condition 〈GD〉]
[:effect 〈effect〉] )

〈GD〉 ::= 〈atomic formula(term)〉 | ( and 〈GD〉* )
|:equality ( = 〈term〉 〈term〉 )
|:equality ( not ( = 〈term〉 〈term〉 ) )
|:negative-preconditions ( not 〈atomic formula(term)〉 )
|:disjunctive-preconditions ( not 〈GD〉 )
|:disjunctive-preconditions ( or 〈GD〉* )
|:disjunctive-preconditions ( imply 〈GD〉 〈GD〉 )
|:existential-preconditions ( exists ( 〈typed list(variable)〉 ) 〈GD〉 )
|:universal-preconditions ( forall ( 〈typed list(variable)〉 ) 〈GD〉 )
|:fluents 〈f-comp〉

〈atomic formula(x)〉 ::= ( 〈predicate〉 〈x〉* ) | 〈predicate〉
〈term〉 ::= 〈name〉 | 〈variable〉
〈f-comp〉 ::= ( 〈binary-comp〉 〈f-expr〉 〈f-expr〉 )
〈binary-comp〉 ::= < | <= | = | >= | >
〈f-expr〉 ::= 〈number〉 | 〈f-head(term)〉

| ( 〈binary-op〉 〈f-expr〉 〈f-expr〉 ) | ( - 〈f-expr〉 )
〈f-head(x)〉 ::= ( 〈function symbol〉 〈x〉* ) | 〈function symbol〉
〈binary-op〉 ::= + | - | * | /

The syntax for effects has been extended to allow for probabilistic effects, which can be arbitrarily

interleaved with conditional effects and universal quantification. A〈probability〉 is a〈number〉 with a value

in the interval[0, 1]. Reward updates are limited to constant increments and decrements.

〈effect〉 ::= 〈p-effect〉 | ( and 〈effect〉* )
|:conditional-effects ( forall ( 〈typed list(variable)〉 ) 〈effect〉 )
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|:conditional-effects ( when 〈GD〉 〈effect〉 )
|:probabilistic-effects ( probabilistic 〈prob-effect〉+ )

〈p-effect〉 ::= 〈atomic formula (term)〉 | ( not 〈atomic formula(term)〉 )
|:fluents ( 〈assign-op〉 〈f-head(term)〉 〈f-expr〉 )
|:rewards ( 〈additive-op〉 〈reward fluent〉 〈f-expr〉 )

〈prob-effect〉 ::= 〈probability〉 〈effect〉
〈assign-op〉 ::= assign | scale-up | scale-down | 〈additive-op〉
〈additive-op〉 ::= increase | decrease
〈reward fluent〉 ::= ( reward ) | reward

Five families of parametric distributions are supported byPPDDL+. A delay distribution that is simply

a constant expression corresponds to a deterministic distribution. Implementations may not support all the

distributions, and should report an error if they encounteran unsupported distribution in a domain definition.

For example, a planning system for continuous-time MDPs would support only the one-parameter exponen-

tial distribution. Furthermore, support for deterministic distributions should be implemented with care. If

two events with deterministic delay can be enabled simultaneously, there could be a non-zero probability

that both events trigger at the same time.

〈delay-distribution〉 ::= 〈const-expr〉
| ( exponential 〈const-expr〉 [〈const-expr〉] )
| ( weibull 〈const-expr〉 [〈const-expr〉] [〈const-expr〉] )
| ( lognormal 〈const-expr〉 〈const-expr〉 )
| ( uniform 〈const-expr〉 〈const-expr〉 )

〈const-expr〉 ::= 〈number〉
| ( 〈binary-op〉 〈const-expr〉 〈const-expr〉 ) | ( - 〈const-expr〉 )

B.2.3 Problems

The syntax for problem definitions includes the extensions of PPDDL to PDDL2.1 that allow for the speci-

fication of a probability distribution over initial states,and also permit the association of a one-time reward
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with entering a goal state. In PPDDL+, it is also possible to specify a goal condition as a UTSL formula.

〈problem〉 ::= ( define ( problem 〈name〉 )
( :domain 〈name〉 )
[〈require-def〉]
[〈objects-def〉]
[〈init〉]
[〈reward-rate-spec〉]:rewards

〈goal〉 )
〈objects-def〉 ::= ( :objects 〈typed list(name)〉 )
〈init〉 ::= ( :init 〈init-el〉* )
〈init-el〉 ::= 〈p-init-el〉 |:probabilistic-effects ( probabilistic 〈prob-init-el〉* )
〈p-init-el〉 ::= 〈atomic formula(name)〉 |:fluents ( = 〈f-head(name)〉 〈number〉 )
〈prob-init-el〉 ::= 〈probability〉 〈a-init-el〉
〈a-init-el〉 ::= 〈p-init-el〉 | ( and 〈p-init-el〉* )
〈reward-rate-spec〉 ::= ( :reward-rate 〈state-reward〉* )
〈state-reward〉 ::= 〈GD〉 〈const-expr〉
〈goal〉 ::= 〈goal-spec〉 [〈metric-spec〉] | 〈metric-spec〉
〈goal-spec〉 ::= ( :goal 〈GD〉 ) [( :goal-reward 〈ground-f-expr〉 )]:rewards

|:utsl-goals ( :utsl-goal 〈pctl-formula〉 )
〈metric-spec〉 ::= ( :metric 〈optimization〉 〈ground-f-expr〉 )
〈optimization〉 ::= minimize | maximize
〈ground-f-expr〉 ::= 〈number〉 | 〈f-head(name)〉

| ( 〈binary-op〉 〈ground-f-expr〉 〈ground-f-expr〉 )
| ( - 〈ground-f-expr〉 )
| ( total-time ) | total-time
| ( goal-achieved ) | goal-achieved
|:rewards 〈reward fluent〉

〈pctl-formula〉 ::= ( pr 〈probability〉 〈path-formula〉 )
| ( not ( pr 〈probability〉 〈path-formula〉 ) )
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〈path-formula〉 ::= ( until [〈number〉] [〈number〉] 〈GD〉 〈GD〉 )
| ( weak-until [〈number〉] [〈number〉] 〈GD〉 〈GD〉 )
| ( eventually [〈number〉] [〈number〉] 〈GD〉 〈GD〉 )
| ( continuously [〈number〉] [〈number〉] 〈GD〉 〈GD〉 )

B.2.4 Requirements

Below is a table of all requirements in PPDDL+. Some requirements imply others; some are abbrevia-

tions for common sets of requirements. If a domain stipulates no requirements, it is assumed to declare a

requirement for:strips.

Requirement Description

:strips Basic STRIPS-style adds and deletes

:typing Allow type names in declarations of variables

:equality Support= as built-in predicate

:negative-preconditions Allow negated atoms in goal descriptions

:disjunctive-preconditions Allow disjunctive goal descriptions

:existential-preconditions Allow exists in goal descriptions

:universal-preconditions Allow forall in goal descriptions

:quantified-preconditions = :existential-preconditions

+ :universal-preconditions

:conditional-effects Allow when andforall in action effects

:probabilistic-effects Allow probabilistic in action effects

:rewards Allow reward fluent in action effects and

optimization metric

:fluents Allow numeric state variables

:utsl-goals Allow UTSL goal conditions

:delayed-actions Allow actions with random delay

:exogenous-events Allow uncontrollable events with random delay

:adl = :strips + :typing + :equality
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+ :negative-preconditions

+ :disjunctive-preconditions

+ :quantified-preconditions

+ :conditional-effects

:mdp = :probabilistic-effects + :rewards

:gsmdp = :mdp + :delayed-actions

+ :exogenous-events
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